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Abstract 

The Tamar Valley is a well-defined coastal valley, located in northern Tasmania 

(Australia). The valley has significant air pollution problems. At Bell Bay, 

approximately 5 km inland, there is a heavy industrial estate containing an 

aluminium smelter, a ferroalloy smelter, a medium density fibreboard plant and a 

thermal power station. The city of Launceston (pop. 72 000) is located 65 km inland, 

at the head of the valley. Launceston has a significant winter woodsmoke problem, 

regularly exceeding the 24-hour National Environment Protection Council (NEPC) 

goal for PM,o particles. 

Data from a network of 16 meteorological stations were combined to produce a 

climatology of the Tamar Valley, with many variables being mapped on a seasonal 

basis. The most important climatological parameters were amalgamated into an 

index of air pollution potential. 

A diagnostic wind field model, NUATMOS was used to model hourly wind fields for 

two-day periods each season under poor dispersion conditions. The modelled wind 

fields clearly showed the dominant flows occurring in the valley under anticyclonic 

conditions. Coastal westerlies and sea breezes are channelled inland along the 

northwest-southeast aligned valley. At night, there is a transition to down-slope and 

down-valley winds, which drain out of the valley. 

The CITPUFF Gaussian puff dispersion model was used to simulate dispersion of 

current winter woodsmoke emissions throughout the valley under poor-dispersion 

conditions. This model was used to help devise woodsmoke reduction strategies. 

The findings show that a 72 % reduction in woodheater numbers in Launceston is 

required to meet the NEPC particle goal. This goal is exceeded only in the 
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Launceston region, and is chiefly caused by local sources, with only 4% of the 

particles modelled within Launceston originating outside of the city. Measured 

particle concentrations in Launceston have declined over the past few years, however 

additional measures are required if the NEPC goal is to be met. The introduction of 

reticulated natural gas to Launceston will allow the NEPC goal to be met if the city 

experiences an uptake to gas heating similar to that experienced by Canberra when 

gas was introduced. A more realistic scenario, with an uptake half that of 

Canberra's, would provide a significant reduction in PM,o concentrations, however 

this alone would not meet the NEPC goal. Banning open fires and non-certified 

woodheaters would come close meeting the goal. The goal is most likely to be met 

using a combination of reduction measures. 

Dispersion of SO2 from the combined Bell Bay industrial sources was modelled for 

each season, showing frequent exceedences of the NEPC hourly goal for SO2. The 

Bell Bay thermal power station was the dominant source, however this will shortly 

be converted from oil-fired to gas-fired operation. Modelled NO^ emissions from the 

gas-fired power station reveal a significant reduction in the number of exceedences. 
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1 Introduction 

Ll Introduction 

T
he Tamar Valley is one of the most polluted regions in Australia, with a 

severe wintertime woodsmoke problem, and significant emissions from 

industrial sources at Bell Bay. This thesis will describe and model the 

winds occurring throughout the valley, using a diagnostic wind field 

model. A Gaussian puff dispersion model will be used to simulate current dispersion 

of industrial and residential emissions throughout the valley. A series of pollution 

reduction scenarios will be also be modelled. 

This chapter will provide an introduction to the thesis. It will describe the Tamar 

Valley and surrounding areas, revealing its location, topography, population 

distribution and climate. Air pollution sources within the area are then described, 

focussing on urban diffiise sources and the Bell Bay industrial point sources. Current 

national air pollution standards are then listed. Past concentrations of respirable 

particles, measured at Launceston, are briefly described. The Tamar Valley Airshed 

Study, which sponsored this research, is then described. The chapter concludes by 

posing a series of specific research questions and providing an outline of the thesis. 

L2 Site Description 

1.2.1 Location 

The Tamar Valley is a coastal valley located in the northeast of Tasmania, Australia. 

Tasmania is an island state, situated to the south of the Australian mainland (see inset 

map in Figure 1.1). The City of Launceston (population 72,000) lies 55 km inland 

on the headwaters of the Tamar River. Other major tovms in the region include 

Devonport and Ulverstone on the northwest coast (Figure 1.1). 
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A heavy industrial park is located at Bell Bay, some 10 km inland, on the eastern 

banks of the Tamar. 

Figure 1.1 Major population centres and highways within the Tamar Valley region. The 

northwest/southeast-aligned rectangle shows the extent of the TVAS study area. 

Launceston and Bell Bay are highlighted in bold type. The inset map places the region 

within the state of Tasmania. Housing densities were obtained from the Australian 

Bureau of Statistics Census '96 data. 

1.2.2 Topography 
Figure 1.2 shows the topographic features defining the northwest/southeast-aligned 

Tamar Valley. The Asbestos and Dazzler Ranges, Bald Tier, Foresters Hill, Grassy 

Hut Tier and Mt. Amon form the southwest wall. To the far southwest are the Great 

Western Tiers. The northeast wall of the valley comprises the Tippogoree Hills, the 

Den and Dismal ranges, and Mts. Arthur and Barrow. The highest elevation in the 

valley occurs at the summit of Ben Lomond (1574 m.a.s.l.) located in the southeast. 
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The Tamar River runs through the centre of the valley, dividing the West-Tamar 

region from the East-Tamar. Table 1.1 lists the major topographic features forming 

the Tamar Valley, and provides their elevations. 
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Figure 1.2 Topographic features forming the Tamar Valley. The northwest/southeast-aligned 

rectangle is the TVAS study area. 
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Table 1.1 The main topographic features forming the Tamar Valley 

Topographic Feature 

Southwest wall 
Asbestos Range 
Dazzler Range 
Bald Tier 
Foresters Hill 
Grassy Hut Tier 
Mt. Amon 
Great Western Tiers 

Northeast wall 
Mt. George 
Tippogoree Hills 
Den Ranges 
Dismal Range 
Mt. Arthur 
Mt. Barrow 
Ben Lomond 
Mt. Foster 
Snow Hill 

Elevation (m.a.s.L) 

392 
508 
310 
390 
410 
315 

1298 

242 
360 
210 
520 

1187 
1414 
1574 
1012 
971 

The northwest/southeast-aligned rectangle, shown in both Figures 1.1 and 1.2, 

represents the Tamar Valley Airshed Study (TVAS) study area. This region will be 

investigated in detail within this thesis. The TVAS study area is aligned with, and 

centred over, the valley axis. It is 65 km long and 40 km wide. The study area 

contains Bell Bay in the northwest and Laimceston in the southeast. 

1.2.3 Population Distribution 

Figure 1.3 shows the housing density and locations of towns in and near the study 

area. Launceston is by far the greatest population centre in the region, containing 

approximately 72 % of the total population of the study area. The main Launceston 

suburbs are shown in Figure 1.4. These are mainly concentrated to the southeast of 

the Tamar River, however ribbon developments follow the banks of the river towards 

the coast. The town of George Tovm (population 5600) is located at the opposite end 

of the valley. George Town is the main dormitory suburb for the Bell Bay 

workforce. 
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LOW HEAD 

BADGER HEAD^ 
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Tamar River 
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Figure 1.3 Towns and townships in the vicinity of the TVAS study area. Launceston and Bell Bay 

are highlighted in bold type. Housing densities were obtained from the Australian 

Bureau of Statistics Census '96 data. 

1.2.4 General Climate 
The island state of Tasmania experiences a temperate maritime climate, with 

temperatures being moderated by the sea. Prevailing winds are from the west, 

reflecting Tasmania's latitudinal position in the mid-latitude westerlies, otherwise 

known as the 'roaring forties'. 

Winds are strongest and most persistent during late winter and early spring, and are 

controlled by the passage of cyclones and anticyclones across the state. The 

westerlies tend to weaken during the summer, as the subtropical ridge migrates 

south, allowing afternoon sea breezes to develop. 
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Cold fronts are often embedded within the westerlies, crossing the state from west to 

east. These bring cold weather and rain to the state, and during winter may bring 

snow to low levels. (Anon., 1999) 

r\j Highway 

Housing Density 
(houses/km2) 

1500-2000 

10OO-15O0 

500-1000 

200-500 

Tamar River 

ST LEONARDS 

A 

Figure 1.4 Launceston suburbs and housing densities (obtained from the Australian Bureau of 

Statistics Census '96 data) 

Table 1.2 summarises some of the more important climatic variables for Launceston. 

The mean daily-minimum temperature varies between 2.0 °C in July (vsdnter) and 

12.1 °C in January (summer). Mean daily-maximum temperatures are also lowest in 

winter and highest in summer, ranging between 12.4 °C (July) and 24.3 °C (February) 

respectively. Temperatures outside of these ranges frequently occur, with a lowest 

recorded temperature of-5.2 °C and a highest recorded temperature of 35.4 ''C. 
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Mean daily-wind-mns vary between 186 km (August) and 361 km (December), 

corresponding to average speeds of 2.2 ms"' and 4.2 ms"' respectively. 

Significant rainfall occurs all year round, with the monthly mean number of rain days 

varying between 6.3 in Febmary and 14.7 in August. The mean monthly-rainfall 

follows this pattem with mean falls of 29.7 mm and 81.1 mm in Febmary and August 

respectively. 

Launceston is well known for its frequent winter fogs, and has consequentiy eamed 

itself the nickname "Fog Hollow". Winter fogs often persist throughout the entire 

night, and through most of the following moming. An average of 8.3 fog days are 

recorded every July by the Bureau of Meteorology. This figure probably 

underestimates the tme number of fog days as manual observations only occur at 

09:00 and 15:00 daily. If the fog has dissipated by 09:00 then it will not be recorded. 

1.3 Air Pollution Sources 

1.3.1 Launceston Urban Diffuse Sources 

Air pollution emissions in Launceston mainly occur from diffuse sources. The two 

major diffuse sources are woodheaters and motor vehicles. 

Approximately 58 % of houses in Launceston are heated by wood combustion, with 

most burning occurring in controlled combustion heaters. A small percentage (4 %) 

of households use open fires for space heating purposes. Particles are the dominant 

contaminant associated with wood combustion, however significant carbon 

monoxide (CO) emissions also occur. The locations and strengths of the woodsmoke 

sources within the Tamar Valley will be described in detail in Chapter Eight. 

The second major diffiise source in the Tamar Valley is from motor vehicles, which 

emit CO, nitrogen oxides (NOJ, volatile organic compounds (VOC) and particles. 

No sustained measurements of CO, NO^ or VOC have been made in Launceston, 

however significant concentrations are likely to occur. 
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1.3.2 Bell Bay Industrial Point Sources 

1.3.2.1 Comalco Aluminium Smelter 

The Comalco Aluminium Smelter (Bell Bay) Ltd. commenced operations on 23 

September 1955, and is the oldest and smallest aluminium smelter in the Southern 

Hemisphere. The plant was commissioned in response to Australia's desperate need 

for aluminium, used in aircraft production, during World War II. It was the first 

industry located at Bell Bay. Bell Bay was chosen because of the availability of 

cheap hydro-electric power and deep-water port facilities. (Carroll, 1980; Comalco, 

1998) 

Comalco's operations at Bell Bay are centred around the smelting and casting of 

primary aluminium and its alloys. The three main process areas are: 

• the manufacture of carbon products (used later in the smelting process); 
• the conversion of alumina (2AI2O3) to aluminium (Al); and 
• metal alloying and casting. 

(Comalco, 1998) 

Comalco produced approximately 150,000 t of aluminium products at Bell Bay in 

2000. 

L3.2.2 TEMCO Manganese Alloy Smelter 

TEMCO is a producer of manganese alloys, which are added to steel to improve its 

rolling and abrasive properties. The plant, which is the only one of its kind in 

Australia, was set up in 1962 to reduce Australia's reliance on overseas sources of 

strategic alloys. 

The company operates four submerged arc electric smelting fiimaces, which they use 

to produce ferromanganese (FeMn) and silicomanganese (SiMn). TEMCO also mns 

a sinter plant, which produces manganese sinter. This is used as a feed to the 

TEMCO fumaces, and can also be used in direct alloying processes. 
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The current annual production capacity is 120,000 t of ferromanganese, 120,0001 of 

silicomanganese and 320,000 t of sinter. TEMCO operates on a continuous basis. 

(Chesterman and Hassell, 2000) 

1.3.2.3 Starwood Medium Density Fibreboard Plant 

The Starwood Medium Density Fibreboard (MDF) Plant is the latest industry to 

commence operation at Bell Bay, with constmction occurring between 1995 and 

1998. The plant produces MDF boards varying in thickness between 9 and 32 mm 

and up to 12.4 m^ in area. 

The production process includes: 

• Sourcing and stockpiling of radiata pine and eucalypt wood chips; 
• Washing and sorting the raw wood chips; 
• Digesting the wood chips using pressurised steam, and refining them to a fibre 

material; 
• Drying the wet fibre to a desired moisture content, and adding resin and wax; 
• Forming the fibre into partially compressed mats; 
• Pressing the mats into boards; 
• Cooling the boards; and 
• Conditioning the boards in a warehouse prior to finishing, grading and packing. 

Approximately 29,0001 of marketable products were produced in 1999, 

approximately a quarter of that allowed under their operating permit (120,000 t per 

annum). Annual production is expected to rapidly rise to 80 to 90 % of licensed 

output once the plant reaches full production capacity, (e-systems, 2001) 

1.3.2.4 Eckart Aluminium Powder and Paste Plant 

The Eckart Aluminium Powder and Paste Plant manufactures aluminium powders 

and pigments for use in the chemical, metallurgical, printing and paint industries. 

The plant was developed and operated by Comalco in 1968, however it was sold to 

Eckart Australia Pty. Ltd. in January 1998. 

Operations use approximately 10 % of Comalco's aluminium output with molten 

aluminium being transported directly from Comalco to the plant, via a private 

roadway, for immediate use in production processes. Table 1.3 shows the major 

products and annual output of the Eckart plant. 
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Table 1.3 Annual Output and Use of Products from the Eckart Aluminium Powder and Paste 
Plant 

Product 

Atomised powder 

Granules 
Pigment paste 
Aerated Lightweight Concrete 
(ALC) paste and powder 

Product Usage 

Refractories, chemicals, brake linings, 
de-oxidants 
Alloy additions 
Pigment for paints and plastics 
Aerating agent for lightweight concrete 

1998 Output 
(tper annum) 

5,500 

4,500 
316 
120 

Estimated 2000 Output 
(tper annum) 

7,000 

5,000 
600 
200 

Source: Eckart Australia (1999) 

Emissions to air are dominated by hydrocarbons (white spirits), which are discharged 

from the paste and Aerated Lightweight Concrete (ALC) plants. Fugitive emissions 

occur and are mainly due to evaporation, occurring most frequently during the 

milling process. It is estimated that in 2002 the total emission of white spirits, from 

all sources, will be 31 t. 

Particulate emissions are discharged from four stacks. These are the powder plant 

cyclone stack, the fiimace exhaust, the atomising air heater exhaust and the hot oil 

heater stack in the ALC plant. Modelling studies, prior to extensive modifications, 

suggest that current particulate emissions will be very low. (Eckart Australia, 1999) 

1.3.2.5 Bell Bay Thermal Power Station 

The Bell Bay Thermal Power Station is located at Donovans Bay, 3 km to the 

southeast of Bell Bay. The power station operates two 120 MW generators, the first 

installed in 1971 and the second in 1974. The oil-fired station bum approximately 

12501 of fuel oil a day when operating at ftill capacity. The station is infrequentiy 

used however, only being fired up when water storage levels in Tasmania's 

hydroelectric dams are low. The dominant emission is SO2, however the station also 

emits significant quantities of SO3, CO, CO2, NO^ and hydrocarbons. 

1.3.2.6 Other Minor Sources 

Other industrial operations in the Bell Bay region include: 

• The Comalco Research and Technical Development Centre; 
• The Bell Bay Wharf complex; 
• The Mobil Oil Storage facility; 
• The George Town Waste Water Treatment Plant; and 
• The North Forest Products and Boral woodchip mills located 7 km to the 

southeast at Longreach. 
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Emissions from tiiese sources are minor, and hence will be ignored in this thesis. 

1.4 Air Pollution Standards and Concentrations 

1.4.1 National Air Pollution Standards and the Air NEPM 

Australia has recently developed national standards for six major pollutants occurring 

in ambient air. These are: 

• Carbon Monoxide (CO) • Sulfiir Dioxide (SOj) 
• Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) • Lead (Pb) 
• Photochemical Oxidants, as Ozone (O3) • Particles, as PM,o 

The standards were developed to ensure that all Australians experience equivalent 

levels of protection from air pollution, and that business decisions are not distorted 

by variations in environmental standards. 

The National Environment Protection Council (NEPC), a statutory body made up of 

ministers from each state and territory in Australia, developed the standards. The 

standards are contained within the ""Air NEPM" (National Environmental Protection 

Measure), which was "made" on 26 June 1998. This requires each state and territory 

to achieve specific air pollution goals within 10 years and, where necessary, to 

monitor and report on concentrations of the six major pollutants listed above. 

Table 1.4 summarises the NEPM standards, and the goals to be achieved by June 

2008. The standard that is most relevant to Launceston is that for particles, which are 

mainly emitted from difftise woodheater sources. The Air NEPM allows 24-hour 

average PM]o concentrations to exceed 50 |agm"̂  on only five occasions a year. The 

PMio class of particles, otherwise known as 'respirable particles', is defined as those 

particles having aerodynamic diameters less than 10 fim. These are important as they 

are small enough to be breathed deeply into the lung, and have hence been associated 

with a wide range of respiratory problems. 
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Table 1.4 National Environment Protection Council Ambient Air Quality Standards and 
Goals 

Pollutant 

Carbon Monoxide (CO) 

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) 

Photochemical Oxidants, as Ozone (O3) 

Sulfur Dioxide (SOj) 

Lead (Pb) 
Particles, as PM,o 

A veraging Period 

8 hours * 

1 hour 
1 year 

1 hour 
4 hours * 

1 hour 
1 day 
1 year 

1 year 
1 day 

Maximum 
Concentration 

9.0 ppm 

0.12 ppm 
0.03 ppm 

0.10 ppm 
0.08 ppm 

0.20 ppm 
0.08 ppm 
0.02 ppm 

0.50 ngm"̂  
50 ngm'' 

Goal by 26 June 2008, 
Maximum allowable exceedences 

1 day a year 

1 day a year 
none 

1 day a year 
1 day a year 

1 day a year 
1 day a year 
none 

none 
5 days a year 

Source: Modified from NEPC, (1998), Schedule 2. 
'Calculated using rolling averages based on 1-hour averages. For the purpose of calculating and reporting 4 and 8 hour 
averages, the first rolling average period in a calendar day ends at 01:00 and includes hours from the previous day. 

Carbon monoxide may also be an important contaminant in Launceston, mainly 

emitted by vehicular sources. There have been no formal monitoring programs for 

CO in Launceston, so representative concentrations are unknown. The NEPM 

standard is couched in terms of an 8-hour rolling average, calculated from successive 

1-hour averages. The goal is 9.0 ppm, with one allowable exceedence a year. 

At Bell Bay, industrial emissions of nitrogen dioxide and SOj are also important, 

with hourly standards of 0.12 and 0.20 ppm respectively. Both standards may only 

be exceeded during one day a year. (NEPC, 1997; 1998) 

1.4.2 Respirable Particle Concentrations in Launceston 

DPIWE measures 24-hour mean PMJQ concentrations at the Ti Tree Bend sewage 

treatment plant in Launceston. Samples are collected daily, during the period 

between 1 May and 30 September, using a pair of co-located high volume samplers. 

Outside of this period, samples are collected every sixth day. 

Particles have been monitored at Ti Tree Bend since 1991. Only limited data are 

publicly available. During winters 1991 to 1993, concentrations exceeded the then 

acceptable 24-hour level of 120 jigm'^ on 2, 7 and 1 occasions respectively. The 

maximum concentration recorded during winter 1992 was 189 |igm"^ (Working 

Party, 1996, Graph 13, p. 23D). Since this time, PM,o concentrations have been 

gradually falling at Ti Tree Bend. 
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Table 1.5 summarises the recent PM,o history at Ti Tree Bend for summer and 

winter. During summer, all measured concentrations were below 50 ^gm•^ witii a 

maximum summer concentration of 30 ^gm"̂  occurring in Febmary 2000. The 

NEPC 24-hour goal of 50 jagm"̂  was exceeded on a third of winter days between 

1997 and 1999, with maximum concentrations exceeding 120 |agm'̂  in 1997 and 

1998. The NEPC 24-hour goal was exceeded on 32 occasions during wdnter 1999, 

with a maximum concentration of 92 ^gm'^ 

Table 1.5 Ti Tree Bend 24-hour Average PM,o Concentrations: Summer (1997 to 2000) and 
Winter (1997 to 1999) 

Number of Samples Collected 
Number of Exceedences of 50 ngm"' 
Highest Concentration (ixgm"') 
Second Highest Concentration (ngm'') 
Third Highest Concentration (ngm'-') 
Fourth Highest Concentration (ngm'^) 
Mean Concentration (ngm'^) 
Median Concentration (|J.gm'') 
Lowest Concentration ()a.gm"') 

1997 
Summer 

15 
0 

17 
14 
11 
11 
8 
6 
2 

Winter 

90 
32 

121 
110 
109 
98 
40 
38 

0 

1998 
Summer 

13 
0 

20 
18 
16 
14 
12 
12 
7 

Winter 
91 
37 

122 
121 
112 
109 
45 
39 
3 

1999 
Summer 

14 
0 

14 
12 
12 
11 
9 
9 
5 

Winter 
92 
32 
92 
85 
83 
81 
41 
42 

4 

2000 
Summer 

10 
0 

30 
29 
24 
21 
17 
15 
6 

Source: DPIWE Note: Samples are collected daily during winter (1 June to 31 August) and every 
sixth day during summer (1 December to 29 February) 

Figure 1.5 illustrates Launceston's woodsmoke problem by presenting a series of 

photos, each taken in 1992 from the same location, under increasing PM,o loadings. 

Visibility clearly decreases with increasing particle loadings. These photos are 

provided for illustrative purposes only, and cannot be used as a means of visually 

estimating PM,o concentrations. 

1.5 The Tamar Valley Airshed Study 
The Government of Tasmania initiated the Tamar Valley Airshed Study (TVAS) in 

response to concem about air pollution concentrations within the Tamar Valley, from 

Bell Bay industrial sources at the coast and urban sources inland at Launceston. The 

study commenced in 1993 and concluded in 1995. 

One of the major aims of the TVAS was to develop a wind field and pollution-

dispersion modelling system covering the entire Tamar Valley airshed. The 

modelling system was required to be capable of simulating dispersion of emissions 

from multiple sources located throughout the region. The NUATMOS diagnostic 
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wind field model, and the CITPUFF multiple-source Gaussian puff dispersion model 

were found to be the most suitable models for use in the Tamar Valley. 

9\igm^ (26/6) 31 ^gm-̂  (15/5) 

67|igm"^ (18/6) 

110M,gm"̂  (15/6) 

91 ].igm-' (18/5) 

144 ngm-̂  (23/5) 

Figure 1.5 The City of Launceston under different 24-hour average PMio loadings. These pictures 

are indicative only. They cannot be used as a basis for visually estimating mean daily 

particle concentrations. Dr. Bill Wood (DELM) took all of the photos in 1992. 
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The Centre for Mathematical Modelling (CAMM), located at Monash University 

(Melboume), developed both models and provided advice throughout the study. 

Other members of the consulting team included CSIRO Atmospheric Research 

(CSIRO AR, then known as CSIRO Division of Atmospheric Research- CSIRO DAR), 

and the University of Tasmania. 

A network of 10-m masts, supporting meteorological instmmentation, was 

established throughout the study area. Intensive campaign measurements of wind 

and temperature profiles were also made under poor dispersion conditions. These 

data were collected for use within the modelling system and to facilitate research into 

the air pollution climatology of the airshed. 

The author was attached to the TVAS as a PhD student and research assistant. As a 

result he was closely involved in every aspect of the TVAS, from initial selection of 

meteorological station locations, the design and implementation of the measurement 

program, data entry and analysis, and the subsequent modelling program. CAMM 

used the digital data supplied by the author to create configuration files for the 

NUATMOS wind field model. SEMF Consultants, a Hobart consultancy firm, 

managed the day-to-day mnning of the TVAS. 

This thesis represents the major, and final, report of the TVAS. 

L6 Research Questions and Thesis Outline 

The following questions were developed to guide research progress into air pollution 

dispersion throughout the Tamar Valley: 

1. Spatial and temporal variation of climatic variables... 

How do readily available climatic variables, affecting air pollution 
concentrations, vary throughout the Tamar Valley in space and time? Can these 
variables be combined to form a measure of air pollution potential? If so, what 
is the air pollution potential of Bell Bay and Launceston? 

2. Spatial and temporal variation of winds under anticyclonic conditions... 

How do the mean winds in the Tamar Valley vary spatially, diumally and 
seasonally under anticyclonic (poor dispersion) conditions? 
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3. Modelled wind fields for each season... 

Model representative, three-dimensional, time-varying, transport fields for 
contaminants during poor dispersion events in each season. What are the 
dominant mechanisms causing or inhibiting air pollution transport within the 
Tamar Valley at such times? 

4. Winter woodsmoke dispersion... 

How is winter woodsmoke dispersed throughout the Tamar Valley? How many 
woodheaters can Launceston support before the NEPC 24-hour goal for particles 
is exceeded? Will the current woodsmoke reduction measures achieve the 
NEPC goal by June 2008? What effect will the introduction of reticulated 
natural gas have on PM,o concentrations? Would banning open fires and non-
certified woodheaters achieve the NEPC goal by June 2008? Can economic 
incentives be focussed on a small area, or do they have to include the entire 
Tamar Valley? 

5. Dispersion of Bell Bay industrial emissions... 

How are the Bell Bay industrial emissions dispersed throughout the Tamar 
Valley during each season under poor dispersion conditions? Will the 
conversion of the Bell Bay power station from oil-fired to gas-fired operation 
improve the air quality of the region? 

This thesis will answer the research questions posed above. 

Chapter Two will provide a detailed literature review. It commences with an 

overview of past air pollution studies within the Tamar Valley. These include a 

previous PhD study centred on the Bell Bay region, an investigation into 

Launceston's air quality, and a pilot study by CSIRO AR focussing on fine particles. 

The review then summarises the major methods of measuring and calculating 

atmospheric stability, and describes some integral measures of ventilation, 

recirculation and stagnation. Finally air pollution modelling systems will be 

discussed, with a detailed review of wind field modelling and Gaussian puff 

dispersion modelling. 

Chapter Three documents the data acquisition and storage phase of the study. The 

10-m mast measurements are described, with mast locations, instrumentation and 

performance history being provided. Descriptions of the relational database, used to 

store measurements and derived parameters, then follow. The chapter concludes 

with a detailed description of the campaign measurements, of wind and temperature 

profiles, collected under poor dispersion conditions. 
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The NUATMOS/CITPUFF modelling system is described in Chapter Four. Model 

histories, technical descriptions, validation studies and model configurations for the 

TVAS will be provided for each model. 

Chapter Five analyses the three years of data collected during the TVAS. Data is 

summarised at each measurement site using wind and stability roses, and a new form 

of rose called a 'transport rose'. The major parameters affecting air pollution 

dispersion are mapped on a seasonal basis, and are combined to form an index of air 

pollution potential. 

Vector averaged winds are calculated in Chapter Six, for all measurement intervals 

where the surface pressure exceeds 1020 hPa. This allows the wind variations to be 

described and mapped for the "average anticyclonic day" in each season. 

The wind field modelling results are presented in Chapter Seven. Hourly surface 

wind fields are presented for two-day periods, under anticyclonic conditions, for each 

season. Wind fields are described and the dominant atmospheric flows highlighted. 

The chapter also summarises the measured vertical temperature stmcture of the 

atmosphere throughout each intensive measurement program. 

Chapters Eight and Nine present the results of the C/r/*L^FF modelling programme. 

In Chapter Eight the Launceston woodsmoke problem is modelled, with a 'Base 

Scenario' characterising current woodsmoke dispersion under poor dispersion 

conditions in winter. This is varied in a series of scenarios to determine the 

woodheater carrying capacity of the Tamar Valley, the effect of continuing current 

woodsmoke reduction policies, and the effect of the planned introduction of 

reticulated natural gas to the State. Further scenarios investigate the effect of a ban 

on the use of open fires and non-certified woodheaters, and the extent of advected 

woodsmoke emissions into Launceston. This final scenario shows that financial 

incentives to remove woodheaters can be cost effectively applied to the Launceston 

area only. 

Chapter Nine presents modelling results for the Bell Bay industrial sources. 

Dispersion of SO2 is modelled and described for each season, and results compared 
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with NEPC standards. The effect of converting the Bell Bay power station from oil-

fired to gas-fired operation is then modelled. 

The final chapter, Chapter Ten, discusses the results of Chapters Five to Nine, and 

answers the research questions posed above. It concludes with recommendations for 

further research. 

i . 7 Conclusions 

This chapter has provided an introduction to the thesis. It began with a description of 

the Tamar Valley and surrotmding areas, describing the location, topography, 

population distribution and climate. Air pollution sources within the area were then 

described, focussing on urban diffuse sources, mainly centred around Launceston, 

and the industrial point sources located at Bell Bay. Current national air pollution 

standards were then provided, along with a brief description of PM,o concentrations 

in Launceston, and the Tamar Valley Airshed Study. The chapter concludes by 

posing a series of specific research questions and providing an outline of the thesis. 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

C
hapter two provides a brief literature review of topics relevant to this 

study. The chapter commences with a summary of the seven air 

pollution studies that have occurred in the Tamar Valley since 1982. It 

then summarises various turbulence typing methodologies that have 

been developed to categorise atmospheric stability. The third section describes a 

methodology developed by Allwine and Whiteman (1994) to identify stagnation, 

ventilation and recirculation events, and regions prone to these conditions. Air 

pollution modelling systems are then described, with subsequent sections focussing 

on diagnostic and prognostic wind field models, and on Gaussian puff dispersion 

models. 

2.2 Air Pollution Studies within the Tamar Valley 

Prior to 1982 there had been no studies into air pollution levels and dispersion within 

the Tamar Valley, despite growing concem over air pollution issues within the 

airshed. Vegetation damage, as a result of emissions from the Bell Bay sources, had 

been reported in the area since the early 1960s. Woodsmoke was also an issue, 

following the growth in the use of woodheaters in Australia from 1978. This date 

corresponds to the government decision to adopt world parity prices for oil products. 

This step resulted in a dramatic price increase for heating oil, and the subsequent 

large-scale adoption of woodheaters throughout Australia. (Low et al, 1989; Todd, 

1996) 
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Since 1982 there have been seven studies investigating various aspects of the air 

pollution problem within the Tamar Valley. These are: 

the Air Quality Study in the Lower Tamar Valley (1982 to 1986); 
the Investigation into Air Pollution, Environmental Health and Respiratory 
Diseases, Launceston and Upper Tamar Valley (1991 to 1994); 

• the Tamar Valley Airshed Study (1993 to 1995); 
• the Comalco Local Airshed Study (1993 to 1997); 
• the Air Emissions Trials for the National Pollutant Inventory (1995 to 1996); 
• the A ustralian Fine Particles Pilot Study (1997); and 
• the National Pollutant Inventory (Tamar Valley Region) (2000 to -). 

2.2.1 The Air Quality Study in the Lower Tamar Valley 

The first air pollution study in the Tamar Valley commenced in 1982, and was 

conducted as part of a PhD program. The study was focussed on industrial emissions 

from the Bell Bay region and included meteorological and chemical measurements at 

a number of sites in the area. In addition to the thesis (Low, 1986), three papers were 

published based on findings of the study (Low, 1988; Low and Bloom, 1988; Low et 

al, 1989). 

Low (1988) and Low and Bloom (1988) monitored bulk atmospheric deposition at 17 

locations, each within 10 km of Comalco, in the lower Tamar Valley. Monthly 

samples were collected in glass deposit gauges, mounted on wooden stands 3 m 

above the ground. The sampling program commenced in July 1982 and concluded in 

August 1983. The pH of each sample was measured, normally within two days of 

collection. Soluble fiuoride (F) originating from the Comalco emissions was then 

measured using an ion-selective electrode. 

Acidic samples were largely attributed to the oil-fired thermal power station. Acidity 

was greatest (i.e. pHs were lowest) at sampling locations close to the power station, 

especially at locations to the northwest or southeast of the station. This was 

attributed to the effects of the frequent sea breezes and down-valley drainage flows. 

Acidic samples were collected at even the most distant sampling location from the 

power station, indicating that Bell Bay emissions could penetrate significant 

distances inland. (Low, 1988) 
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The site with the highest frequency of acidic samples was located 1 km to tiie 

northwest of the power station, indicating the importance of the drainage flows. The 

second highest frequency was experienced 7 km to the east of the power station, at a 

site on the opposite side of the Tippogoree Hills. This occurred as a resuh of the 

prevailing westerlies, which frequently transported emissions from the 107-m power 

station stack out of the valley to the east. (Low, 1988) 

The greatest mean fluoride deposition rate (approximately 150 times that of the 

background) occurred at a site located 800 m to the east-southeast of Comalco. 

However, elevated rates were measured at many sites within 3 km of the smelter. 

Fluoride distribution was largely dependent on the meteorological conditions 

experienced during each monthly sampling period. Sea breezes, down-valley 

drainage flows and local katabatic flows resulted in greater deposition occurring at 

sites located along the valley axis, and to a lesser extent to the southwest of the plant. 

The Comalco plume was also noted to penetrate inland over significant distances. A 

mean monthly deposition rate 3.3 times the background rate was recorded at the most 

distant site, 9.7 km east-southeast of the plant. (Low and Bloom, 1988) 

Comalco no longer emits significant levels of fluoride. In 1997 the wet-scmbbing 

technology was replaced by a more modem dry-scmbbing system. The six potroom 

fume scrubbers were replaced by a single dry-scmbbing stack. 

The third paper published from the Air quality study in the lower Tamar Valley (Low 

et al, 1989) was concerned with atmospheric flows. Tethered balloon wind and 

temperature soundings were collected at Bell Bay on two separate spring nights (23 

September, 1982 and 5-6 October, 1982). A network of six Lambrecht Woelfle type 

anemometers, each mounted on poles at a height of 10 m, was also established in the 

Bell Bay region. 

Both sets of soundings showed a surface stable layer, which developed overnight, 

extending to heights between 200 m and 300 m. An elevated temperature inversion, 

present between 425 m and 530 m above the ground, was also noted during the 

second of the two spring nights. Both soimding programs revealed the presence of 
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local drainage flows in the lower levels, with northerly or northeasterly synoptic 

flows above. 

An elevated stagnant layer (Froude number 1.39) was observed, between heights of 

60 and 80 m, in the profile collected at 23:10 on 5 October, 1982. The layer was 

attributed to either of two causes. The first was upstream blocking of the persistent 

northeasterly synoptic winds by the Asbestos and Dazzler Ranges, which form the 

southwestem wall of the valley. The second possible cause, which Low et al. 

considered the more probable, was the development of a lee wave initiated by the 

flow of the synoptic winds over the northeastem wall of the valley (Mt. George and 

the Tippogoree Hills). Regardless of the cause, the stagnant layer resulted in a gentle 

(0.2 ms"') southwesterly katabatic flow, from the Asbestos and Dazzler Ranges, 

draining out of West Arm. This reached Bell Bay as a westerly to west-

northwesterly flow. The southwesterly flow was detected by measurements from the 

10-m anemometer network. Another katabatic flow was identified as draining out of 

the saddle between Mt. George and the Tippogoree hills to the northeast of Bell Bay. 

Figure 2.1 shows the possible katabatic flows identified by Low et al (1989). 

2.2.2 Investigation into Air PollutioUy Environmental Health 
and Respiratory Diseases 

A multi-disciplinary study of air pollution in the Launceston region was conducted 

between 1991 and 1994 (Working Party, 1996). The expert working party, 

consisting of academics, environmental officers at both state and local government 

level, and medical specialists, made the following measurements: 

• TSP, PM,o or PMj 5 samples with subsequent filter analysis for lead at five sites 
located within Launceston or the Upper Tamar Valley (Glen Dhu, Ti Tree Bend, 
Newnham, East Launceston and Newstead); 

• Ambient ozone measurements (Glen Dhu only); 
• Surface meteorological measurements including air temperature, wind speed and 

direction, sigma-theta, relative humidity, solar radiation, and barometric pressure 
(Glen Dhu, Ti Tree Bend, Hobler's Bridge); and 

Two ovemight tethered-balloon soimding programs (September 1991) at Glen Dhu 

and Ti Tree Bend; 
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Figure 2. 1 Possible katabatic flows identified by Low et al. (1989) occurring when a northeasterly 

synoptic wind interacts with the valley walls to produce stagnation in the lower Tamar 

Valley. The dashed streamlines represent katabatic flows draining off the Asbestos 

/Dazzler Ranges and out of West Arm. The solid arrow represents a katabatic flow 

from the northeastem wall of the valley, whereas the hollow arrow represents the large-

scale southeasterly down-valley flow. The tethered-balloon launching site is identified 

by a star. (Source: Low et ai, 1989, Figure 5, p. 1933) 

In addition, medical records from the Launceston General Hospital were studied for 

the period 1980 to 1993 to identify pattem in: 

• In patient admissions for bronchial asthma; 
• In patient admissions for total respiratory illness; 
• Presentations at the Department of Emergency Medicine with respiratory causes; 

and 
• Upper and lower respiratory effects. 

The following major conclusions were reached by the study: 

• Launceston has a significant, and potentially serious, winter air pollution problem 
which is exacerbated by the local topography and meteorology; 

• The principal source is particulates, mainly derived from wood combustion, 
however this is supplemented by vehicle and industrial sources; 
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• Particulate concentrations in winter frequently exceeded the then proposed 24-
hour standard of 120 |agm"^ with 19 exceedences occurring during winter 1992 
and 4 the subsequent year; 

• Photochemical pollution was not a problem in the Launceston airshed; and 
• The investigations into local medical records failed to find conclusive cause and 

effect relationships between particulate pollution and some respiratory diseases. 
This was probably due to the small population of the region. 

The tethered-balloon soundings were reported in an appendix attached to the main 

report (Nunez, 1991). Soundings in both locations revealed the presence of light 

shallow katabatic winds draining off the local topography during tiie early evening. 

As the nights progressed the main down-valley flow developed, extending 

throughout the entire vertical extent of the soundings (600 m). The surface-based 

temperature inversion reached a height of 140 m on the first night (12-13 September, 

Ti Tree Bend) and 240 m on the second night (23-24 September, Glen Dhu). Nunez 

theorised that inversion height was strongly controlled by the upper level winds. 

Nunez also produced a conceptual model describing the physical processes causing 

worst-case air pollution dispersion in the Launceston region. This worst-case 

scenario operates during winter, under anticyclonic conditions. 

Figure 2.2 shows that at nighttime, the presence of the anticyclone causes clear skies 

and subsequent radiative cooling at the surface, in conjunction with light winds aloft 

(at approximately 850 hPa, i.e. 1500 m). These conditions facilitate the development 

of a strong radiative temperature inversion at the surface. A gentle, stable down-

valley drainage flow results. Woodsmoke emissions, prompted by the cold 

temperatures, are entrained into this down-valley flow and gently drift out of the 

valley following its axis. 

The temperature inversion is eroded the next moming by solar radiative warming of 

the surface, resulting in a surface-based layer of neutral stability, which increases the 

mixing depth. A gentle anabatic flow develops, which transport contaminants further 

inland, recirculating emissions from the previous night. These conditions can last for 

several days in winter, resulting in emissions building up as contaminants are 

recycled in the diumal anabatic and katabatic flows. 
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Figure 2.2 Conceptual model of the processes resulting in worst case pollution dispersion in the 

Tamar Valley. These processes occur during winter, under anticyclonic conditions. 

(Redrawn from Nunez, 1991, Figure 12) 

2.2.3 The Tamar Valley Airshed Study 

The Tamar Valley Airshed Study (TVAS) was initiated by the state government, 

running between 1993 and 1995. Its major aim was the development of an airshed 

management system, consisting of the NUATMOS/CITPUFF wind field and 

dispersion modelling system, and the collection of field data required to support the 

models. Results from NUATMOS/CITPUFF were displayed using the IDRISI raster-

based GIS system. 

The author was attached to the TVAS as a PhD student. He helped to design and mn 

the measurement program, utilizing both continuous and campaign measurements. 
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He was directly involved in the collection of temperature and wind profile 

measurements. The author was responsible for entering the data into spreadsheets 

and providing an initial analysis of the results. C4MM used the digital data supplied 

by the author to create configuration files for the NUATMOS wind field model. The 

author created and ran the CITPUFF scenario used to demonstrate the 

NUATMOS/CITPUFF modelling system. The TVAS concluded with tiie production 

of a final report (Carter et al, 1995), which the author helped to write. It included a 

brief analysis of the air pollution climatology of the Tamar Valley, also produced by 

the author. 

This thesis represents the final report for the study, and presents and analyses the 

results in far greater detail than were originally presented in Carter et al. (1995). The 

thesis also extends the work by the production of a detailed climatology and 

modelling program. 

2.2.4 The Comalco Local Airshed Study 

The Comalco Aluminium Smelter at Bell Bay has also conducted a study into the 

dispersion of its atmospheric emissions. This has resulted in the development of a 

tailored version oithe AUSMETdiagnostic wind field model and the AUSPUFF 

Gaussian puff dispersion model (Ross et al., 2000). 

The author was involved in the preliminary studies, and helped to plan and execute 

the field program. Wind profiles were measured for each season, under anticyclonic 

conditions, at three sites in the lower Tamar Valley. Temperature profiles were 

measured at one of these sites, located at Bell Bay. A limited number of 10-m 

weather stations were established, however this data were supplemented using data 

from the TVAS network. 

The model system was validated using measurements of SOj and dry deposition of 

gaseous hydrofluoric acid (HF). Unfortunately the results of the entire airshed study 

are unavailable, as they are considered "commercial in confidence". 

Ross et al (2000) did however, publish a brief description and evaluation of the site-

specific modelling system. The A USMET/A USPUFF system is slightly more 
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advanced than the NUATMOS/CITPUFF system, used in the TVAS and presented in 

this thesis, however the general operating principles are the same. 

Figure 2.3 shows the predicted 24-hour average ground-level gaseous HF 

concentrations for 19 June 1997, prior to Comalco's changeover to dry scmbbing. A 

southeasterly drainage flow was present for the entire 26-hour modelling period, 

directing emissions out of the valley towards the northwest. The plume passed to the 

northeast of George Town, and was constrained by Mt. George further to the 

northeast. The figure also provides the locations of the monitoring sites. 

Figure 2.3 Predicted winter 24-hour average ground-level HF concentrations, modelled using 

Comalco's AUSMET/AUSPUFFdispersion modelling system. Gaseous HF emissions 

from the Comalco plant were modelled prior to the smelter's conversion to dry 

scrubbing. The concentration contour levels are: 0.5, 1, 2, 2.9, 5, 7.5 and 10 figm'^ 

The numbers mark the position of the monitoring sites. (Source: Ross et al., 2000, 

Figure 4.1, p. 181) 

The model was found to show very good agreement between observed and predicted 

concenti-ations at the "far-field" (Site 1) and "intermediate-field" (Sites 2, 4 and 5) 

sites. The "near-field" sites (Sites 7 and 8) and two of the "intermediate-field" sites 

(Sites 3 and 6) were found to significantly overpredict concentrations. The 
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overpredictions were attributed to terrain effects at Site 3 (Mt. George) and the 

difficulties in predicting near-field concentrations due to uncertainties in 

characterising initial plume rise, vertical dispersion and ftimigation. 

Ross et al. (2000) found that the model predictions were within a factor of two for 

five of the eight sites, however it had a clear tendency to overpredict. Significant 

overprediction occurred at the remaining three sites. 

2.2.5 The Air Emissions Trials for the National Pollutant 
Inventory 

Methodologies were developed for the estimation and collation of point source and 

diffuse emissions during the National Pollutant Inventory (NPI) trials. Results from 

the NPI trials are reported in Boyle et al. (1996). Four study regions in Australia 

were chosen to test the newly developed inventory systems. These were: Dandenong 

(Victoria), Port Pirie (South Australia), Newcastle (New South Wales) and 

Launceston. 

Major industries in each study region were asked to provide data on their estimated 

emissions. Diffuse sources, such as motor vehicles, small industrial and commercial 

services, and domestic sources were also estimated. Emission estimations of the 30 

selected air pollutant species were stored on a computerised database. The 

AUSPLUME Gaussian plume model was used for modelling dispersion of selected 

pollutant species. 

The Launceston trial ran between 1995 and 1996, and focussed on a 200 km^ area, 

centred over the city, which was defined to incorporate the maximum number of 

significant point sources. 

Figure 2.4 shows the predicted maximum 24-hour PM,o concentrations (f̂ gm"̂ ) for 

the NPI Launceston study region in 1994. Concentrations were high, reaching 

maximums of greater than 200 figm ^ The figure shows a strong northeast/southwest 

gradient, with maximum concentrations occurring in the southwest. 
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Figure 2.4 Predicted maximum 24-hour PM|o concentrations (|igm'^) from the National Pollutant 

Inventory emission trials, Launceston study region 1994. Concentrations were 

modelled using the AUSPLUME Gaussian plume dispersion model. Source: Boyle et 

al., 1996, Figure 2.26, p. 2-39. 

2.2.6 The Australian Fine Particles Pilot Study 

In 1996, Environment Australia commissioned the Australian Fine Particle (AFP) 

Study. CSIRO Atmospheric Research (CAR) was contracted to conduct a pilot study 

in six cities: Sydney, Brisbane, Melboume, Canberra, Launceston and Adelaide. 

Sampling occurred between July 1996 and August 1997, with the Launceston phase 

commencing on 11 June 1997 and finishing approximately seven weeks later on 28 

July 1997. 

A wide range of aerosol properties was monitored at Ti Tree Bend in Launceston 

using many different instruments including: 

• a Micro-Orifice Uniform Deposit Impactor (MOUDI), which is effectively a 12-
stage cascade impactor. The MOUDI collected 24-hour samples on a series of 
eleven 47 mm filters (0.4 \xm pore size), each sub-sampling a different size range, 
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with 50 % cut-points ranging between 0.056 )a,m and 18 |im. The final (residual) 
sub-sample was collected on a 37 mm teflon-backed Fluoropore filter, having a 1 
\ixn pore size. All filters were weighed to determine concentration wdthin each 
size range, and were subject to analysis for chemical composition of each sub-
sample. In total, seven samples were collected on a six-day cycle. 

• a pair of Radiance Research type M903 nephelometers, one heated to 40 °C and 
the other unhealed. 

• a Rupprecht and Patashnick TEOM series 1400 continuous mass balance, 
recording PM2 5. 

• a Nolan-Pollack ultrafme condensation nuclei counter, measuring ultrafme 
particle number concentration. 

Many papers have been produced, based on the results of either the seven week 

Launceston phase (Keywood et al, 1998; Keywood et al, 2000a; Gras et al, 2000), 

or the Australia-wide sampling program (Keywood et al, 1999; Keywood et al, 

2000b). 

Results from the Launceston measurements indicate that the PM,o loading ranged 

from moderately low levels (35 p-gm"̂ ) to very high levels (114 |igm'^). Four of the 

seven wintertime samples exceeded the NEPC PM,o standard of 50 ^igm'l As the 

particle loading increased, the size distribution moved from being a poorly-defined 

bimodal distribution, to a well-defined unimodal distribution (Figure 2.5). The 

unimodal distribution showed particulate mass concentrated between 0.6 and 1 |j.m 

diameters. (Keywood et al, 1998) 

Table 2.1 summarises the particle distributions in terms of the mean mass percentage 

of the commonly used measures of particulate concentration: TSP, PM,o, PM25 and 

PM,. Sample L9 was not included in the means, as it was collected for polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) determination, thus reducing the sample size to six. The 

table shows that 90 % of total suspended particulates (TSP) are within the respirable 

particle (PM,o) range, with 78 % of these being fine particles (PM2.5). Hence it can 

be seen that the particulates within the Launceston airshed are dominated by fine 

particles. (Keywood et al, 2000a) 
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Figure 2.5 Mass size distributions for seven samples collected at Ti Tree Bend by CSIRO AR 

during June and July 1997. The mass distributions display gradation between poorly-

defined bimodal (samples Ll and L3) and unimodal (samples L2, L5 and L7) with 

increasing particle loading. (Source: Keywood etaL, 1998, Figure 1, p. 228) 

Table 2.1 Matrix of mean mass percentage of TSP, PM,o, PM25 and PM, from the CSIRO 
deployed MOUDL The figures are based on six 24-hour average samples 
collected at Ti Tree Bend during winter 1997. 

TSP 
PM,„ 
PM2.5 
PM, 

TSP 
100 % 
90% 
70% 
46% 

PM,» 

100% 
78% 
51 % 

PM,.s 

100% 
65% 

PMj 

100% 
(Source: Keywood et al., 2000a, Table 4, p. 421) 

Chemical analyses of the filter contents helped identify the sources of the particles. 

Ion chromatography was used to determine the concentration of various soluble ions. 

Among these were "non sea-salt potassium" (nssK^), total potassium (K^) and 

chlorine (CI). PAHs and nssK^ were used as biomass burning tracers, whilst K^ and 

Cr in the coarse range indicated particle origins other than wood-buming, such as 

seawater and soil dust. 

High particle loadings were associated with fine particles and the biomass buming 

tracers, indicating that increasing particle loadings are heavily influenced by wood

buming. In contrast, low particle loadings were associated with coarse particle sizes 

and the presence of K^ and CI', suggesting the dominance of non-woodbuming 

sources in these instances. 
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The woodsmoke source was also seen to atter the acid-base equilibrium of the 

aerosol, concentrating acidic species (especially NOj') in tiie fine particle ranges. 

Visibility, as determined by the nephelometer aerosol scattering efficiencies, was 

also strongly affected by the fine particle sizes, showing a strong diumal cycle. 

Motor vehicles were found to be a less significant source than woodsmoke sources. 

This was displayed by differences in the diumal cycles of aerosol scattering, 

continuous PM2 5 and CN number concentration, and the presence of lead. (Keywood 

era/., 1997,1998) 

Comparisons with measurements made in the other five Australian cities indicated 

that Launceston and Canberra were both dominated by unimodal particle size 

distributions. The chemistry samples collected in Launceston and Canberra indicated 

that biomass buming processes were dominant. In contrast, Sydney, Brisbane, 

Melboume and Adelaide showed bimodal distributions having both coarse and fine 

particles. In these cases the chemical composition of the samples indicated that both 

mechanical particle formation processes and combustion were important sources. 

(Keywood et al, 1999; Keywood et al, 2000b) 

2.2.7 The National Pollutant Inventory (Tamar Valley 
Region) 

With the conclusion of the NPI trials in 1996, NPI units were established in each of 

Australia's states and territories. The Tasmanian NPI unit commenced with 

estimating point source and diffuse emissions to air and water in the Hobart region. 

In 2000 it commenced estimating emissions within the Tamar Valley. The Tamar 

Valley program is currently underway and no results have been released to date. 

2.3 Turbulence Typing 

"Air [pollution] concentration patterns are confrolled by atmospheric diffusion, a 

process that depends on the state of the atmospheric turbulence at any location and 

time ..." (Gifford, 1976, p68). Turbulence is therefore an important parameter in air 

pollution studies, however it is difficult and expensive to directly measure. To 

overcome this a number of empirically based, qualitative turbulence typing schemes 
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have been developed. These classify turbulence in terms of atmospheric stability. 

Atmospheric stability is the tendency of the atmosphere to resist, or enhance, vertical 

motion and existing turbulence (Gifford, 1976). 

The most widely used of these is the Pasquill-Turner Stability Scheme. However tiie 

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) Scheme, which is closely related to that of 

Pasquill, has also seen wide use. 

In 1961 Pasquill (1961; 1962) developed a stability classification with six discrete 

categories: A to F. This was further modified by Tumer (1961; 1964) to include a 

category, G, corresponding to near calm conditions on clear nights. Table 2.2 

summarises the finalised Pasquill-Tumer Stability Scheme. 

Table 2.2 The Pasquill-Tumer stability scheme 

Stability Description Class Descriptor 
Extremely unstable A 
Moderately unstable B 
Slightly unstable C 
Neutral D 
Slightly stable E 
Moderately stable F 
Near calm G 

Many methods exist for determining Pasquill stability classes, the main ones being 

compared by Mitchell (1982). These are: 

• Vertical Temperature Gradient (DT/DZ); 
• U.S. National Weather Service Pasquill-Tumer (NWS-PT); 
• Sigma-Theta (Sigma); and 
• Modified Sigma Theta (MST). 

A further technique, the Modified Smith Method (MS), described by Cope et al 

(1985), will also be discussed. 

In all cases stability classes range from A (extremely unstable) through D (neutral) to 

G (extremely stable). 

2.3.1 Vertical Temperature Gradient (DT/DZ) 

The stability classes are related to the vertical temperature gradient between two 

heights, typically 10-m and 60-m (Table 2.3). USNRC (1972) requires the lower 

measurement to be at 10-m and the subsequent measurement at least 3 0-m higher. 

Temperature inversions are associated with poor vertical mixing, and hence stable 



Stability Classification 

Extremely unstable 
Moderately unstable 
Slightly unstable 
Neutral 
Slightly stable 
Moderately stable 
Extremely stable 

Pasquill Category 

A 
B 

c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
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conditions, whereas strong lapse conditions are associated with convective 

turbulence and hence unstable conditions. Routine measurements are normally 

conducted using instrumented towers, however any accurate method of temperature 

gradient measurement may be used. Mitchell (1982, p765) states that this method 

".. .is currently the most frequently used for estimating dispersion at nuclear power 

plant sites in the United States", however Sedefian and Bennett (1980), in their 

comparison of stability categorisation schemes, found that it performed poorly. 

Guidelines for this technique appear in USNRC (1972). 

Table 2.3 Stability class determination using DT/DZ 

Temperature Change with Height (°C/100m) 
—__ 

-1.9 to -1.7 
-1.710-1.5 
-1.5 to-0.5 
-0.5 to 1.5 
1.5 to 4.0 

> 4 0 
(Extracted from DeMarrais, 1978, pi958) 

2.3.2 National Weather Service Pasquill-Turner (NWS-PT) 

This technique is based on the work of Tumer (1964). It utilises standard 

observations of wind speed and estimates of a net radiation index, using cloud cover 

and solar altitude, to classify stability in terms of "Tumer Classes". As such this data 

is ideally suited to routine hourly measurements at airports and meteorological 

stations, and has frequently been applied to historical data bases and air pollution 

studies. However it is important to, if at all possible, use on-site data when 

calculating stability. Off-site meteorological data may poorly represent the 

conditions at the on-site location due to terrain differences and distance between the 

two sites. 

Tumer classes range from one to seven, with one applying to strongly convective, 

light wind conditions (extremely unstable), four applying to purely mechanical 

turbulence (neutral), and seven for extremely stable stratification. Table 2.4 

describes Tumer's system, which is completely objective and so may be calculated 

using a simple computer program. 

The Tumer Classes are calculated from Table 2.4 as follows: 
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1. If total cloud cover = '7,o and ceiling < 7000 ft, then the Net Radiation Index (NRI) = 0 

(Regardless of whether it is day or night). 

2. For night-time (between sunset and sunrise): 

a. If total cloud cover < 4/10, then NRI = -2. 

b. If total cloud cover > 4/10, then NRI = -1 . 

3. For daytime: 

a. Determine the Insolation Class Number (ICN) as a function of solar altimde from Table 

2.5 

b. If total cloud cover < V,o, then NRI = ICN. 

c. If cloud cover > V,o, then modify ICN (MICN) as follows: 

i. If Ceiling < 7,000 ft, then MICN = ICN-2. 

ii. If 7,000 ft < Ceiling < 16,000 ft, then MICN = ICN-1. 

iii. If total cloud cover = '7,o (and Ceiling > 7000 ft), then MICN = ICN-1. 

iv. If Steps i. to iii. have not modified ICN, then MICN = ICN. 

V. IfMICN<lthenMICN = I. 

vi. Use NRI = MICN in Table 2.4 

(Panofsky & Dutton, 1984, pl40; Tumer, 1964, p91) 

Table 2.4 

Wind Speed 
(knots) 

0-1 
2-3 
4-5 
6 
7 

8-9 
10 
11 

>12 
(Panofsky & Duti 

Table 2.5 

Solar 

60° < a 
35°<a5 
15°<a5 
a<15° 

Definition of Tumer classes 

on. 

4 

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 

1984, pl40; 

3 

1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 

Tumer, 1964 

Net Radiation Index (NRI) 
2 

2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 

p91) 

1 

3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

Determination of Insolation Class Number 

Altitude (a) 

:60= 
;35= 

Insolation 

Strong 
Moderate 
Weak 
Very weak 

0 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

-1 

6 
6 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

-2 

7 
7 
5 
6 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 

Insolation Class Number (ICN) 

4 
3 
2 
1 

(Panofsky & Dutton, 1984, pl40; Tumer, 1964, p91) 

Tumer (1964) notes that since urban areas do not become as stable in the lower 

layers as non-urban areas, stability classes six and seven should be reclassified as 

class-5 in urban areas. Gifford (1976) notes that Tumer's numerical labelling of 

classes was fortuitous as the classes (intentionally) corresponded with Pasquill's 

alphabetic classes. However, Colder (1972), after consideration of a large amount of 
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data, concluded that Tumer classes should be converted to Pasquill classes as 

follows: 

• 1 to A; 
• 2 to B; 

4 toD; 
6 to E; and 
7 toF . • 3 to C; 

Pasquill-Tumer Stability classes are calculated using Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6 Stability class determination usmg Pasquill-Tumer classes 

Wind speed at 10-m 
(ms-') 

<2 
2-3 
3-5 
5-6 
>6 

Strong 

A 
A-B 

B 

c 
C 

Day-time Insolation 
Moderate 

A-B 
B 

B-C 
C-D 

D 

Slight 

B 

c 
c 
D 
D 

Night-time Conditions 
Thinly Overcast or > 

Low Cloud 

E 
D 
D 
D 

% Clear or < Vg 
Cloud 

F 
E 
D 
D 

Note: Neutral conditions, class-D, are applicable to heavily overcast skies or to strong winds. The degree of cloudiness is 
defined as that fraction of the sky above the local apparent horizon that is covered by clouds. 
Modified from Panofsky & Dutton (1984, p242); Hanna (1982, p3) 

2.3.3 Sigma Theta (Sigma) 

The standard deviation of the horizontal wind fluctuations at 10-m elevation, sigma-

theta (aO), can be related to the stability class, based upon the assumption that small 

standard deviations are associated with stable conditions, and large standard 

deviations with unstable conditions. Table 2.7 summarises stability class 

determination using sigma-theta. 

Table 2.7 Stability class determination using sigma-theta 

Stability Classification 

Extremely unstable 
Moderately unstable 
Slightly unstable 
Neutral 
Slightly stable 
Moderately stable 
Extremely stable 
(Extracted from Clark, 1983, p67; DeMarrais, 1978, pl958) 

The minimum acceptable averaging time period is ten minutes, however the usual 

averaging time used is one hour. Sigma-theta can be estimated by dividing the range 

of the horizontal wind fluctuations by six, as originally suggested by Markee (1963) 

and advocated by Gifford (1976), and more recently used by Low (1986) and 

Mitchell (1982). Guidelines for using sigma-theta to calculate stability classes 

appear in USNRC (1972). 

Pasquill Categories 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 

Sigma Theta (oQ) 

aO > 22.5° 
22.5° >CTe> 17.5° 
17.5° > a 9 > 12.5° 
12.5° >CT6> 7.5° 

7.5° > (TO > 3.8° 
3.8°>(Te>2.1° 
CTe<2.1° 
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2.3.4 Modified Sigma Theta (MST) 

This technique, presented by Mitchell and Timbre (1979), is a modification of the 

sigma-theta technique. It utilises the sigma-theta method by day and a modification 

to account for horizontal meander at night. This is because horizontal meander 

increases at night during periods of lower wind speed and stronger vertical thermal 

stability (Mitchell, 1982). Night time is defined as the period from one hour before 

sunset to one hour after sunrise. Table 2.8 summarises this technique. 

Table 2.8 Stability class determination using the modified sigma-theta technique 

Sigma-Theta 

CTe>22.5° 

22.5° > o e > 17.5° 

17.5°>CTe> 12.5° 

12.5° > o e > 7.5° 
7.5°>ae>3.8° 
3.8°>ae>2.1° 
a0<2.r 

Daytime Stability Class 

A 

B 

c 
D 
E 
F 
G 

Wind Speed 
(m/s) 

u<2.4 
2 .4<u<2.9 
2 .9<u<3.6 
u>3.6 
u<2.4 
2.4<u<3.0 
u>3.0 
u<2.4 
u > 2.4 
all wind speeds 
all wind speeds 
all wind speeds 
all wind speeds 

Night-time * 
Stability Class 

G 
F 
E 
D 
F 
E 
D 
E 
D 
D 
E 
F 
G 

• Night-time is defined as the period from one hour before sunset to one hour after sunrise. 
(Mitchell, 1982) 

2.3.5 Modified Smith Method (MS) 

The modified Smith method (Smith, 1972) has been described in Cope et al (1985). 

This uses similar parameters to NWS-PT to estimate the Pasquill stability category 

from surface meteorological data. These are: 

• lO-m wind speed (ms''); 
• incoming solar radiation (Wm"^); 
• cloud cover (octas); and 
• time of day. 

Cope et al. (1985) produced a nomogram which is used to determine the Pasquill 

stability category on the basis of these variables (Figure 2.6). 
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Figure 2.6 Nomogram for the determination of Pasquill stability category from surface 

meteorological data. (Source: Cope er a/., 1985) 

2.3.6 Applicability of the Pasquill Stability Classification 
Techniques. 

Mitchell (1982, p772) compared the stability classification schemes mentioned above 

and concluded that: 

In terms of application to practical problems involving low-level sources the 

following suggestions are offered. At the phase of a siting study or impact analysis 

where only the magnitude of short-term or long-term dispersion estimates are 

needed, the use of historical airport-type data and the use of the NWS-PT method to 

classify the atmospheric stability is reasonable. However, at a study phase where a 

particular source, site and or receptors are involved, and short-term or long-term 

dispersion estimates are needed, then the use of on-site wind data (from a properly 

selected location) and the MST method to classify atmospheric stability is 

reasonable. 

Of course, in the latter case, the use of vertical temperature gradient data from an on-

site tower and the employment of the DT/DZ method to classify stability could be 

used as well. An advantage, however, of the MST approach would be in the use of a 

smaller tower, less instrumentation, and reduced maintenance calibration, since only 

a 10-m wind system would be needed. 
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2.3.7 Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) Turbulence 
Types 

This typing scheme, developed by Smith (1951), is a site specific measure of 

turbulence. It is based on the range of fluctuations of the horizontal wind direction 

trace, recorded at the 108-m level, of the BNL tower. As such the scheme can only 

be strictiy applied to equivalent conditions to those at BNL. Turbulence types range 

from A (extremely unstable) through C (neutral) to D (very stable). Table 2.9 

describes the BNL turbulence type scheme. (Gifford, 1976) 

The scheme has been developed, refined and summarised by Singer and Smith 

(1953); Smith (1956); Smith et al (1957); Singer and Smith (1966) and Singer et al 

(1966). 

Table 2.9 BNL turbulence type description 

BNL Type 

A 
B2 
Bl 

c 
D 

Description of the Horizontal Wind Direction Trace. * 

Fluctuations exceeding 90° 
Fluctuations ranging from 40° to 90° 
Fluctuations ranging from 15° to 45 
Fluctuations greater than 15° distinguished by the unbroken solid core of the trace 
Trace approximates a line; Short-term fluctuations do not exceed 15° 

* Fluctuations (peak to peak) are recorded over a one hour period.(Gifford, 1976, p69) 

2.3.8 Relationships Between Turbulence Typing Schemes 

Table 2.10 summarises the relationships between the stability categories given by the 

Pasquill, Tumer, BNL and Sigma turbulence typing schemes. 

Table 2.10 Relationships between turbulence typing methods 

Stability Description 

Very unstable 
Moderately unstable 
Slightly unstable 
Neutral 
Moderately Stable 
Very Stable 

Pasquill 

A 
B 

c 
D 
E 
F 

Turner 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 

BNL 

B2 
Bl 
Bl 

c 
D 

Sigma Theta 

IS 
20 
15 
10 
5 

2.5 

(Gifford, 1976) 

2.4 Integral Measures of VentilatioUy Recirculation 
and Stagnation 

2.4.1 Background 

Allwine and Whiteman (1994) defined a series of integral measures which could be 

used to characterise the stagnation, recirculation and ventilation potential of regions 
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within an airshed. These measures, which are suitable for use with data from 10-m 

anemometer masts, may be applied to regions of complex terrain. 

Stagnation, ventilation and recirculation events have been defined as follows: 

Stagnations are events where atmospheric flows decrease in speed, or stop 
altogether, allowing pollutants to build up in stagnant air in the vicinity of the 
pollutant sources. Recirculations are events in which polluted air is initially 
carried away fi^om the source but later retums to produce a high pollution 
episode. Ventilations, on the other hand, are events in which polluted air is 
replaced or diluted by fresh air. Ventilation can occur by fresh air sweeping in 
to replace polluted air, or by polluted air being diluted by turbulent mixing with 
clean air, such as during times of convective boundary layer growth. (Allwine 
and Whiteman, 1994, p713) 

This technique characterises ventilation in terms of horizontal advection only, rather 

than ventilation occurring during turbulent mixing. 

2.4.2 Methodology 

Consider a time series of A/̂  discrete wind speed and direction pairs, Uj and D^ 

respectively. These may be expressed as horizontal wind vectors, V^ where the 

direction represents the direction towards which the wind is blowing. Each V^ is 

resolved into its north-south (north positive) and east-west (east positive) 

components as follows: 

n. =/7, cos(Z), -180) 2.1 

e. =t / , sin(z), -180) 2.2 

This results in a discrete time series of horizontal wind vectors with the notation 

illustrated in Figure 2.7. The magnitude of each vector is given by: 

K 

The time, r„ of each data point is: 

t,=t,+{i-l)T 2.4 
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where t^ is the time of the first data point and T is the averaging interval of the data. 

In the case of the TVAS meteorological data, an averaging interval of 15 minutes was 

used. 

w»st-« 

1800 

2100 

S (Wind Run) 

12{X) 

*• East 

South 

(Transport rastance) 

0900 

0600 

0300 

(Transport CNrectton) 

Figure 2.7 The left hand diagram defines the co-ordinate system and notation used to resolve the 

wind vectors into components. The right hand diagram illustrates the definition of wind 

run S, transport distance L, and transport direction 6, assuming a 24-hour transport time 

and 3-hour-average observations (Allwine and Whiteman, 1994, p. 714). 

Allwine and Whiteman (1994) defined a series of "rurming" discrete integral 

quantities which are computed at each time /, as follows: 

Wind Run 2.5 
j=i 

North-South Transport Distance 2.6 

East-West Transport Distance 

i+p 

J 

2.7 

Resultant Transport Distance Z,. = -^X] + Yf 2.8 
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\ 
Resultant Transport Direction © = arcos /i T > 0 2.9 

0 , =360-arcos F, <0 

and Recirculation Factor /?. = 1 — '- (o < i?,. < l) 270 
"J; 

^^^^^ / = l,...,(iV-p), ^ ~ T , 0 ^ i ' ^ ^ ' [ ^ ^ ' ^ < ^ ^ l a n d T isthe 

desired transport time, in the TVAS case 24 hours. 

Figure 2.7 illustrates the definitions of wind run S, transport distance L, and transport 

direction 0, assuming a 24-hour transport time and 3-hour average observations. 

Note that 0 is the bearing from the origin towards the air parcel at the end of the 

travelling time. 

The wind run (iS",) is a measure of the total distance that a parcel of air, originating at 

the anemometer site, would travel between times ?, and /,+T. In a similar manner the 

resultant transport distance (Z,) and transport direction (0,) represent the location of 

the parcel with respect to the site, at the end of the travelling time. 

In a homogenous wind field these quantities would correctly represent the transport 

of the air parcel. In complex terrain however, they may only be considered as 

characteristics of the flow at the measurement site. Allwine and Whiteman (1994) 

intended that the integral quantities would be useful measures of the air pollution 

transport characteristics of the region surrounding the measurement site. 

Stagnation-prone areas are characterised by low mean wind runs (S). In the event of 

total stagnation, there would be no winds occurring and hence S^ would be equal to 

zero. 

The recirculation factor (R) indicates the presence of local recirculations occurring 

over time periods comparable to the transport time (x). When i?, equals zero, straight 
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line transport has occurred, with no recirculation. Complete recirculation occurs 

when Ri equals one. In this case the air parcel would leave the origin at time r, and 

would return at time ?,+x. Recirculation-prone areas are therefore characterised by 

high mean R, values. 

Ventilation-prone areas are characterised by high mean values ofSj (wind run) and 

low mean values of i?, (recirculation factor). 

Two important points should be noted. The first is that for any site, the sum of the 

frequencies of stagnation, ventilation and recirculation events does not necessarily 

total 100 %. This is because other possible flow conditions can occur apart from 

these. Neither are these mutually exclusive, so that frequencies may total to higher 

than 100 % in cases where stagnation and recirculation events occur simultaneously. 

The second point to note is that there is a mathematical singularity occurring in 

Equation 2.10 (divide by zero) for cases where 5, (wind run) equals zero. When this 

occurs however, Z, (transport distance) also equals zero. Clearly in such cases no 

atmospheric transport has occurred, and hence recirculation can not have occurred 

either. As such, i?, is defined as zero whenever 5, is zero. 

For their three study sites in the Grand Canyon region of Arizona, Allwine and 

Whiteman (1994) determined critical transport indices (CTIs) to characterise 

stagnation-prone, recirculation-prone and ventilation-prone areas. These are applied 

as in Table 2.11, where, S and R are the 24-hour wind runs and recirculation factors 

respectively, and their associated means are calculated over the entire period of 

record. The subscript 'c' denotes the CTIs, whereas the subscript 'v' refers to the 

ventilation CTIs. 

Table 2.11 Application of the critical transport indices to identify sites prone to stagnation, 
recirculation and ventilation. 

Condition => Site Prone to ... 

o ^ o => Stagnation 

'D :^ '5 => Recirculation 

^ < ^ a n d 5 > S => Ventilation 
* ~ "* cv cv ^ ^ _ _ 

Allwine and Whiteman (1994) applied the following CTIs to their Arizona sites: 

• 5^ = 170 km (approximately 2 ms"' average daily wind speed); 
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• R, = 0.4; 

• Ky = 0.2 and S^^ = 250 km (approximately 3 ms"' average daily wind speed). 

These CTIs were chosen on the basis of mean transport indices calculated for a site 

known to experience frequent stagnation and recirculations (Bullfrog Basin) and 

another site that is well exposed to synoptic-scale circulation systems (Desert View). 

Allwine and Whiteman (1994) also defined CTIs to identify stagnation, recirculation 

and ventilation events. These were applied according to the definitions in Table 2.12 

where: 

• S, = 130 km (approximately 1.5 ms'' average daily wind speed); 
• Re = 0.6; 
• R^„ = 0.2 and S,̂  = 250 km (approximately 3 ms"' average daily wind speed); and 
• the transport time (x) = 24 hours. 

Table 2.12 Application of the critical transport indices to identify stagnation, recirculation and 
ventilation events occurring on a 24-hour time scale 

Condition => Event 

S < Sc => Stagnation 
R > Re => Recirculation 
R < R„ and S > S„ => Ventilation 

2.4.3 Studies Using Integral Measures 

To date, very few researchers have used Allwine and Whiteman's integral measures. 

Venegas and Mazzeo (1999) assessed the stagnation, ventilation and recirculation 

potential of five Argentine cities. These were Resistencia, Cordoba, Buenos Aires, 

Mar del Plata and Comodoro Rivadavia. Two years of hourly surface wind 

measurements were used to calculate the wind run and recirculation factor at each 

city, using a 24-hour transport time. Table 2.13 shows the frequency of stagnation, 

recirculation and ventilation events, determined for each city using the CTI values 

proposed by Allwine and Whiteman (1994). 

Table 2.13 Relative frequency of stagnation, recirculation and ventilation events in five 
different Argentine cities. 

Site 

Resistencia 
C6rdoba 
Buenos Aires 
Mar del Plata 
Comodoro Rivadavia 

Stagnation Events (%) 
45 
15 
10 
4 
2 

Recirculation Events (%) 

4 
10 
6 
7 
10 

Ventilation Events (%) 
18 
35 
40 
52 
58 

Source: Extracted from Venegas and Mazzeo (1999), Tables 4 and 5, pp. 52 and 53. 

The frequency of stagnation events varied between 2 % at Comodoro Rivadavia and 

45 % in Resistencia. Comodoro Rivadavia is located in a region of strong westerly 
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winds in the south of the country, whereas Resistencia is in the northeast in an area 

where winds are weak. Recirculation events were most common, occurring 10 % of 

the time, in Comodoro Rivadavia and Cordoba. Comodoro Rivadavia is exposed to 

sea and land breezes, and Cordoba experiences local circulations as a result of its 

complex terrain. Ventilation events were experienced on 58 % of occasions at 

Comodoro Rivadavia, falling to 18 % at Resistencia. 

Stagnation, ventilation and recirculation events were seen to vary according to 

season. Stagnations were most frequently experienced during autumn and winter. In 

contrast good ventilation occurred most often during spring. Recirculation events 

were most common in spring and summer. 

Crescenti (1997), as part of the Lower Rio Grande Valley Environmental Study, used 

the integral parameters to assess the air pollution potential of the Texas city of 

Brownsville, and the surrounding Lower Rio Grande Valley. The study used 15-

minute averaged data collected from the roof of a building, located at the University 

of Texas (Brownsville Campus), approximately 1 km north of the river. Additional 

data were obtained from a National Weather Service station situated at the 

Brownsville International Airport. Data were collected during two short-term 

measurement periods, the first occurring over 23 days in spring (18 March 1993 to 10 

April), and the other over 17 days in summer (18 July 1993 to 4 August). 

Crescenti (1997) calculated Allwine and Whiteman's integral measures using a 24-

hour transport time, however he failed to relate them to the CTIs. Results from the 

spring study featured relatively large wind runs, ranging from approximately 300 km 

day"' to over 600 km day"' for the NWS site and between 50 km day"' and 300 km 

day"' for the less-exposed university site. These well-ventilated periods were 

interspersed by short episodes of recirculation. The summer study was also 

dominated by ventilation, however there was no indication of either stagnation or 

recirculation. 
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2.5 Air Pollution Modelling Systems 

Zannetti (1990) identified two broad classes of models frequently used in simulating 

the meteorology and dispersion of contaminants within the atmosphere. These are 

physical and mathematical models. 

Physical models, such as small-scale representations of a landscape or industry, may 

be placed within wind tunnels or water tanks. Emission sources are modelled by 

injecting dyes or coloured gases into the modelling system. Xuan (1996) used a 

wind tunnel to investigate the efficiency of windbreaks in preventing fiigitive dust 

emissions from the surface of coal piles. A wind tunnel was also used by Hutchinson 

et al (1996) in modelling ground contamination of emissions from the stack of an 

incinerator building. Hutchinson found that a relatively small increase in the height 

of the stack, from 10 m to 12 m, would prevent contaminants being entrained within 

the wake of an adjacent building. 

It is also possible to simulate different atmospheric stability and temperature regimes 

within wind tunnels or water tanks. Mizumoto and Nagai (1996) describe the 

construction of a thermally-stratified wind tunnel, where up to 36 different layers can 

be created by either heating or cooling, thus facilitating the simulation of complex 

vertical temperature structures. In a similar manner, Ohba et al (1996) were able to 

simulate sea breeze conditions by appropriate heating and cooling of floor panels. 

Within a water tank, obstacles are inverted and are towed through the fluid beneath a 

motorised carriage, which moves along the top of the tank. Atmospheric 

stratification is simulated using brine-water mixtures. Linear density gradients are 

normally used, created during the filling of the tank via computer-controlled mixing 

valves. (Vosper, 2000) 

In contirast to physical models, mathematical models describe the physical and 

chemical aspects of atmospheric dispersion via a series of mathematical algorithms. 

Mathematical air pollution modelling systems usually comprise some or all of the 

following components: 

a meteorological data pre-processor; 
a meteorological model; 
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• an atmospheric dispersion model; 
• an atmospheric chemistry module; and 

• a deposition module. 

The meteorological models generally produce time-varying fields of wind speed and 

direction, often along with other meteorological parameters such as temperamre or 

humidity. In order to provide input to the models, existing meteorological 

measurements may have to be interpolated in time or space, or simply converted into 

a suitable form. This may be done manually, however for complex models a data 

pre-processor is often used. 

Contaminants are released from identified sources, with carefully defined source 

strengths and initial dispersion parameters, and are advected around the modelling 

domain by the wind fields. Diffusion of the plume elements also occurs and is 

governed by the turbulence parameters, which are also defined. Consideration of the 

combined effects of advection and diffusion allow the calculation of time-averaged 

ground level concentrations. 

Some more complex models (e.g. Nester, 1995; Fung et al, 2000; and Wang et al, 

2000) take into account the atmospheric chemistry of the plume, and subsequent 

transformations that occur as the plume travels from source to receptor. Atmospheric 

chemistry modules are frequently used to simulate the formation of photochemical 

smog due to the reaction of ozone, nitrogen oxides and carbon-containing species 

under sunny conditions. 

Many models also consider the effect of contaminant removal from the plume via 

deposition onto the surface (e.g. Bohm and Ford, 1996; Soon-Ung, 1998). Removal 

may occur via either dry or wet deposition. Dry deposition occurs when 

contaminants are deposited directly onto the surface by either advection or diffusion. 

In contrast, wet deposition occurs when the contaminant is absorbed into water 

droplets within the atmosphere. Absorbed contaminants may be either precipitated 

onto the surface as rain, or may impact with the surface as fog. 

Near field effects, such as plume rise and plume downwash in the vicinity of 

buildings, may also be modelled. Fumigation can also be simulated, where for 

example an elevated plume is brought to the surface as a developing unstable surface 
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layer grows to reach the plume, or when contaminants from a coastal source interact 

with a thermal internal boundary layer. 

Air pollution modelling systems are often completed by the addition of an interface, 

which allows modelled results to be imported into a geographic information system. 

Such systems clearly reveal the spatial variation in ground level concentrations, and 

greatiy aid in the interpretation of results. Consecutive time-averaged images may 

also be animated in order to display temporal variations. 

Each of the above modelling processes may be achieved using many different 

techniques. As a result modelling systems tend to be produced by combining the 

most suitable, or best available, modules. 

2.6 Wind Field Modelling 

Mathematical meteorological models can be classified as either analytical or 

numerical. Analytical models, which provide exact solutions, are impractical due to 

the degree of computation resources, and definition of inputs required, and hence 

numerical models are more frequently used. Numerical models provide approximate 

solutions, obtained by using numerical integration techniques. Numerical 

meteorological models can be further classified as either diagnostic or prognostic 

models. (Zannetti, 1990) 

2.6.1 Diagnostic Wind Field Models 

Diagnostic wind field models are the simpler of the two classes, being based on 

available measurements. As a result there is little physics involved in the 

computations, with the wind fields being derived largely by interpolation and 

extrapolation of existing measurements. It is therefore important to maximise the 

number of measurement locations, and to optimise their location (Zack and Minnich, 

1991). 

Diagnostic wind fields are normally adjusted to conform with conservation of mass 

and momentum principles. These adjustments ensure that there is no artificial 

creation or destruction of material mass, and the subsequent wind fields are described 
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as being 'mass-consistent'. Arena et al (1997) state that mass-consistent models 

play an important role, as they represent a good compromise between accuracy and 

computational speed. 

There are no time-tendency terms in diagnostic models, and hence each hour of a 

simulation is based on direct measurements, or interpolations in time and space 

between measurement pairs. They are referred to as 'diagnostic' or 'steady-state' as 

they have no ability to forecast the evolution of a meteorological field. They must 

therefore be considered to produce a best estimate of a steady-state or quasi steady-

state condition (Zannetti, 1990). 

2.6.2 Prognostic Wind Field Models 

In contrast to diagnostic models, prognostic models contain full time-dependent 

equations, and incorporate the physics required to forecast the evolution of 

meteorological fields over time. The atmospheric system is modelled by integrating 

the equations of conservation of mass, heat, motion, water (and other substances if 

required) over time and space. This requires the solution of a set of many 

simultaneous non-linear partial differential equations. Until recently, prognostic 

models were too complex to be run on personal computers. (Zannetti, 1990; Kumar 

and Russell, 1996) 

2.6.3 Combined Diagnostic and Prognostic Wind Field 
Models 

Many meteorological models contain both diagnostic and prognostic elements. A 

prognostic model may incorporate 'nudging' techniques, which allow the use of 

meteorological measurements to bias the modelled outputs. An example of this 

occurs in the MM4 model (Kumar and Russell, 1996), where in order to help control 

the growth of errors, observations are assimilated at the initial time and throughout 

the simulation period. MM4 combines analysis nudging, where nudging occurs at 

every grid point, and individual observation nudging, where a single observation has 

a radius of influence of 40 km. 
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Prognostic elements may also be incorporated into diagnostic models in order to 

increase accuracy in regions where measurements are sparse. An example of this is 

the use of a prognostic nocturnal drainage module within a diagnostic wind field 

model. The prognostic and diagnostic winds are merged, usually using a four-

dimensional data assimilation technique such as kriging. 

Bama et al (2000) and Bama and Lamb (2000) found that a relatively sparse 

network of surface and meteorological observations in a region of complex terrain 

(the Cascadia region of the Pacific Northwest), necessitated the paired use of a 

prognostic meteorological model (MM5) and the CALMET diagnostic model. MM5 

modelling, on a 5-km grid, failed to reproduce observed wind features in some parts 

of the modelling domain. The MM5 solution was then utilised as an initial-guess 

wind field for CALMET, thus merging the MM5 wind fields with the available 

surface observations. This procedure resulted in better wind field predictions than 

would otherwise occur if MM5 was used in isolation. 

Bama and Gimson (2000) and Gimson (2000) used a similar approach when 

simulating winds in Christchurch. Observations were sparse within the modelling 

domain, so a prognostic weather model (RAMS) was used to provide initialising 

wind fields, firstly on a 32-km grid then on an 8-km grid. Results from the 8-km grid 

were then used as hourly initial guess fields within CALMET. 

2.6.4 Wind Field Model Limitations and Comparison Studies 

The main limitation of mass-consistent diagnostic wind field models is that their 

performance strongly depends upon on the density, representativeness and accuracy 

of the observed winds within the modelling domain (Seaman, 2000). Hernandez et 

al. (1997) found that their (un-named) diagnostic wind field model was able to 

accurately reproduce observed winds, with a maximum difference between observed 

and predicted winds of less than 1 ms"' in wind speed and 20° in wind direction. The 

model however failed to accurately reproduce a localised drainage flow from a small 

valley. They concluded that a strategically-placed mast would have aided the model 

to accurately reproduce the flow in this region. 
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Regions dominated by steep orographies can only be accurately simulated, by the 

incorporation of additional measurement locations. Arena et al. (1997) found that, 

for "gentler slopes", wind fields generated by the mass-consistent WINDS code 

showed good agreement with non-divergent reference wind fields produced in a wind 

tunnel. 

Adding extra observation sites will not necessarily improve the accuracy of a 

modelled wind field, without carefril siting. Desiato et al (1998) found that when 

applying two different mass-consistent models, CONDOR and MINERVE, to an area 

of very complex terrain in Switzerland, the best result was obtained using only three 

surface sites and one vertical wind profile. This was despite the fact that at least 

seven surface sites and five vertical profile sites were available. Desiato et al. also 

found that it was important for wind data to extend to the top of the modelling 

domain. Without at least one detailed wind profile, unrealistic flow features were 

produced in the upper levels. 

Prognostic models are particularly useful in areas where there is limited 

observational data. They are however very sensitive to initial and boundary 

conditions. Solving the simultaneous prognostic equations is a difficult task, and 

hence simplifying assumptions are used. These assumptions, in conjunction with 

uncertainties in the inputs, can cause errors in the predicted wind fields. (Kumar and 

Russell, 1996) 

Giovannoni and Russell (1995) compared the results of prognostic and diagnostic 

wind field models when modelling dispersion of photochemical oxidants in Athens. 

The two models produced very different predictions, however the diagnostic model 

was able to predict winds more accurately than the prognostic model at five urban 

measurement sites. The mean wind strength was also more accurately predicted 

using the diagnostic model. Giovannoni and Russell felt that the diagnostic wind 

field model would be imlikely to accurately reproduce the wind field outside of the 

urban area, particularly around the mountains in regions where there were no 

measurements. The land and sea breeze flows were detected at the measurement 

locations and hence were realistically modelled by the diagnostic model. 
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Kumar and Russell (1996) compared the results of a diagnostic wind field model and 

a prognostic wind field model (MM4) with observations. In general tiiey found that 

the diagnostic meteorological fields (wind speed, temperature and mixing height) 

agreed well with observed values, whereas the prognostically-derived fields showed 

poor agreement. Both models performed similarly when predicting upper-level 

velocities. When used to provide the transportation fields for a photochemical ozone 

model (CIT), once again diagnostically-derived fields resulted in ozone predictions 

that were closer to observations than those predicted using prognostically-derived 

fields. 

2.6.5 Wind Field Modelling Studies 

An early example of a diagnostic wind field model was MATHEW, developed by 

Sherman (1977) to provide wind fields for ADPIC, a pollution transport model. The 

three-dimensional, mass-adjusted model has been applied to many areas within the 

United States, representing a variety of terrain features and meteorological 

conditions. Tracer experiments have shovm that the MATHEW/ADPIC models 

produce results within a factor of 2 in 50 % of cases, and within an order of 

magnitude in 90 % of cases. (Sherman, 1977) 

King and Bunker (1988) utilised the ATMOSI diagnostic wind field model, in 

conjunction wiihATM0S2 pollution dispersion model, in tracer experiments 

conducted in different areas of complex terrain. Experiments occurred in complex 

terrain under nocturnal drainage conditions, and in flat terrain under stable 

conditions. Wind observations were provided using a mixture of surface wind 

stations and profiling stations (tethersonde balloons and theodolite-tracked piballs). 

The models performed most accurately under stable conditions. The major source of 

error was identified as slight inaccuracies in predicted wind speed (between 0.3 ms"' 

and 0.8 ms"') becoming compounded over large distances (50 km) and times (2 days). 

Despite this. King and Bunker concluded that diagnostic wind fields can provide 

valuable information, even with sparse meteorological data. In all three simulations 

results were found to be in reasonable agreement with observations. 
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Melas et al (1998) were able to resolve the main feattires of the land and sea breezes 

in a region of complex terrain (Thessaloniki, Greece) using a diagnostic wind field 

model producing wind fields in real time. 

A more recent study (Chen et al, 1999, Lindsey et al, 1999) used tiie California Air 

Resources Board (CARB) diagnostic mesoscale wind-flow model, in conjunction 

with the CARB trajectory model, to simulate power station emissions in the Grand 

Canyon National Park. 

The CARB diagnostic wind field model consists of a pair of models. One model was 

used to calculate hourly wind fields at the surface, using data from a network of 

meteorological towers. The other model calculated wind fields above the surface 

using the results of the surface model and wind profile observations. The modelled 

wind fields were then adjusted for mass consistency. (Lindsey et al, 1999) 

Continuous surface meteorological observations were collected at 15 sites over a 

three-month period. Four Doppler sodars and three Doppler radar profilers collected 

continuous profile data during the study. Intensive Observational Periods were 

scheduled whenever the power station plume was forecast to impact the Grand 

Canyon National Park. During these periods, additional wind and temperature 

profiles were collected at five rawinsonde sites, four airsonde sites, and using two 

tethersondes. 

The CARB models showed that complex terrain features affected winter wind-flow 

pattems. The model was used to help generate a conceptual model explaining how 

power station emissions were transported to the Grand Canyon. The model showed 

that even though power station emissions became entrained within stable slope and 

valley flows, their low speed ensured that they were not a significant mechanism in 

transporting emissions from the power station to the Grand Canyon. The dominant 

mechanism was found to be synoptic-scale winds, which became charmelled by the 

major terrain features. 

The CARB model results were not sufficiently detailed to resolve small-scale features 

such as local channelling, decoupled canyon winds, and slope and valley flows. 
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Small-scale features were characterised well if they were represented within the 

observational data network. Chen et al (1999) concluded tiiat a prognostic 

subroutine would resolve some of these features in the absence of measurements. 

A similar problem was noted by Banta et al (1996), with the MATHEW diagnostic 

wind field model failing to represent a small-scale, topographically forced, nocturnal 

exit jet flowing from Eldorado Canyon in Colorado. The narrow jet, 2 km wide, and 

extending from a few tens of meters to 800 m above the ground, was poorly sampled 

by the meteorological network. 

The C4Z,M^r model, slightiy modified and known as AUSMET in Australia, 

represents the state-of-the-art in diagnostic wind field modelling. It is paired with a 

Gaussian puff dispersion model (CALPUFF ox AUSPUFF), which will be discussed 

later. 

CALMET was developed by Earth Tech. It consists of a diagnostic wind field 

module and modules for simulating overwater and overland boundary layers. The 

AUSMET m.odel offers the choice of using either the diagnostic wind field model 

developed by Earth Tech, or the NUATMOS model used in this thesis. AUSMET 

produces gridded mass-consistent fields of the u, v and w wind components, along 

with gridded fields of: 

• Surface friction velocity, 
• Convective velocity scale, 
• Monin-Obukhov length, 
• Mixing height, 
• Pasquill Gifford Tumer atmospheric stability class, 
• Air temperature, and 
• Precipitation rate. 

(Ross era/., 1995c). 

CALMET has been used in a number of recent studies. Bama and Gimson (2000) 

were able to successfully simulate the merging of drainage flows in Christchurch 

under winter anticyclonic conditions using CALMET. The model was also used in 

Auckland, in conjunction with the CALGRID photochemical Eulerian 3-D model, to 

simulate summer ozone formation and transport over a two day period (Adeeb and 

Shooter, 2000). A similar modelling program, using CALMET and CALGRID, was 
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used to evaluate various emission control strategies in the Milano metropolitan area 

(Silibello et al, 1998; Finzi et al, 2000). An adjusted version oiCALMEThas been 

incorporated into an emergency response system (TAMOS) for a nuclear power 

station near Austria (Pechinger et al, 2001). 

2.7 Gaussian Puff Dispersion Modelling 

Gaussian plume models, often referred to as steady-state models, are the most 

commonly used of the air pollution models, being widely used for regulatory 

applications. They are conceptually simple, easy to apply and have been evaluated 

using many different datasets. Despite their conceptual elegance, Gaussian plume 

models are limited in their application. They may only be used to simulate 

continuous plumes emitted in homogenous terrain, under steady state meteorological 

conditions. In particular, they may only be used when the wind speed is constant and 

non-zero. (Zanetti, 1990) 

Gaussian puff dispersion models have been developed to overcome some of the 

limitations inherent in the steady-state approach, whilst retaining the benefits of the 

approach. These models account for time-varying emissions, from multiple sources, 

occurring under non-homogeneous dispersion conditions, in regions of complex 

terrain. In particular they are able to simulate dispersion in low wind or calm 

conditions. 

2.7.1 Model Formulation 

Puff models, as their name implies, simulate emissions from sources as a series of 

puffs, each having duration Af. The mass of each puff, AM is given by AM = Q At, 

where Q is the time-varying emission rate. The puff centre is advected around the 

modelling domain according to local, time-varying wind vectors. If a point p(t) = 

(Xp,yp,Zp) represents the position of the puff centroid at time t, then the concentration 

due to that puff (Ac) at a receptor point r = (x^y^zj can be determined using 

Equation 2.11, where G^ and â  represent the horizontal and vertical dynamics of 

each puffs growth. The total concentration at any receptor point is obtained by 
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summing the contributions, Ac, at that point from all existing puffs, generated by all 

existing sources. 

Ac = 
AM 

(27r) ' ' ' a , 'a , 

• exp 

exp 
l(x p •"•/• 

exp 
^y^-yr^' 

r. -. V 
2.11 

Equation 2.11 is often expanded to include reflection and atmospheric deposition or 

decay terms. Under stationary, homogeneous transport conditions, the equation is 

reduced to that of the Gaussian plume formula. 

The wind speed is not explicitly represented in Equation 2.11, however puff models 

use wind speed to control the puff density in any given region. Low wind speeds 

result in a succession of puffs which are spatially close to each other. As wind 

speeds increase, successive puffs become separated by greater distances. This 

approach allows puff models to simulate the effects of low or zero wind speeds. 

(Zanetti, 1990; Sandu, 1995) 

2.7.2 Model Comparisons 

Godfrey and Scire (2000) discussed some of the advantages of using puff models as 

opposed to plume models. They considered a complex terrain site in the Colombia 

River Valley in Central Washington. The region contained a sharply curving main 

valley, with deep side canyons. A fictitious odour source was located within a side 

valley, in an area where pollutant transport and dispersion would be dominated by 

terrain influences. A single surface meteorological station was located several 

kilometres distant from the source, in a region outside of the main valley. Upper air 

measurements were obtained from a site located over 200 km away. Resuhs from the 

puff dispersion model CALPUFF were compared with those generated by the 

AUSPLUME steady-state model. 

The first advantage of puff models is that they utilise non-steady-state conditions in 

complex terrain. Steady-state models assume horizontally-uniform wind fields. 
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which are not adjusted to account for terrain effects. They are also unable to handle 

curved flows, caused by terrain-induced channelling. As a result, plume models may 

incorrectly represent the spatial area of plume impact, and the magnitude of peak 

ground level concentrations. In contrast, Godfrey and Scire (2000) found that the 

CALMET-deriyed wind field was consistent with observations of the noctumal 

drainage flow, showing strong channelling of the flow by the terrain. 

Puff models allow the mean position of a puff to remain unchanged during periods of 

calm or light winds, whilst still allowing the puff to grow in size due to dispersion. 

In contrast, AUSPLUME has a wind speed cut-off of 0.5 ms"'. Speeds lower than this 

are adjusted to equal 0.5 ms"'. In their low-wind case study, Godfrey and Scire 

(2000) found that the CALPUFF plume was constrained within the valley walls, and 

was consistent with the CALMET wind field. In contrast, the AUSPLUME plume 

was forced to cross several terrain contours in an unrealistic manner. 

A major limitation of plume models is that they are unable to account for causality 

effects. The Gaussian plume equation has no time term, assuming that contaminants 

are instantly transported throughout the modelling domain. Plume models therefore 

do not take into account the time taken for transport to occur. This is explicitly 

accounted for within puff models, along with changes in dispersion conditions and 

transport directions. These effects have been found to be important when modelling 

dispersion over distances of only a few kilometres (Godfrey and Scire, 2000). 

Dispersion of emissions from tall stacks under convective conditions is also poorly 

handled by plume models, which assume a Gaussian distribution along an elevated 

plume centreline. CALPUFF specifically implements a probability density function, 

which more accurately simulates vertical dispersion within the convective boundary 

layer. 

Inversion breakup fumigation is also handled well by puff models. Noctumal 

emissions into a surface-based inversion are allowed to accumulate throughout the 

night. Previously released emissions are brought to the surface when inversion 

breakup allows convective mixing to reach the plume. In contrast, plume models 
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consider each hour to be unrelated to previous hours, and hence do not take previous 

emissions into account. 

Accurate modelling of coastal effects, such as the diumal reversal of land and sea 

breezes, also requires previous emissions to be accounted for, along with recognition 

of the large changes in meteorological conditions occurring over small distance and 

time scales. These are accounted for in puff models, and ignored in plume models. 

Hamilton (1999) found that A USPL UME and A USPUFF predicted similar near-field 

SO2 concentrations from four industries in Altona, Melboume with a high degree of 

accuracy. In the near-field, A USPUFF behaved as if it was a plume model, and 

hence the potential advantages of the puff dispersion approach were not 

demonstrated. 

Bluett (2000) compared modelled SO2 concentrations, generated using AUSPLUME 

and CALPUFF, for a flat industrial estate in Christchurch, New Zealand. The estate 

contained approximately 20 buoyant sources with relatively low release heights. 

AUSPLUME was found to overpredict the 99.9 percentile observation by 75 %, 

whereas the C4ZPf/FF overprediction was 45 %. 

Hibberd (2000) compared the peak concentrations predicted hy AUSPLUME, 

AUSPUFF and a prognostic dispersion model, TAPM, for tall stacks located in flat 

terrain under highly convective conditions. He found that A USPUFF and TAPM 

predicted similar peak ground level concentrations during highly convective 

conditions, and these were two to three times larger than levels predicted by 

AUSPLUME. The spatial pattem of ground level concentrations predicted by 

A USPUFF and TAPM were found to be quite different. The greatest difference 

between all three models occurred close to the stacks. With stack heights less than 

150 m, model predictions for all three models were similar at distances greater than 3 

km from the source. 

2.7.3 Gaussian Puff Modelling Studies 

The Gaussian puff dispersion model, VALPUFF, was applied to simulate nocttimal 

drainage flow within a deep valley in Western Colorado (Tangirala et al, 1992). 
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Surface concentration and meteorological data were obtained from two 1984 tt-acer 

experiments, conducted as part of the ASCOT (Atmospheric Studies in Complex 

Terrain) program. An elevated release and a surface release occurred. Model 

simulations were compared with observations collected by a network of 51 samplers. 

The coefficient of variation (standard deviation/mean) was similar for both predicted 

and observed concentrations. Approximately 85 % of the predictions for the elevated 

release were within a factor of 5 of the observed values. The surface release was 

modelled less well, with 53 % of predictions within a factor of 5 of the observations. 

California's Pacific Gas and Electric Company developed a diagnostic wdnd field 

model, coupled with a Gaussian puff dispersion model. The PGEMS model was 

developed to simulate dispersion of emissions from their many power stations 

located in regions of complex terrain (Thuillier, 1992). 

The PGEMS model was tested in the San Luis Obispo region of Califomia, using a 

field gas-tracer experiment. The wind field model utilised measurements from 18 

surface sites, and profiles from 3 Doppler sites. Temperature profiles were collected 

at 4 aircraft sites. Tracers were released at three sites over the eight-day experimental 

period, with sampling occurring over a network of 150 air samplers. Samplers were 

carefully positioned to cover terrain gaps, the entrance and exit of the inland valley, 

and the coastal boundary, as these were expected to provide the main transport paths. 

The modelling period featured many modified flow pattems, such as sea breeze 

circulations, terrain wake eddies, thermally-induced slope flows and inertial wind 

direction rotations. On the whole these were well represented by the model. There 

were however three regions where the model lacked sufficient data to provide a 

proper simulation. In these regions the model failed to simulate an eddy circulation 

into a valley, the bifiircation of a plume and a flow along a coastline. 

Thuillier (1992) found that with the addition of a building-wake algorithm, near-field 

biases were well within a factor of two. The model tended to over-predict near-field 

concentrations, however at higher concentrations there was a tendency to under-

predict. The model also performed well in the far-field, simulating the gross 
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transportation features. Far-field concentrations were positively biased (i.e. the 

model over-predicted concentrations), but were generally within a factor of two of 

observations in regions where the wind field was adequately resolved. 

In contrast, Sandu (1995) found that the Gaussian puff model INPUFF, appHed to 

Lillestrom, Copenhagen and Kincaid, tended to under-estimate concentrations for 

plumes emitted from elevated sources. At low source heights, using the Pasquill-

Gifford-Tumer dispersion parameters, the model performed well. 

The MINERVE mass consistent diagnostic wind field model and the SCIPUFFpuff 

dispersion model were used by Cox et al (1998) to simulate atmospheric dispersion 

during an early moming radiation inversion, inversion dissipation and aftemoon 

mixed convection. Trace amounts of sulfur hexafluoride (SF^) and indium oxide 

(InOJ were released at the White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico. A network of 

11-15 surface stations and one to three upper-air sites provided input to MINERVE. 

Tracer gas was sampled from a large number of samplers, arranged in 90° arcs spaced 

278 m, 912 m, 28 km and 60 km from the release point. 

MINERVE produced wind fields that were consistent with observations as well as 

with the terrain. Compared with observations, the mean deviation in wind speed was 

0.4 ms"', and less than 10° for wind direction. Deviations were greatest during 

inversion dissipation. SCIPUFF also performed well. Measurements of the plume 

centroid, 2.5 hours after release, showed less than 10 % difference in location, with 

concentrations of the same order of magnitude. Agreement between observed and 

modelled concentrations was maintained six hours after release, with SCIPUFF 

accurately determining suitable monitoring sites 60 km down wind of the release 

point. 

More recentiy, Bama and Gimson (2000) used the CALMET/CALPUFF model to 

predict wintertime PM,o concentrations, from domestic wood and coal fires in 

Christchurch, under anticyclonic conditions. Throughout the early to mid-aftemoon, 

PM,o concentrations were low within the region. Concentrations began to rise 

between 16:00 and 18:00, coinciding with the establishment of the noctumal surface 

inversion and increased emissions from domestic heating sources. PM,o 
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concentrations reached a peak of approximately 400 ^gm"̂  at 22:00, coincidmg with 

wind speeds below 1 ms"'. Concentrations began to fall after 22:00, and by 06:00 the 

following moming PM,o concentrations were less than 50 l̂gm"^ At times strong 

concentration gradients were noted between adjacent suburbs, with predicted PM,o 

concentrations varying by as much as 100 |igm'^ within the space of a kilometi-e. 

Table 2.14 compares modelled 24-hour average PM,o concentrations with 

observations recorded at four surface monitoring sites. CALPUFF is seen to slightly 

underpredict concentrations, with biases ranging between +14 |igm"^ (overprediction) 

at Beckenham to -21 jigm"̂  (underprediction) at St. Albans. 

Table 2.14 Observed and predicted 24-hour average PM|o concentrations during wintertime in 
Christchurch. 

PMjo monitoring site 

Beckenham 
Hornby 
Opawa 
St. Albans 

Observed 24-hour average 
PM,g concentration (\xgnf^) 

33 
48 
62 
101 

Predicted 24-hour average 
PM,„ concentration (\xgm'^) 

45 
42 
56 
78 

Bias 
(V^gnr') 
+13.6 
-5.5 
-5.0 
-21.2 

Source: Bama and Gimson (2000), Table 1, p. 14 

Bama and Gimson (2000) are currently refining their modelling system, with the aim 

of using it to determine the effects of various emission control strategies. Policy 

options to be modelled include banning the use of coal and open fires, and regulating 

the emission factors of slow combustion heaters. 

Puff dispersion models have also seen use in novel applications. Hargreaves and 

Baker (1997) applied the technique to modelling motor vehicle emissions within 

urban street canyons. Vehicles were modelled both as mobile emission sources, and 

as sources of turbulence. Street level winds were determined by the winds above the 

urban canyon. Godfrey and Clarkson (1998) modelled dispersion of PM,o and SOj 

emissions from Scott Base in Antarctica using CALMET/CALPUFF. Dispersion 

results appeared to be very realistic in both their spatial pattems and concentrations, 

however they were not verified by comparison with direct measurements. 

CALMET/CALPUFF has also been successfully used to model the dispersion of the 

pesticide methyl bromide from agricultural fields in the Salinas Valley, Califomia 

(Honaganahalli and Seiber, 2000). 
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2.8 Conclusion 

This chapter has provided a brief literature review of topics relevant to this study. It 

commenced by summarising the resuhs of the seven previous air pollution studies 

that have occurred in the Tamar Valley since 1982. Turbulence typing 

methodologies were then described. The subsequent section developed a 

methodology for calculating integral measures of stagnation, ventilation and 

recirculation, and the use of these to identify events and regions prone to these 

conditions. The chapter concluded with sections on wind field modelling and 

Gaussian puff dispersion modelling. 

Diagnostic wind field models have been found to perform well, accurately 

reproducing observed winds. They are heavily dependent on careftil selection of 

measurement locations, and require at least one measured wind profile to accurately 

characterise winds aloft. Under good siting conditions, typical maximum differences 

between predictions and observations are below 1 ms"' for wind speed and 20° for 

wind direction. Diagnostic wind field models have been shown to perform as well 

as, if not better, than prognostic models. 

Puff dispersion models have been shovm to provide superior results to steady-state 

plume models, largely because they can account for spatial and temporal variations in 

the transport field, for calm conditions and causality effects. 

Diagnostic wind field models and Gaussian puff models have been used and 

validated in many parts of the world, providing satisfactory results in many cases. 

Agreement to one order of magnitude is quite common. 
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3 Data Acquisition and Storage 

3.1 Introduction 

T
his chapter describes the data collection phase of the TVAS, specifically 

the network of 16 automatic weather stations that was established to 

provide a continuous data source covering a three-year period. The 

locations of each site will be discussed, along with the instrumentation 

attached to each of the 10-m towers. The performance history of the network will be 

analysed. Data has to be stored in some fashion, so the data loggers which store 

results in the field, and the database which amalgamates data from the entire network 

will be described. Discussion will then tum to the derived parameters that were 

calculated from the measured variables. 

Whilst data from the network is an extremely valuable resource, on its own it is not 

sufficient to support the NUATMOS/CITPUFF modelling suite. These models 

require wind and temperature profile data in order to provide three-dimensional 

modelling results. These data were collected during a series of five Intensive 

Observation Periods or lOPs. The two-day lOPs occurred on a seasonal basis, and 

were timed to coincide with 'worst-case pollution dispersion' periods. 

This chapter will conclude with a description of the lOP program, the temperature 

profiling techniques utilised and the measurement locations selected. 
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3.2 10-m Mast Measurements 

3.2.1 Meteorological Station Locations 

At the commencement of the TVAS a network of 14 meteorological stations was 

proposed. The CSIRO Division of Atmospheric Research (CSIRO DAR) was 

contracted to model the Tamar Valley wind field, under worst-case dispersion 

conditions, in order to help determine suitable representative measurement locations. 

This was achieved using the wind field component of their three-dimensional 

prognostic model L^DM (Lagrangian Atmospheric Dispersion Model). LADM 

requires: a gridded digital elevation model; the surface properties of the modelled 

terrain; a specified large-scale wind field (from a synoptic chart); an early moming 

temperature profile; and estimates of changing cloud cover over the region to be 

modelled. The model uses Lagrangian techniques to predict wind speed and 

direction, temperature, mixing height and turbulence properties at each of the grid 

points for every five-minute time-step (Physick, 1993). 

LADM was used to simulate a 48-hour period commencing at midnight on 12* 

September, 1991. The synoptic analysis chart was dominated by an extensive 

anticyclone (central pressure 1020 hPa) centred around latitude 30° S, which ridged 

to latitudes well south of Tasmania. During the course of the modelled period, the 

anticyclone slowly passed over the state from west to east (CSIRO DAR, 1993). 

Three consecutive nested runs occurred, with the initial modelling mn covering the 

entire state using a coarse 10-km grid. The second mn covered a subset of the first 

run at a 5-km grid resolution, using lateral boundary conditions obtained from the 

previous run. The final run, at a 2.5-km resolution, covered the TVAS study region 

using predictions from the previous model run. 

Progressive wind fields from this final Zv4Z)M simulation were used to identify 

possible meteorological sites at locations representative of broad flows within the 

study region. A set of 'typical' field measurements was generated, consisting of 

hourly surface wind speeds and directions at each potential surface meteorological 

site, and wind and temperature profiles at each of the proposed upper air sites. 
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These were input into the diagnostic wind field model NUATMOS, which was to be 

routinely used during the course of the TVAS. The resulting wind fields were 

compared with the original LADM wind fields in order to assess tiie acceptability of 

each proposed surface and upper air site. 

Fourteen broad locations were identified by CSIRO DAR as being suitable for 

possible meteorological sites. These were visited and specific measurement locations 

were found. Each of the final monitoring sites conformed to AS 2922—1987 

(Standards Association of Australia, 1987a) and AS 2923—1987 (Standards 

Association of Australia, 1987b). All sites were located in the centre of large open 

areas with no nearby obstmctions. With the exception of a site located on a 

navigation beacon on the banks of the Tamar River (Site 6), and another on a wharf 

(Site 9), all sites were within large grassed areas. 

Once the stations had been established it was decided to include a pre-existing 

station, located near Launceston at Ti Tree Bend, into the network. The Ti Tree 

Bend station (Site 16) had been established by DELM in early 1992 as part of a 

separate study (Carter et al., 1995). It was considered worthwhile to include this 

station as NUATMOS, the wind field model, is diagnostic in nature, relying heavily 

on interpolation between existing measurement sites. As such, the addition of 

another station would improve the accuracy of the modelled wind fields in the 

Launceston region. 

A final change to the network came a year into the study period, when one of the 

masts (Site 14) was relocated to a coastal site (Site 15). This occurred as it was 

found to be located within a slight frost hollow, and hence its recorded flows were 

unrepresentative of the broad region. Table 3.1 summarises the site numbers, 

locations and AMG co-ordinates of the 16 locations used throughout the TVAS. 

These are mapped as Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 Meteorological station locations used in the TVAS. The diagonal rectangle represents 

the TVAS study area. 10-m wind speed and direction measurements are recorded at 

Sites 1 to 16. Wind profiles were measured at Sites 3,7,8 and Theod during the lOPs. 

Temperature profiles were measured at Site 8 during the lOPs. BOM radar wind 

profiles and 10-m winds are recorded at 6-hourly intervals at the BOM%\\.Q located at 

the Launceston Airport. 
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Table 3.1 rFy4iS meteorological station locations 

Site 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

Site Location 

Nunamara 
Hadspen 
Dog Point 
Windermere 
Rowella 
Barrett's Point Marine Marker 
Garden Island 
Bell Bay 
Low Head Pilot Station 
Lefroy 
East Arm 
West Arm 
Holwel! 
Bridport Rd 
Stony Head 
Ti Tree Bend Sewage Treatment Plant 

AMG 
Easting 

(m) 

523617 
506180 
504705 
499200 
491775 
493306 
484285 
487745 
482602 
499313 
500614 
481619 
481249 
490346 
496885 
5)0300 

AMG 
Northing 

(m) 

5414497 
5405023 
5423305 
5428800 
5442829 
5436587 
5448236 
5445922 
5453800 
5450481 
5438562 
5443653 
5433751 
5447751 
5457441 
5414500 

3.2.2 Meteorological Station Instrumentation 

3.2.2.1 10-m masts 

Each of the anemometers and wind vanes was mounted at a height of 10 m on some 

form of mast. Four sites (2, 8, 11 and 13) utilised guyed tubular steel masts. The 

wind instruments at Site 6 were attached to an existing marine marker using steel 

framework and a boom mounted at 10 m. The remaining masts were 10.4 m treated 

hardwood poles (Carter et al, 1995). Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the tubular steel mast 

located at Site 8 and the treated hardwood pole located at Site 9. The figures also 

clearly show the compliance with the siting requirements mandated by AS 2922— 

1987 and AS 2923—1987 (Standards Association of Australia, 1987a and b). 

Most meteorological instmments were installed on booms extending out to the side 

of each mast. The only exception to this was the atmospheric pressure sensor at Site 

8, which was mounted on the rear of the data logger case. Cable ties were attached to 

each boom in an attempt to discourage their use as bird perches (see Figure 3.5). 

This strategy had mixed success. 

All masts and instruments were installed by DELM, with assistance from the autiior 

in finding suitable sites, and erecting and mounting instmments on the guyed masts. 

DELM staff maintained tiie masts and instruments, and downloaded the data on a 

regular basis. A rigorous data screening procedure occurred before the data was 

presented to the author for analysis. 
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Figure 3.2 The Bell Bay meteorological site (Site 8), illustrating the tubular steel masts. This photo 

was taken at the conclusion of the study and shows the mast "telescoped down" to a 

height of 5 m. Throughout the TVAS, all tubular steel masts recorded winds at 10 m. 

Figure 3.3 The Low Head meteorological site (Site 9), located at the Low Head Pilot Station, 

illustrating the treated hardwood pole. 
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3.2.2.2 Dataloggers 

East mast was initially equipped v^th a Dataflow Systems 980 Series datalogger. 

These eventually proved to be inadequate with the following faults or problems 

occurring: 

• the failure to record data at midnight each day due to a firmware programming 
fauh; 

• loggers experiencing short circuits during data download; 
• moisture related problems; and 
• the inability to determine average wind directions and sigma-theta (o0) over 

the 15-minute averaging period. 

In April 1994, the loggers were replaced with superior Unidata 6004B Starloggers 

(Figure 3.4). These allowed vector averaged wind directions and sigma-theta to be 

determined. They also permitted the installation of temperature sensors at nominal 

heights of 2 m and 10 m (Carter et al,1995). 

Figure 3.4 Unidata model 6004B Starlogger data logger (Site 8) 

All meteorological parameters were averaged and logged at 15-minute time 

intervals, using instantaneous measurements calculated every 5 seconds. In addition 

to the averaged parameters, the Unidata loggers also recorded the maximum and 
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minimum of the instantaneous wind speed measurements during each 15-minute 

interval. The date and time of each set of measurements was recorded using the time 

at the end of each averaging period. 

3.2.2.3 Wind Speed 

Synchrotach 480 anemometers were initially chosen for use in the TVAS. These were 

selected because of their low wind speed threshold (less than 0.2 ms''), which would 

allow the detection of light katabatic winds. The anemometers were consequently 

very small, light and had fragile cups. 

After numerous failures at the most exposed sites, the manufacturers agreed to 

modify the anemometers by replacing the solid wire spindles with spindles made 

from hollow hypodermic syringe stock. This reduced the failure rate, however 

continued failures resulted in the decision to use more robust instmments. 

Environdata WS30 anemometers were tested and installed on each mast in November 

1993. These heavier duty, three-cup instmments have an operating range of 0 to 50 

ms'', and a start-up threshold of 0.2 ms"' or better. Output pulses are generated, at a 

rate of 1250 pulses km'', by an optical intermpter arrangement providing a stated 

accuracy of 1 ms''. The instmments are specifically designed for long-term use in 

isolated locations and may typically provide five year's operation before requiring 

overhaul (Environdata, 1993a). After some initial problems caused by the ingress of 

salt spray, slightly modified Environdata anemometers were used for the remainder 

of the study. Figure 3.5 shows the WS30 installation at Site 9, which is typical of the 

configuration used throughout the TVAS anemometer network. 

3.2.2.4 Win d Direction 

Wind vane assemblies manufactured by Dataflow Systems were used. These were of 

the single potentiometer type, and had a dead-band of approximately 10°. After some 

initial problems with water leaking into the casings, resulting in erroneous directions, 

the subsequently modified vanes reported few problems (Carter et a/., 1995). The 

wind vane located at Site 9 is depicted in Figure 3.5. This arrangement was 

representative of those used throughout the network. 
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Figure 3.5 Environdata WS30 anemometer and Dataflow Systems wind vane (Site 9). The figure 

also illustrates the use of cable ties as a bird deterrent. 

3.2.2.5 Differential Temperature 

In September 1994, differential temperature sensors were installed at Sites 1, 2,4, 5, 

8, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 15 in order to measure low level vertical temperatiu^e gradients. 

These nine units were designed and fabricated by technicians at the University of 

Tasmania. The temperature differential circuit used two analogue AD590 integrated 

circuit temperature sensors in a differential configuration. The matched sensor pairs 

were calibrated to provide a one-volt output when each sensor was at the same 

temperature. The circuit gain was 300 mV °C'\ with a positive increase above one 

volt occurring when the lower sensor was at a greater temperature than the upper 

sensor. The sensor pairs were housed in plastic radiation shields and were mounted 

at the end of Im booms. Paired sensors were installed on the same mast at nominal 

heights of 2 m and 10 m respectively (Jensen, 1994; Carter et al,\995). 

Figure 3.6 shows the installation of the upper differential temperature sensor, whilst 

the lower sensor is shown in Figure 3.7. Both photographs were taken at Site 8. 
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Differential temperattire data was used throughout the TVAS on an operational basis, 

mainly being used to check atmospheric stabilities. Surface temperattires were also 

used in the meteorological files required by CITPUFF. 

Figure 3.6 The upper differential temperature sensor is located inside a plastic radiation shield and a 

Kipp and Zonen pyranometer measuring global radiation is mounted on the lower boom 

(Site 8). 

3.2.2.6 Barometric Pressure 

An Environdata BPIO Series barometric pressure sensor was installed at Site 8 

(Figure 3.7). This sensor uses a solid state silicon strain gauge as a sensing element, 

and outputs atmospheric pressure in hectopascals. The sensor has an operating range 

of 750 to 1050 hPa and a resolution of 1 hPa. It is accurate to within 3 hPa, and 

typically may operate in the field for five years before requiring overhaul. The unit 

is designed to operate in temperatures ranging between -10 and 50 °C and in 
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humidities between 0 and 100 % (Environdata, 1993b). The pressure sensor operated 

without fault for the duration of the TVAS. 

Figure 3.7 Lower differential temperature sensor, Environdata BPIO pressure sensor and rear of the 

data logger case (Site 8). 

3.2.2.7 Solar Radiation 

A Kipp & Zonen CM II pyranometer measuring global radiation was installed on a 

boom, at a height of approximately 7 m, on the Site 8 mast (Figure 3.6). This was 

interfaced with the datalogger via an amplifier designed and fabricated by Unidata. 

The CM 11 measures global irradiance on a plane surface in Wm"̂ . It incorporates a 

100-thermocouple thermopile, imprinted on a thick-film substrate which is housed 

under a K5 glass dome. The pyranometer operated without fault for the duration of 

the TVAS 

3.2,3 Instrument Calibration 

All meteorological instruments were calibrated by the manufacturer prior to 

installation, or after any repair occurring as a result of instrument failure. A brand 
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new anemometer and wind vane were occasionally paired with existing wind 

instmments in order to check the field instrument's accuracy. No problems were 

ever found and the 'calibration' instmments were eventually required to replace 

damaged instmments. 

3.2.4 Performance History 

An analysis of the TVAS anemometer network performance was conducted by 

extracting the dates for which midday wind speed measurements existed at each 

individual site. It was assumed that met station down-time of any significance would 

result in a missed midday wind speed measurement, which would be apparent in the 

analysis. Table 3.2 summarises the results of this analysis. 

Table 3.2 Performance history of the TVAS anemometer network: analysis of midday wind 
speed measurements. 

Site # First 
Measurement 

Last 
Measurement 

Elapsed 
Time 
(days) 

Number of 
Measurements 

(days) 

Data 
Completeness 

(%) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

26/6/93 
29/5/93 
26/6/93 
5/7/93 
9/9/93 
4/12/94 
15/7/93 
27/5/93 
6/6/93 
27/6/93 
5/6/93 

24/6/93 
19/5/93 
30/6/93 
6/6/94 
19/5/94 

17/5/96 
17/5/96 
17/5/96 
17/5/96 
18/5/96 
18/7/95 
20/4/96 
18/5/96 
18/5/96 
18/5/96 
11/5/96 
18/5/96 
17/5/96 

31/12/93 
18/5/96 
19/4/96 

1056 
1084 
1056 
1047 
982 
226 

1010 
1087 
1077 
1056 
1071 
1059 
1094 

184 
712 
701 

745 
840 
832 
639 
657 
220 
647 
760 
851 
753 
711 
770 
842 
126 
566 
610 

71 
77 
79 
61 
67 
97 
64 
70 
79 
71 
66 
73 
77 
68 
79 
87 

The first anemometer to start recording was located at Holwell (Site 13). 

Measurements commenced at this site on 19"" May, 1993. The majority of the 

remaining stations were quickly established, with a further 12 sites producing data 

within the next three and a half months. It took a while to realise that data from the 

pre-existing Ti Tree Bend (Site 16) sampler was available, with the first 

measurements being received a year to the day after the commencement of the 

measuring period. Site 15 was established on 6''' June, 1994 by relocating a 

meteorological station located in a frost hollow at Site 14. The last useful data 

recorded at Site 14 were logged on 31" December, 1993. 
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Site 6 was the most problematic of the meteorological stations. It was located on a 

navigation beacon owned by the Port of Launceston Authority (PLA). The PLA 

installed the station in what was climatologically speaking a perfect location, 

however there followed a long period of breakdovms and inaccurate data. This was 

largely a result of the site's location over water, v^th strong winds and ingress of 

water and saft spray resulting in a large amount of unusable data. The first useable 

results were logged on 4* December, 1994. The station performed well for seven 

and a half months, however the difficulty in accessing the site and eventual 

instmment failure resulted in the site being decommissioned on 18"" July, 1995. 

The remainder of the met stations were decommissioned over a one month interval in 

April/May, 1996, at the end of the study period. The final midday wind speeds were 

logged at Sites 5, 8, 9, 10, 12 and 15 on 18*" May, 1996, three years after the 

commencement of the measuring period. 

Figure 3.8 shows the TVAS anemometer network performance in terms of existing 

and missing midday wind speed data. The horizontal lines represent continuous 

streams of data, logged at each anemometer site, with the gaps representing missed 

data largely due to instrument failure. The time series record for each site consists of 

large periods of continuous data, separated by smaller periods of missing data. 

Missing data periods ranged in length from 15 minutes (i.e. one measurement) to five 

months (Sites 4 and 12). Typical missing data periods are of the order of one month, 

and occurred with breakdowns happening midway between subsequent data 

downloads. 
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Figure 3.8 Period of record of TVAS anemometer network 

Figure 3.9 summarises each site's record in terms of percentage completeness, with 

the available data for each site being expressed as a percentage of the maximum 

possible amount for that site (based on the dates of each site's first and last midday 

wind speed readings). 
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Figure 3.9 Completeness of record of TVAS anemometer network 

Site 6 logged just over seven months worth of useable data before it was 

decommissioned, with a completeness of 97%. The next most complete wind record 

was logged at Site 15 (87%), with the majority of remaining sites being over 70% 

complete. Five sites, Sites 4, 7, 11, 5 and 14 were less than 70% complete, with the 

greatest proportion of data loss occurring at Site 4 (61%). 
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3.2.5 Derived Parameters 

A programmer was employed to write software, which appended the following fields 

to each record of the TVAS meteorological dataset where possible: 

• Pasquill stability class, using the modified sigma-theta technique; 
• wind mn (5, km), where 7 = 1 5 minutes and x = 24 hours; 
• transport distance (i,. km), where T=15 minutes and T = 24 hours; 
• transport direction (6^"), where 7 = 1 5 minutes and x = 24 hours; and 
• recirculation factor (i?,), where 7 = 1 5 minutes and x = 24 hours. 

Table 3.3 shows the estimated sunrise and sunset times used in calculating the 

atmospheric stability classes. The Applied Environmetrics Meteorological Tables 

software (Beer, 1990) was used to calculate sunrise and sunset times at the latitude of 

Paper Beach (146° 58'E, 41° 15'S), located midway along the valley on the West 

Tamar. Times were calculated for the middle of each month and were applied to data 

from all days in the month at each of the 16 meteorological sites. 

Table 3.3 Estimated Tamar Valley sunrise and sunset times used in calculating Pasquill 
stability via the modified sigma-theta technique 

Date ~ 

January 16 
February 16 
March 16 
April 16 
May 16 
June 16 
July 16 
August 16 
September 16 
October 16 
November 16 
December 16 
" Times calculated using the Applied Environmetrics Meteorological Tables software (Beer, 1990) for Paper Beach {146° 
5*'£,41°15'S). 

3.2.6 TVAS Database 

Data from the meteorological station network was originally stored in a series of MS 

ExceP^ spreadsheets, with data from each site contained within a separate 

spreadsheet. With time the datasets grew to such a size that each station's data was 

stored in a series of separate spreadsheets. 

This system eventually grew so cumbersome that the entire dataset was imported into 

a single relational database. The corresponding MS Access™ database characteristics 

are summarised in Table 3.4. 

Sunrise Time ' (EST) 

04:50 
05:28 
06:02 
06:35 
07:07 
07:30 
07:27 
06:55 
06:05 
05:14 
04:35 
04:26 

Sunset Time "(EST) 

19:29 
19:01 
18:16 
17:25 
16:46 
16:31 
16:45 
17:14 
17:45 
18:17 
18:53 
19:24 
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Of particular interest is the "Allowable Values" column. During tiie importation 

process, data were screened against these criteria to ensure that they were of the 

correct type and were within sensible limits. This checking process highlighted a 

number of erroneous values and instances of missing data, which would have 

otherwise placed all further data in incorrect fields. All suspect data were discarded. 

3.2.7 Routine Bureau of Meteorology Surface Measurements 

In addition to data collected by the TVAS meteorological network, data was available 

from 5 0 M measurements collected at the Launceston Airport. The airport is located 

on the southeast boundary of the study area at Westem Junction (Figure 3.1). 

Observers record three-hourly instantaneous observations of: 

dry bulb temperature (°C); 
wet bulb temperature (°C); 
dew point temperature (°C); 
wind speed (kn); 
wind direction (° from tme north; 10° segments); 
MSL pressure (hPa); 
visibility (km); 
precipitation (mm day'); 
cloud type; and 
cloud amount (octas). 
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Table 3.4 Tamar Valley airshed database characteristics 

Field Name Description Units 
SitelD 
Date(EST) 
Time(EST) 

Speed(ni/s) 
MinSpeed(m/s) 

MaxSpeed(m/s) 

Direction(deg) 
SigmaTheta(deg) 

StabilityCIass 

UpperTemp(deg) 
LowerTemp(deg) 

TempDiff(deg) 

24hWRun(km) 

24hTDist(km) 

24hTDir(deg) 

24hRecirc 

AtmPress(hPa) 
SolarRad(W/m2) 

Site Identification Code. Part of Primary Key. 
Date (EST). Part of Primary Key. 
Eastern Standard Time recorded at the END of 
each 15-minute averaging period. Part of 
Primary Key. 
15-minute vector average 10-m wind speed 
Minimum 10-m wind speed during 15-min 
averaging period 
Maximum 10-m wind speed during 15-min 
averaging period 
15 minute vector averaged 10-m wind direction 
Standard deviation of 10-m wind directions 
during averaging period 
Pasquill stability class using the Modified 
Sigma Theta technique 
Mean air temperature at the top of the mast 
Mean air temperature at approx. 1 m above the 
ground 
Mean temperature difference between upper 
and lower sensors (Lower-Upper) 
24 hour Wind Run. (from logged time to time + 
24 hours) 
24 hour Resultant Transport Distance (from 
logged time to time + 24 hours) 
24 hour Resultant Transport Direction; direction 
towards which transport occurs (from logged 
time to time + 24 hours) 
24 hour Recirculation Factor where 0=straight 
line transport, l=complete recirculation (from 
logged time to time + 24 hours) 
Atmospheric Pressure (Site 8 only) 
Solar Radiation Flux (Sites 8 and 16 only) 

Allowable Values 
SiteX 
dd/mni/yyyy 
hh:mm 

ms'' 
ms"' 

ms"' 

° from true N 
0 

A-G 

X is an integer between 1 and 16 

Between 0 and 45 or Null 
Between 0 and 45 or Null 

Between 0 and 45 or Null 

Between 0 and 360 or Null 
Between 0 and 103.9 or Null 

A-G or Null 

"C 
"C 

°c 

km 

km 

° from true N 

Between -10 and 45 or Null 
Between -10 and 45 or Null 

Between -7 and 7 or Null 

Between 0 and 2000 or Null 

Between 0 and 2000 or Null 

Between 0 and 360 or Null 

hPa 
Wm-2 

Between 0 and 1 or Null 

Between 950 and 1050 or Null 
Between 0 and 1500 or Null 

In addition various aviation meteorological parameters are observed, such as 

CAVOK (used to designate times when visibility exceeds 10km; there is no cloud 

below 5000 ft and there is no precipitation or thunderstorm). 

The 5 0 M maintains an automatic weather station at the airport, located at AMG co

ordinates 517100 m E; 5401120 m N. This logs 30-minute averages of 

• dry bulb temperature (°C); 
• dew point temperature (°C); 
• wind speed (m s"'); 
• maximum gust speed (m s''); 
• wind direction (° from tme north; 10° segments); and 
• MSL pressure (hPa). 

Due to cost restraints, BOM data was purchased only for days when Intensive 

Observation Periods (lOPs) occurred. 
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3.3 Intensive Observation Periods 
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3.3.1 The lOP Program 

The TVAS anemometer network recorded continuous surface meteorological 

measurements throughout the three-year measurement program. It was not feasible 

to support this dataset with continuous temperatiire and wind profile data. Instead a 

series of seasonal lOPs were planned. During each lOP, a team of field assistants 

recorded simultaneous wind and temperature profile measurements at different sites 

over a two-day period. 

Each lOP was timed to coincide with worst-case air pollution conditions for the 

season in question. In practice this corresponded to the slow passage of an 

anticyclone across the state, bringing light to variable synoptic-scale winds. These 

typically became decoupled from the surface winds, with thermally-driven wind 

systems such as katabatic flows and sea breezes occurring at the surface. The stable 

nature of these flows, coupled with a diumal reversal in wind direction, ensured that 

atmospheric contaminants would remain concentrated within the airshed, thus 

resulting in worst-case dispersion. 

Identifying suitable lOP conditions in advance was a difficult task. Daily phone calls 

were made to the duty forecasters at the BOM, who provided advance waming of 

approaching anticyclones. When conditions looked suitable the field team, who had 

already been put on notice, mobilised and travelled to the study site. Measurements 

commenced at dawn the next day and continued for two days. 

The Summer lOP had to be repeated, as the expected sea breeze failed to materialise 

on the first day. Funds were only available to collect one day's measurements during 

this Second Summer lOP. Table 3.5 summarises the lOP program. 

Table 3.5 

lOPName 

Summer lOP 1 
Summer lOP 2 
Autumn lOP 
Winter lOP 
Spring lOP 

The TVASIOP program 

Date 

12-13 December, 1993 
15 December, 1994 
13-14 April, 1994 
27-28 June, 1994 
24-25 September, 1993 

Number of Days 

2 
1 
2 
2 
2 

Start Time 
(EST) 

06:00, 12/12 
05:00, 15/12 
07:00, 13/4 
07:30, 27/6 
07:00, 24/9 

End Time 
(EST) 

18:00, 13/12 
18:00, 15/12 
17:30, 14/4 
17:30,28/6 
17:30,24/9 

Figures 3.10 a-e show the 10:00 surface analysis charts for each lOP. 
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a) Summer lOP 1 12-13 December, 1993 
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b) Summer lOP 2 15 December, 1994 

c) Autumn lOP 13-14 April, 1994 

d) Winter lOP 27-28 June, 1994 
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e) Spring lOP 24-25 September, 1993 

Figures 3.10 a-e BOM surface pressure analyses for each Intensive Observation Period 

3.3.2 Measurement locations 

Simultaneous wind profiles were measured at Sites 3, 7, 8 and Theod during the 

lOPs (Figure 3.1). In contrast, the more expensive temperature profiles could only 

be measured at Site 8. The 10-m winds and the (6-hourly) radar wind profiles from 

Launceston Airport were purchased from the BOM fox each lOP. 

3.3.3 Wind and Temperature Profiling Techniques 

A number of different techniques were used to measure wind and temperature 

profiles throughout the lOPs. Wind speed and direction profiles were collected using 

either tethered balloon (tethersonde) or pilot balloon (piball) soundings. In addition 

to measuring wind speed and direction, the tethersonde system also measured wet 

and dry bulb temperature, allowing simultaneous profiles of wind speed, wind 

direction, temperature and humidity to be collected. The tethersonde system was 

limited to wind speeds of 10 ms'', thus necessitating the use of free flying disposable 

radiosondes to measure temperature and humidity profiles in strong wind conditions. 

3.3.3.1 Tethersonde Balloon Soundings 

An AIR model TS-2A tethersonde was used to measure wind speed and direction 

soundings throughout the lOPs. The system, described by Morris et al (1975), 

consists of a 3.25 m^ helium-filled tethered balloon, suspending an airborne sensor 

package via a torsionally rigid "rope ladder". 
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The package contains transducers for measuring wet and dry bulb temperature, wind 

speed and direction, and atmospheric pressure. An eight-parameter multiplexer 

samples the output from each transducer at regular intervals, typically taking 30 

seconds to complete the entire cycle. The measurements are tiien transmitted to a 

ground station as an audio-modulated FM signal, transmitted at 403 MHz. The 

ground station accepts an ASCII data stream at a rate of 300 baud. This is transferred 

to a lap top computer for storage and later analysis. 

Wind speed is measured using a cup anemometer driving a DC generator. The 

anemometer is capable of measuring speeds in the range of 0.5 to 10 ms"' with a 

precision of ±0.25 ms'' and a resolution of 0.1 ms"'. 

The aerodynamic shape of the balloon (see Figure 3.11a) ensures that it acts as a 

wind vane, thus keeping the package heading into the wind. Wind direction is 

measured using a magnetic compass located within the sensor package. The compass 

needle actuates a circular potentiometer that is fixed relative to the sensor package. 

This allows wdnd directions to be measured with a precision of ±5° and a resolution 

of ±2°. 

Wet and dry bulb temperatures are measured using a pair of matched identical bead 

thermistors, which are mounted coaxially within a radiation shield. A small electric 

fan aspirates the thermistors with the dry bead mounted in the airstream 2 cm ahead 

of the wet bead. The wet bead is kept wet by a wick, which sucks distilled water 

from a small reservoir. Both thermistors have an operating range of-30 to +45 °C, 

and measure temperatures with a precision of ± 0.5 °C at a resolution of 0.1 °C. 

The balloon's altitude is calculated using a small solid-state aneroid capsule. It 

measures differential barometi-ic pressure in the range 0 to 100 hPa, with a precision 

of ±1 hPa at a resolution of 0.5 hPa. The altitude of the balloon is calculated using 

the pressure difference between the surface and that at the balloon's current position. 
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Figure 3.11a AIR Instruments tethersonde balloon used to record wind and temperature profiles: 

balloon "parked" prior to use (Site 8). 

The tether line comprises a bundle of nylon filaments contained in a braided nylon 

sheath. The 1000-m hne, with a mass of 0.9 gm'̂  and a breaking sfrength of 445 N, 

allows typical maximum sounding heights of 750 to 800 m to be attained. Balloon 

altitude and ascent rate are controlled using an electric winch which is powered by a 

9 V heavy duty battery. 

Typical soundings take between 20 and 30 minutes to complete. Data are collected 

only during the ascent phase, wdth a further 10 minutes being required to retrieve the 

package using a high-speed descent. Figures 3.11 a-c show a typical tethersonde 

deployment at Site 8. 
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Figure 3.1 lb AIR Instruments Tethersonde balloon used to record wind and temperature profiles: 

attaching instrument package to the balloon prior to launch. 

Figure 3.11c AIR Instruments tethersonde balloon used to record wind and temperature profiles: a 

noctumal sounding 
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The tethersonde system is limited to conditions where wmd speed is below 10 ms' . 

In practice, retrieval is commenced whenever speeds exceed 8 ms' . This means that 

tethersonde soundings are usually conducted during anticyclonic conditions, and 

even then are frequently restricted to noctumal, early moming or evening time 

periods. Temperature profiles were gathered during high-wind periods using free-

flying disposable airsondes. 

3.3.3.2 Airsonde Temperature Soundings 

Throughout the TVAS, temperature profiles were measured using AIR model AS-IA-

PTHairsondes (Figure 3.12). These disposable airsondes measure wet and dry-bulb 

temperature, and barometric pressure. The radiosonde transducers and FM 

transmitter are enclosed within a helicoid propeller-shaped housing made of moulded 

polystyrene. The airsonde is attached to a large free-flying helium-filled weather 

balloon and released. As the airsonde ascends it is forced to rotate, thus aspirating 

the wet and dry bulb thermistors mounted within radiation shields on opposite wing 

tips. 

Extracted fi-om Air (1993) 
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Extracted fi-om Air (1993) 

Figure 3.12 The AIR radiosonde ("airsonde") 

Wet and dry-bulb temperatures are measured using bead thermistors, matched to 

within 0.1 °C over the range -20 to +35 °C. This ensures a performance comparable 

wdth a good Assman psychrometer. The instrument has a wide operating range (-70 

to +50 °C), with a resolution of 0.1 °C and a typical precision of 0.2 °C. Barometric 

pressure is sensed using an aneroid capacitance pressure sensor located within the 

housing. Pressure may be measured between 1050 and 250 hPa, with a precision of 3 

hPa and a resolution of 0.1 hPa. 

The FM transmitter operates on a carrier frequency of 402.25 MHz. The signal is 

captured and processed by the tethersonde ground station as described earlier. The 

ground station was typically turned off after a 10-minute flight, when profiles of up 

to 2000 m were obtained. It was not uncommon however to still receive a clear 

signal up to 90 minutes after release. 
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3.3.3.3 Pilot Balloon Wind Soundings 

There are two recognised techniques for measuring wind profiles using theodolites 

and piballs: 

• the double theodolite technique; and 
• the single theodolite technique. 

The double theodolite technique uses a pair of theodolites, aligned along a transect 

normal to the expected wind direction, with a separation distance of tiie order of 1000 

m. A piball is released at one of the theodolite locations (the 'base' site), and is 

simultaneously tracked by both theodolites. The piball's elevation and azimuth 

angles are determined at each theodolite position, using paired reading occurring at 

regular time intervals. In order to ensure that simultaneous paired readings are 

recorded, both the base and remote sites are synchronised to the same time signal. 

This is normally achieved via the use of two-way radios. 

With this system it is possible to determine the exact position of the piball in the sky 

at any reading time. This is because there are four measurements: the base station 

elevation and azimuth; and the remote station elevation and azimuth, and three 

unknowns: the piball easting; northing and height. The difference between 

successive piball positions is a measure of the mean wind speed and direction 

occurring in the layer that the piball has just traversed, during the time it took to 

travel from one position to the next. This is of course subject to the accuracy of the 

theodolites and of the operators using them. 

The double theodolite technique, whilst being the more accurate method, is less 

frequently used than the single theodolite technique. This is because it is 'expensive' 

in terms of theodolite and personnel use. The single theodolite technique, as its name 

suggests, uses a single theodolite to frack each piball. As a resuh it halves the 

number of operators and theodolites required for each sounding, thus releasing them 

for use in another location. 

The single tiieodolite technique has two measurements and three unknowns. As such 

it is impossible to determine the position of the piball in the sky without either 

making a ftirther measurement of some kind or using an assumed piball ascent rate. 
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The most common solution to this problem is to assume that the piball rises through 

the atmosphere at a constant rate. If this technique is used then the assumed height of 

the piball can easily be calculated at any reading time. This assumption provides the 

third 'measurement', thus allowing the piball's approximate position to be 

determined. 

Another technique uses a long weighted 'tail' attached to the helium filled piball. 

This normally takes the form of a long streamer of a known length, with an air filled 

piball attached. The air filled piball is 'dragged' through the sky by the helium filled 

piball, with both piballs remaining a known distance apart. A measurement of the 

angular distance between the two piballs at each reading time allows the distance 

between the theodolite and the piball pair to be determined. This extra measurement 

thus allows the helium-filled piball's position to be determined. 

In the hands of experienced operators the use of a weighted tail provides an 

acceptable degree of accuracy. Positional accuracy increases with the length of the 

tail, and with the length of time between successive readings. The technique 

however is difficult to apply, and may result in errors occurring as the operator 

attempts to make three simultaneous readings: elevation; azimuth, and angular 

distance, at the end of each reading interval. Errors may occur under the stress of 

short reading intervals, and in high wind conditions when the piballs are travelling 

across the field of view at great speed. 

Four model 518/42 Mk //meteorological theodolites, manufactured by ER Watts and 

Son Ltd, were made available by CSIRO DAR. It is uncertain when these were 

manufactured however they were painted black with a wartime finish, suggesting that 

they were manufactured for use in WWII. Despite their age, careful tests proved that 

each theodolite was in excellent condition and provided accurate elevation and 

azimuth determinations. 

The decision was made to use the single theodolite technique during the TVAS. This 

was because NUATMOS is a diagnostic wind field model, relying on interpolations 

between existing measurement points, and it was considered vital that simultaneous 

wind profiles occurred at as many locations as possible. The single theodolite 
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technique allowed the measurement of four simultaneous wind profiles rather than 

the two possible with the double theodolite technique. 

The weighted tail technique was not used, largely due to lack of operator experience. 

It was feh that the addition of a third reading at the end of each 15-second reading 

interval could compromise the accuracy of all three readings. It was considered 

better to accurately record two variables, than to inaccurately record three. 

At the commencement of a day's soundings, each theodolite was mounted on a 

sturdy tripod and careftilly levelled. The azimuth scale was then aligned to magnetic 

north using a hand held compass. These settings were checked prior to each 

sounding to ensure accuracy. 

Helium-filled latex piballs, each weighing 20 g, were inflated to a free lift capacity of 

45 g using balloon balances. Piball inflation was conducted inside tents allowing 

free lift capacity to be carefully controlled in any wind condition. Each piball was 

inflated immediately prior to use, thus ensuring that helium leakage was minimised 

and that the piball would be unable to gradually warm or cool in the interval between 

inflation and launch. 

Piballs were released on the hour, and paired elevation and azimuth readings taken 

every 15 seconds during the 10-minute flight. At the end of each reading interval the 

operator ceased tracking the piball and read the elevation and azimuth angle. These 

were spoken into a tape recorder suspended from the theodolite tripod. An assistant 

directly transcribed the spoken measurements onto a data sheet, allowing the tape to 

be used as a backup (Figure 3.13a-c). 
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a) b) 

Figure 3.13 Wind profile measurements conducted by tracking a pilot balloon using a theodolite: a) 

prior to release; b) release 

Any missed readings were was noted on the tape to ensure that interpolated values 

could be inserted appropriately. If four sequential missed pairs of readings occurred 

then the flight was terminated. The operator then repeated the flight if the 

circumstances warranted it. Typically flights were not repeated if the piball flew 

into dense fog or cloud. 

The reading interval was initially governed by the assistant, who used a stopwatch to 

coimt down to the end of each reading interval. This proved to be surprisingly 

difficult to maintain over a 10-minute period, so use of a pre-recorded timing tape 

was adopted. 
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c) 

Figure 3.13 Wind profile measurements conducted by tracking a pilot balloon using a theodolite: c) 

tracking 

There was some concem that the reading interval may vary with repeated use of the 

timing tape. This could occur if the tape gradually slowed down as the tape recorder 

batteries discharged throughout the course of a day. To combat this the timing tape 

prompted the user to start a stopwatch at the beginning of the process. A countdown 

then commenced ending at the word 'release' upon which the user released the 

piball. Subsequent countdowns occurred at 15-second intervals, wdth the operator 

being prompted when to cease ttacking and record elevation and azimuth angles. 

The operator was prompted to stop the stopwatch 30 seconds after the final 

measurement was made. This time was recorded and was used to calculate the exact 

timing interval. Timing intervals remained remarkably constant over all piball 

flights in a day, with typically less than half a second between the longest and 

shortest intervals. 
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An assumed constant piball ascent rate of 2.85 ms'' was used when calculating wind 

speeds and directions. This was determined by averagmg the observed ascent rates 

of several piballs fracked using the double theodolite technique. These test flights 

were conducted at two Hobart locations, one a large grassed area and the other 

alongside a sandy beach. In each case theodolite separations of over 800 m were 

achieved. Flight times were varied throughout the day, with all soundings occurring 

under anticyclonic conditions. Identical procedures were employed to those used 

during each lOP. 

There is some controversy in the literature as to whether the assumption of a constant 

piball ascent rate is reasonable. Environmental lapse rate was assumed to be the 

major factor which would act to vary a piball's ascent rate. Reynolds (1966) 

however found that the effect of lapse rate on the piball ascent rate was relatively 

small, and may be neglected. 

This assumption was questioned by Boatman (1974) who stated that the passage of a 

piball through an isothermal layer would reduce its ascent rate. He found that 

... balloon ascent rate is a fimction of virtual temperature, lapse rate, altitude and 
balloon diameter in any constant temperature lapse rate environment. 
Temperature typically decreases with height and balloon diameter increases 
during the balloon's ascent. These two variables typically decrease the balloon 
ascent rate... The effect of increasing altitude is to increase balloon ascent rate 
under constant temperature conditions. Thus, an overall balance of forces 
affecting balloon ascent rate under normal atmospheric conditions is possible. 

If temperature lapse rate were constant but smaller in magnitude than the dry 
adiabatic lapse rate, ... [then] the balloon ascent rate would be expected to 
decrease accordingly. 

(Boatman, 1974, p961) 

Nelson (1975) questioned Boatman's results for isothermal atmospheres, producing 

his own equations goveming piball ascent rates. The final result was inconclusive, 

however it seems that lapse rate may act to vary piball ascent rates. 

The figure of 2.85 ms'' used during the TVAS is acknowledged to produce variable 

quality resuhs, especially in the case of isothermal atmospheres. As a resuh it is 

stressed that the single theodolite wind soundings should be viewed as estimates of 

the wind profiles rather than as accurate measurements. 
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Software was written (in BASIC) to convert the paired elevation and azimuth 

measurements into wind speeds, wind directions and heights using the assumed 

ascent rate and the accurately determined reading intervals. Each output file 

produced was stamped with the lOP number, the flight date and time, and tiie name 

of the site from which the release had occurred. 

3.3.3.4 Bureau of Meteorology Radar Wind Profiles 

Wind speed and direction profiles are measured by the BOM fom times daily at the 

Launceston airport. The 03:00, 09:00, 15:00 and 21:00 soundings are conducted by 

tracking a large helium-filled weather balloon, with a reflective target attached, using 

the airport's radar facility. These "radar winds" provide coarse-resolution profiles 

with measurements commencing at heights of approximately 400 m from the groimd 

and extending to heights well above the NUATMOS modelling domain of 2500 m. 

3,4 Conclusions 

This chapter has detailed the TVAS data acquisition process. The network of 

automatic weather stations, collecting surface data, has been described along with the 

database containing the complete surface dataset. The lOP program, which collected 

seasonal profiles of temperature and wind, was then outlined. Both the surface and 

profile datasets were required to provide ftill input to the NUATMOS/CITPUFF 

models. 
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4 Description and Use of Models 

4.1 Introduction 

I
n this chapter the NUATMOS/CITPUFF wind field and pollution dispersion 

modelling system will be described. A brief history of NUATMOS will be 

given, followed by a detailed technical description of the model. This will 

include an overview of the model; a summary of the input requirements; a 

description of the computational grid; details of the interpolation processes used to 

produce an initial wind field; adjustment of the initial wind field to eliminate 

divergence; and a description of the drainage flow module. 

NUATMOS results will be evaluated using comparisons against ideal and real data. 

The NUATMOS section will end with a description of the configuration used 

throughout the TVAS and during individual lOPs. 

The CITPUFF model will then be introduced, starting with a brief model history and 

a technical description. Some model validation studies will then be discussed. 

The chapter will end with a brief summary of the GIS interface developed to display 

tiie NUATMOS winds and CITPUFF concentrations. 

4.2 The NUATMOS Diagnostic Wind Field Model 

4.2.1 Model History 

NUATMOS (Ross et al, 1987b, 1988a, 1988b, 1993a and 1994e) was developed as 

an improvement of an existing wind field model, ATMOSI (Davis et al, 1984). 

ATMOSI was chosen because of its terrain-following co-ordinates and variable 
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vertical grid spacing, both of which are essential when modelling winds in complex 

terrain (Ross et al, 1988b). 

NUATMOS was evaluated and used as part of the Australian Latrobe Valley Airshed 

Study (LVAS). Cook et al, (1988) used A^^^TMOS-generated trajectories to show 

that high ozone-level events in the Latrobe valley were associated with inter-regional 

transport of ozone from Melboume. 

In 1987, NUATMOS was incorporated into the Topographic Air Pollution Analysis 

System (TAPAS). TAPAS is a suite of wind field and dispersion models, combined to 

form a single modelling system, which was jointly developed by the Centre for 

Applied Mathematical Modelling (CAMM), the U.S. Department of Agriculture and 

the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management. NUATMOS was 

completely rewritten in 1988 as part of its implementation into an emergency 

response system at the Rocky Flats nuclear facility in Colorado, U.S.A. (Ross et al 

1995c). 

Current Australian users of NUATMOS include the State Electricity Commission of 

Victoria, The Environmental Protection Authority of Victoria, and CSIRO Fossil 

Fuels. The model has also been incorporated into the state of the ait AUSMET 

meteorological model (Ross et al, 1995c), as one of the two available wind field 

models. 

4.2.2 Technical Description 

4.2.2.1 Overview 

NUATMOS is a diagnostic wind field model, specifically designed for complex 

terrain. It produces a series of houriy three-dimensional, mass-consistent wind fields, 

by interpolating arbifrarily located observations on to a regularly spaced grid 

covering the domain of interest. 

Much of the following technical description is directly derived from the Version 6 

and 7 TVf/^rMOS user manuals (Ross and Lewis, 1993 a and Ross era/., 1994e)and 
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the A USMET (NUA TMOS) draft user manual (Ross et al ,1995c). Relevant 

information has been summarised from a combination of these sources. 

NUATMOS wind fields are generated according to a two-stage process. The first 

stage interpolates the observed wind measurements for any particular hour onto tiie 

grid. Measurements are firstiy interpolated vertically onto each layer, and tiien 

horizontally along the nine terrain-following layers. 

The second stage applies minimal adjustments to the gridded wind field to eliminate 

divergence and to ensure that the final wind field is consistent with conservation of 

mass, energy and the vertical component of vorticity. 

4.2.2.2 Input Requirements 

NUATMOS will accept wind measurements from the following variety of sources: 

• Surface meteorological stations recording data at a uniform height, typically 10 
m; and/or 

• Meteorological towers recording winds at a number of different heights; and/or 
• Wind soundings collected by tethered balloon sounding systems or by the 

tracking of free flying pilot balloons. 

In addition the model requires the input of a digital elevation model (DEM), covering 

the entire computational domain at the same north-south and west-east resolutions as 

the computational grid. 

4.2.2.3 Computational Grid 

Figure 4.1 shows the NUATMOS computational domain. Grid cells need not be 

square, with different resolutions allowed in the west-east and north-south directions. 

The average terrain elevation is required for every grid cell shown with a central dot. 

Wind velocity estimates are produced for each of these cells. Velocities can be 

interpreted as representing either the mean velocity for the entire cell, or the velocity 

experienced at the cell centre. 

The NUATMOS modelling domain is vertically divided above each grid cell into a 

series of terrain following layers (Figure 4.2). The layer boundaries, termed input 
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Sigma levels, are defined by surfaces along which the parameter a is constant, a is 

defined as 

a 
Z,~h 

4.1 

where Z, is the top of the modelling domain, h is the terrain elevation at position (x,y) 

and z is the height of the input sigma level. All of these are expressed relative to a 

common datum level, normally mean sea level. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic plan view of the NUATMOS computational grid. (Source: Ross and Lewis, 

1993a, p4) 

Wind velocities are modelled at cell mid-heights, along computational sigma levels. 

The top of the modelling domain is defined by the constant sigma level equalling 

0.00. This must be above the highest terrain point. Likewise the sigma level at value 

1.00 represents the ground level. 
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-^x 
Figure 4.2 Schematic vertical view of the NUATMOS computational grid. The solid lines 

represent the input sigma-levels, whereas the dashed lines are the computational sigma-

levels where the wind velocities are determined. (Source: Ross and Lewis, 1993a, p4) 

4.2.2.4 Interpolation of Observations onto the Computational 
Grid 

A two-stage interpolation process obtains the initial wind field for each hour. 

Existing measurements are firstly vertically interpolated onto the grid's 

computational sigma levels. These are then horizontally interpolated onto the grid 

points along the computational sigma levels. 

4.2.2.4.1 Vertical Interpolation Onto the Computational Sigma Levels 

Wind measurements from each observation station are considered in tum. If the 

station records winds at only one height, such as from a 10-m meteorological site, 

then NUATMOS maps this measurement directly onto the closest computational 

sigma level. If the observation station records measurements from a number of 

different heights, such as from large towers or wind sounding equipment, then 

individual measurements are linearly interpolated onto successive computational 

sigma levels, extending from the surface to the height of the maximum measurement. 
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Great care must be taken when defining the sigma levels (Ross et al 1994e). If two 

or more measurements exist within the vertical extent of a particular grid cell, and 

there are no other data above and below, then both measurements are ignored. 

Likewise if there is more than one observation below the lowest computational level 

and no others above then the measurements are discarded. In both cases the solution 

lies in a more careful definition of the sigma levels to obtain maximum utility from 

the available measurements. 

4.2.2.4.2 Horizontal Interpolation Along the Computational Sigma Levels 

NUATMOS allows the west-east and north-south wind components to be interpolated 

along the computational sigma levels, using any of three available interpolation 

schemes. These are: 

• the Inverse Distance Squared (IDS) weighting scheme; 
• the Variable Radius of Influence scheme; and 

• the Mean Wind scheme. 

The IDS scheme is a simple interpolation scheme, commonly used in diagnostic wind 

field models. Equation 4.2 (Ross and Lewis, 1993a, p7) illustrates the expression 

used to interpolate the west-east wind component w^onto a grid point/?, 

^¥ 

where d/ represents the horizontal distance between the grid point and an observation 

Uj. N is the number of observations present on the sigma level in question. 

The Variable Radius of Influence scheme was incorporated into NUATMOS in order 

to improve initial wind field estimates in locations where grid points were relatively 

distant from direct observation points. This technique involves characterising the 

'mean wind' observed throughout all observation points on the sigma level in 

question. This is then used to improve upon a first guess, which is based on the IDS 

scheme. Ross and Lewis (1993 a) and Ross et al. (1994e) note that there are 
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significant deficiencies in the Variable Radius of Influence scheme, and despite many 

modifications they were not able to significantly improve on the IDS scheme. 

The mean wind scheme sets interpolated wdnd components to the mean value of all 

observations along each cell layer. It is therefore not appropriate for use when 

modelling complex flows, such as those seen in the Tamar Valley. 

Ross and Lewis (1993a) and Ross et al (1994e) recommend the simple IDS scheme 

over the more complex Variable Radius of Influence scheme. The IDS scheme was 

consequently the scheme used throughout the TVAS. 

If there are no wind observations assigned to a particular sigma level by the vertical 

interpolation stage, then the gridded wind field from the computational sigma level 

below it is copied to this level. 

4.2.2.5 Production of a Divergence Free Wind Field 

Once the observations have been interpolated and extrapolated onto the 

computational grid, minimal adjustments are applied to the gridded wind field. This 

ensures that the final wind field is consistent with conservation of mass, energy and 

the vertical component of vorticity. 

The process involves minimising the function 

E{u,v,w)= \\i{u-u,y ^{v-vj ^a-\w-wj\dV 4.3 

subject to the constraint 

^ + :?^ + ̂  = o, 4.4 
dz dy dz 

where x and>; are the horizontal co-ordinates and z is the vertical co-ordinate. 

Vo=(uo,vo,wo) represents the initial interpolated velocity, and V=(u,v,w) represents the 

final velocity. The parameter a allows tiie differential adjustment of horizontal and 

vertical winds, thus supporting the simulation of different atmospheric stability 
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effects. Throughout the TVAS, this parameter was set at its defauh (and 

recommended) value of 1, corresponding to a neutral atmosphere. 

4.2.2.6 Drainage Flow Module 

Whilst NUATMOS is primarily a diagnostic wind field model, it also contains a 

prognostic component, which allows it to predict the characteristics of stable 

drainage flows occurring in measurement-poor regions. This is essential as Smith 

and Ross (1989) found that diagnostic wind field models consistently fail to capture 

the features of low-level drainage winds occurring at these times. This may be the 

result of either poor anemometer performance at low wind speeds or perhaps an 

indication that the fine scale drainage flows are not being resolved by a widely-

spaced anemometer network. 

The two-layer vertically integrated model, which was incorporated into NUATMOS, 

was based on a model developed by Garrett and Smith (1984) as part of the ASCOT 

(Atmospheric Studies in Complex Terrain) Project. It utilises a three-step approach 

(R.OSS etal 19941). 

The first step initialises the drainage flow module (DFM) using a normal NUATMOS 

wind field for the hour corresponding to drainage flow onset. Initial wind fields are 

produced to characterise both the drainage flow layer and the ambient winds above 

the layer height. The prognostic model is then used to predict both the surface winds 

within the drainage layer, and the layer height itself for the next hour. 

Step three meshes the NUATMOS and the prognostically-derived drainage wind 

fields for the hour in question, using an appropriate meshing procedure. Throughout 

the TVAS, this was achieved using kriging. The completed wind field is then passed 

through NUATMOS routines, which ensure that conservation consttaints are satisfied. 

C4MM have evaluated the DFM using data from both the LVAS (Smith and Ross, 

1989) and the TVAS (Ross et al, 1994f). In both cases the DFM was found to 

accurately predict drainage flows in the absence of measurements, and to out-perform 

wind fields created without the use of the DFM. 
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4.2.3 Model Validation Studies 

NUATMOS has been extensively evaluated by CAMM, using both ideal and real data. 

4.2.3.1 Comparisons with Ideal Data 

Comparisons of NUATMOS wind fields against knovm potential flow solutions have 

been made for a number of simple topographic elements. These include flow past a 

hemisphere (see Figures 4.3 and 4.4), a half-cylindrical ridge, and a variety of three-

dimensional hill shapes described by a half-ellipsoid with varying aspect ratios. 

These tests simulate the perturbation of a uniform wind caused by various terrain 

elements. The tests show that for uniform winds, NUATMOS yields the correct 

potential flow as predicted by theory, exhibiting such phenomena as wind speed-up, 

retardation and channelling. 
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Figure 4.3 Plan view of velocity vectors in the lowest layer of cells (approximately 10 m above 

ground) as predicted by NUATMOS for the hemispherical hill test case. The full 

modelling domain extends fi-om easting and northing 0 m to 2200 m at 50 m spacing, 

and vertically to a height of 2500 m above sea level with nine logarithmically-spaced 

layers. (Source: Ross and Lewis, 1993a, p22) 
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East-west wind speed transects across the top of the hemispherical hill for the same 

model run as in Figure 4.3. The dashed curve illustrates the analytic solution and the 

unbroken curve is for NUATMOS. (Source: Ross and Lewis, 1993a, p22) 

4.2.3.2 Comparisons with Real Data 

NUATMOS has also been extensively validated against actual meteorological 

measurements (Ross et al, 1987b, Smith and Ross, 1988). In each case wind vectors 

were estimated for individual meteorological stations using observations from the 

remaining stations only, and compared with actual observations made at the same 

location. Figure 4.5 demonstrates a typical pair of "observed versus predicted" 

scatterplots for a location in the Latrobe Valley. 
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Figure 4.5 Predicted versus observed surface velocity components for the LVAS Driffield station 

for the March 1985 period. (Source: Ross et al, 1987b, pII-154) 
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Ross et al (1988a, p63) describe the extended model evaluation and validation 

process, and state that... 

"...reliability was closely allied to observational network density, time of day, 
time of year, height above the surface and location. It was shown that low wind 
speeds tended to be associated with low correlations between observing stations 
which in tum reduced the reliability of interpolated winds. An important feamre 
of the data was found to be the tendency for wind speeds to increase with height 
while at the same time station density decreases. Thus competing factors appear 
to determine reliability at any given level." 

NUATMOS has also been evaluated using meteorological data collected in the 

vicinity of the Rocky Flats Nuclear Facility in Colorado (Ross et al,1995c). This 

dataset contains 300 sets of 15-minute averaged wind observations, covering a wide 

range of meteorological conditions. Each set is composed of the routinely available 

data from the region (17 surface stations, and profile data collected from the local 

airport), augmented by additional data collected for the study (10 surface stations, 6 

wind profilers and a 60 m meteorological tower). 

The results show that NUATMOS was clearly superior to the existing wind field 

model (WINDS), as shown in Figure 4.6. The median difference between NUATMOS 

predicted and observed wind speeds was -1.36 ms'', showing that NUATMOS tended 

to slightly underpredict wind speed. In comparison, WINDS overpredicted wind 

speeds considerably, with a median difference of 2.09 ms''. The interquartile range 

of wind speed difference was 3.35 and 5.63 ms'' for NUATMOS and WINDS 

respectively. 

In terms of wind direction, NUATMOS recorded a mean difference between predicted 

and observed values of 10.2°, with an interquartile range of 66.5°. In comparison, the 

values for WINDS were -3.5° and 96.7° respectively. 

Further validation studies have occurred using data from the San Antonio Mountain 

region in New Mexico, and the Cinder Cone Butte (CCB) "modellers dataset" (Ross, 

1993). CCB, an isolated two-peaked roughly axisymmetrical hill, is located in Idaho. 

The hill is approximately 100 m in height with a roughly circular base approximately 

1 km in diameter. 
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Figure 4.6 Boxplot of difference (predicted-observed) distributions for (a) wind speed and (b) 

wind direction showing the performance improvements gained by replacing WINDS 

with NUATMOS. (Source: Ross era/., 1995c, pi 9) 

A preliminary evaluation of the DFM has been conducted for the Latrobe Valley 

(Smith and Ross, 1989). They found that the model simulated relatively complex 

drainage flows, with some frequently observed features being correctly resolved. 

Smith and Ross also found that the DFM was not restricted solely to noctumal flows, 

allowing the simulation of daytime drainage flows as well. 

The DFM has also been evaluated in the Tamar Valley during times when drainage 

flows are evident. Ross et al. (1994f) compared NUATMOS wind fields, produced 

with and without the DFM, against prognostic wind fields generated by LADM, the 

Lagrangian Atmospheric Dispersion Model developed by CSIRO DAR (Physick, 

1993). 

The /-y^DM simulation performed to suggest the location of regions requiring TVAS 

meteorological stations (described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1), was used to generate 

a set of pseudo-observations available during a typical lOP. These included 

simulated surface measurements from the anemometer network and profile 

measurements from simulated pilot balloon releases. NUATMOS was then mn using 

two different configurations. Configuration 1 was the standard A/̂ C/̂ JMO^ output, 

generated without the use of the DFM. In contrast, Configuration 2 used NUATMOS 

and tiie DFM in conjunction with the pseudo-observations to derive its wind fields. 
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Figure 4.7 shows scatter plots comparing NUATMOS winds for each configuration 

against the "tme" winds produced by LADM. Ross et al, (1994f), when commenting 

on this figure, note that the inclusion of the DFM resnlts in a reduction in scatter, and 

a greater proportion of predictions within a factor of two of the observations. This is 

evident for both the u and the v components. 
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Figure 4.7 Scatter plots of observations versus predictions for 23:00, 12 September, 1991 for the 

two configurations of the model. The area between the dashed lines contains points that 

are within a factor of 2 of the solid (perfect fit) line. (Source: Ross et al., 1994f, p320) 

Figure 4.8 directly compares the LADM, Configuration I and Configuration 2 wind 

fields relating to the scatter diagrams above. Under drainage conditions, the DFM 

clearly produces more detailed and accurate wind fields than those produced in its 

absence. 
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Figure 4.8 Vector plots of the surface (lO-m) wind fields from Z^DMand the two configurations 

ofTVa^TMCS"for 23:00, 12 September, 1991. (Source: Ross etal., I994f, p324) 

4.2.4 Model Configuration for the TVAS 

As part of the TVAS, CAMM were contracted to create the NUATMOS configuration 

and data input files. These were based upon raw meteorological data collected, by 

the author and others from the University of Tasmania, during each of the lOPs. 

In this study NUATMOS was mn using the C^MMconfiguration files, thus 

generating the same digital three-dimensional wind fields that CAMM had originally 

produced. The author wrote software to extract the appropriate wind vectors and to 

display them using the ArcView GIS system. The entire three-dimensional wind field 

was used in the modelling program, however only selected surface wind vectors were 

displayed. 

4.2.4.1 TVAS Modelling and Display Domains 

The NUATMOS/CITPUFF models axe required to share the same computational 

domain. The extent of this is shown in Figure 4.9 along with the D£M provided by 

the DELM Land Information Bureau. The computational domain covers an east-west 

distance of 160 km and a north-south distance of 143 km at a 1 km by 1 km grid cell 

resolution. Table 4.1 provides the AMG co-ordinates of each comer of the modelling 

domain. 

The DEM was produced from existing 100m contours, mapped at the 1:250,000 

scale. This data was supplemented with spot height data. The model, with a grid 

cell resolution of 1 km by 1 km, has a horizontal accuracy commensurate with the 
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source data, and a vertical accuracy of ±20 m. The Land hiformation Bureau created 

the model using the hitergraph Modeller software. They firstly created a tidangulated 

irregular network model, from which the 1 km DEM was then interpolated. The 

"inferred breakline" option was used, in order to create a better description of the 

drainage pattems using the input contours. 

Figure 4.9 The NUATMOS/CITPUFF computational domain for the TVAS. The NW/SE aligned 

rectangle represents the TVAS study area, and the rectangular box surrounding it is the 

NUATMOS display region which contains the CITPUFF receptor grid.. 

Table 4.1 NUA TMOS/CITPUFF computational domain boundaries 

AMG Easting (m) 
420000 
580000 
580000 
420000 

AMG Northing (m) 
5493000 
5493000 
5350000 
5350000 

Comer 
NW Comer 
NE Comer 
SE Comer 
SW Comer 

Figure 4.9 also shows the TVAS study area and the NUATMOS display region. For 
ease of display the CITPUFF receptor grid was set to conform to this region, and 
was 
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also at a 1 km by 1 km resolution. The NUATMOS/CITPUFF display region is 

contained within the computational domain, covering an east-west distance of 68 km 

and a north-south distance of 80 km. The bounding co-ordinates are provided in 

Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 NUA TMOS/CITPUFF display domain boundaries 

AMG Easting (m) 
466000 
534000 
534000 
466000 

AMG Northing (m) 
5468000 
5468000 
5388000 
5388000 

Corner 
NW Comer 
NE Comer 
SE Comer 
SW Comer 

The rationale behind the choice of the large computational domain, in comparison 

with the relatively small display region, can be seen when the dominant 

topographical features are considered. The Great Westem Tiers dominate south and 

southwest of the study region. To the east and southeast of the region lie Mt. Arthur, 

Mt. Barrow, Ben Lomond and Snow Hill respectively. These topographical controls 

exert a large influence on the wind regime of the study area. Firstly they channel the 

winds in a northwesterly/southeasterly orientation into the Tamar Valley. They also 

provide a source of drainage flows into the study area. If the NUATMOS 

computational domain was smaller, and failed to take these topographical features 

into account, then the modelled wind fields within the study region would be of a far 

lesser quality. Likewise sources located outside the display region will impact on the 

air quality of the display region itself 

Above the grid, the NUATMOS modelling domain was divided into a series of nine 

terrain-following sigma levels as defined by Table 4.3. The top of the modelling 

domain was set at 2500 m.a.s.L, with the logarithmically-spaced computational 

sigma levels below it. The lowest computational sigma level was at 11 m with the 

highest at 2063 m. 
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Table 4.3 Terrain-following sigma level structure adopted for the TVAS wind fields 

Sigma-Level 
Number 

Lower 
Input Sigma 

Level 

Computational 
Sigma Level 

Upper 
Input Sigma 

Level 

Lower' Input 
Sigma Level 

Heiglit 
(m) 

Computational' 
Sigma Level 

Height 
(m) 

Upper' Input 
Sigma Level 

Height 
(m) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

0.3500 
0.6000 
0.7500 
0.8400 
0.9000 
0.9400 
0.9738 
0.9916 
LOOOO 

0.1750 
0.4750 
0.6750 
0.7950 
0.8700 
0.9200 
0.9569 
0.9827 
0.9958 

0.0000 
0.3500 
0.6000 
0.7500 
0.8400 
0.9000 
0.9400 
0.9738 
0.9916 

1625 
1000 
625 
400 
250 
150 
66 
21 

0 

2063 
1313 
813 
513 
325 
200 
108 
43 
11 

2500 
1625 
1000 
625 
400 
250 
150 
66 
21 

Height above ground level given a domain height of 2500 m 

4.2.4.2 TVAS Seasonal Configuration Settings 

Whilst the bulk of the NUATMOS input parameters were identically configured 

throughout all lOPs, some of necessity were different for each lOP. Table 4.4 

summarises these differences. In particular it shows the lOP start and end times, the 

DFM start and end times, and the timing and location of the wind profile 

measurements. 

CylMM produced a written report for each lOP, summarising the configurations used 

and displaying the modelled wind fields. The reference to each report is also 

provided in the table. 
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Table 4.4 NUA TMOS input data for each lOP 

Times Relative to... 
I OP Start 
lOPEnd 
Simulation Duration (hours) 

Drainage Flow Module Start 
Drainage Flow Module End 
DFM Duration (hours) 

Surface Wind Sites (10-m) 

Piball Wind Profile Sites 

Piball Release Times 

Tethered Balloon Site 
Tethered Balloon Launch 
Times 

Launceston Airport Radar 
Wind Schedule 

CAMM Reports 

Summer 1 
DST 
12/12/93 07:00 
13/12/93 19:00 
36 

12/12/93 20:00 
13/12/93 07:00 
10 

1-5,7-14 

7, 8, Batman 
Bridge 
Hourly 
releases, 07:00 
to 19:00 

8 
03:22, 04:33, 
05:43 13/12 

03:00, 09:00, 
15:00,21:00 

Ross& 
Lewis 1994d 

Summer 2 

DST 
15/12/94 06:00 
15/12/94 20:00 
14 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

1-4,6-10,12, 
16, Launceston 
Airport AWS 

3,7,8 

Hourly 
releases, 06:00 
to 19:00 

N/A 
N/A 

03:00, 09:00, 
15:00,21:00 

Ross & Lewis 
1995d 

I OP Name 
Autumn 

EST 
13/4/94 07:00 
14/4/94 19:00 
35 

13/4/94 17:00 
14/4/94 07:00 
14 

1-5, 7-13 

3,7,8 

Hourly 
releases, 07:00 
to 17:30 

8 
22:38 13/4; 
00:04, 02:32, 
04:58, 06:00 
14/4 

03:00, 09:00, 
15:00,21:00 

Ross& 
Lewisl995a 

Winter 

EST 
27/6/94 07:00 
28/6/94 18:00 
35 

27/6/94 16:00 
28/6/94 08:00 
16 

1-5,7-13, 15-
16, Launceston 
Airport AWS 

3,7,8 

Hourly 
releases, 07:30 
to 17:30 

8 
17:56,21:39, 
23:11 27/6; 
01:01,02:58, 
08:31,09:28, 
13:04, 14:10, 
15:07, 16:05, 
17:30 28/6 

03:00, 09:00, 
15:00,21:00 

Ross & Lewis 
1995b 

Spring 
EST 
24/9/93 07:00 
25/9/93 18:00 
35 

24/9/93 18:00 
25/9/93 09:00 
14 

1,3-5,7-10, 
12-14 

7, 8, Batman 
Bridge 
Hourly 
releases, 07:00 
to 18:00 

8 
7:15, 18:00 
24/9; 01:24, 
03:09,05:14, 
07:02, 08:02, 
17:3125/9 

03:00, 09:00, 
15:00,21:00 

Ross& 
Lewisl993b, 
1994c 

4.3 The CITPUFF Gaussian Puff Dispersion Model 

4.3.1 Model History 
CITPUFF was developed by C^MM in 1985, being produced around the same time 

as NUATMOS. Since this time the model has been regularly reviewed and extended 

where possible (Ross et al, 1987a). It was used extensively in the Latrobe Valley 

Airshed Study, and by the Environment Protection Authority of Victoria 

Version 6.0 was used throughout the TVAS. CAMM are no longer actively 

developing CITPUFF, preferring to concentrate their dispersion modelling efforts on 

AUSPUFF. AUSPUFF is a Gaussian puff model, which is rapidly gaining 

acceptance for regulatory purposes. Although A USPUFF operates on similar 

principles to CITPUFF, it is more versatile and has overcome some of CITPUFF's 

limitations. Chief among these is the CITPUFF limitation that puffs cannot impact 

with the terrain. 
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4.3.2 Tech n ical Description 

4.3.2.1 Overview 

CITPUFF is a multi-source Gaussian puff dispersion model, suitable for predicting 

atmospheric contaminant concentrations in regions of complex terrain. Pollutants are 

advected using the hourly progressions of three-dimensional wind fields provided by 

NUATMOS. 

Sawford and Heam (1988, pl68) describe the general operating principles of 

Gaussian puff models when they write... 

"In an attempt to take account of temporal and spatial variability in 
meteorological conditions, while at the same time preserving the simplicity of a 
Gaussian distribution of material, a range of models known as Gaussian Puff 
Models have been developed. In these models, continuous emissions are 
approximated by a series of instantaneous emissions (puffs) separated by a time 
interval At. In the limit At->0, the discrete puffs overlap to form a continuous 
plume and in practice the separation of puffs is chosen to produce a "smooth" 
distribution of material. Each puff moves and grows according to conditions at 
its centre-of-mass. Most of the physical parameterizations used carry over from 
Gaussian plume modelling, and it is usually assumed that growth in the x-
direction is also given by a .̂ Clearly, under steady, spatially uniform conditions 
a puff model should produce results consistent with a Gaussian plume model 
using equivalent parameterizations for the transport physics. 

In order to realise the potential improvement embodied in puff modelling, it is 
necessary to provide input data which accurately reflects the temporal and 
spatial variability of the wind and other meteorological fields and of emissions. 
This is not possible directly fi-om observafion. Instead the wind field is usually 
derived from a diagnostic model in which observations are first interpolated onto 
a grid and then minimally adjusted in order to satisfy constraints such as mass 
consistency." 

Gaussian puff models therefore extend the Gaussian approach for use in situations 

where wind fields are non-uniform in both time and space, and complex terrain 

exists. Section 2.7 provides a brief overview of Gaussian puff models. 

The following technical description is largely derived from the CITPUFF Version 5 

and 6 manuals (Ross et al, 1987a and 1995e). 

Ground level concentrations (GLCs) x{x,y,0) are calculated for position {x,y) using 

equation 4.5 (see equation 2.11) 
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exp exp exp 
-kx 

u 
4.5 

where Q represents the source strength, a^ and a, are the plume spread in tiie 

horizontal and vertical respectively, Az is the puff release height, ^the exponential 

decay constant, u is the mean wind speed, and r^ = (x - utY + y^. It is also 

assumed that cr̂  equals a .̂ 

Continuous point source emissions are modelled as a succession of discrete 

overlapping puffs, which are advected by the NUATMOS wind fields using a 

Lagrangian (puff centred) trajectory algorithm. Multiple sources are simulated using 

the assumption that the individual concentration fields from each source can be 

superimposed upon the same receptor grid. This allows the simulation of line, area 

and volume sources using the placement of virtual point sources with careful 

specification of the initial Gaussian standard deviations cSyo and â ,,-

During any time step, the pollutant load at a given receptor is calculated as the sum 

of the contributions from all sources at that point using 

'„+/• 

V. \x.sdt. 4.6 

The parameter T is the dosage time, and y , is known as the dosage. The subscript, s, 

denotes the fact that the calculation includes all sources and puffs. If y, is divided by 

rthen the average concentration over the time interval Tis obtained. 

4.3.2.2 The Computational Domain and Receptor Grid 

The C/rPt/FF three-dimensional computational domain is required to be the same as 

that used by NUATMOS for any particular scenario. This allows the model to 

correctly access the DEM and the NUATMOS winds. 

The model produces concentrations on a rectangular ground level "receptor grid". 

This may be defined at a different resolution to the NUATMOS display grid, and may 

cover a different area within the common computational domain. Throughout the 
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TVAS however, the CITPUFF receptor grid was deliberately chosen to mirror the 

NUATMOS display grid, in location, extent and resolution. In addition to the 

receptor grid, CITPUFF can also output ground level concentrations at discrete, user-

selected locations, termed "monitoring sites". 

4.3.2.3 Inp ut Requiremen ts 

CITPUFF requires the user to provide a number of input parameters prior to a model 

mn. These are set within a series of windows, each detailing a specific feature of the 

simulation. 

The first window specifies general simulation parameters such as a simulation thle 

and output filename. The user must then specify the start date and time for the 

NUATMOS winds; the number of concentration averaging periods, batches of 

meteorological data, and hours of release from the sources; the averaging period 

length; and the time delay between commencement of the wind data and the first 

puff 

The model then requires the computational domain to be defined, by setting the cell 

resolution in the x and y directions, the number of cells in each direction and the co

ordinates of the origin. The DEM, which matches the computational domain, must 

also be specified along with the receptor grid definition and the location of any 

discrete receptors. 

The third screen lists the NUATMOS wind files in the order that they will be accessed 

during the simulation. 

Pollutant sources are then characterised by the following fixed and variable 

attributes: 

Fixed attributes 

• Source location relative to the computational grid; 
• Elevation ofthe underlying terrain; 
• Release height; 
• Initial values of a^ and cr̂  which are used to characterise the initial plume spread; 

and, where applicable; 
• Stack diameter. 
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Variable attributes 

• Houriy varying emission rate; and either 
• Exit temperature and velocity, which are used to calculate plume rise; or 

• Effective release height. 

The model set-up screen, which follows, asks for detailed settings ofthe different 

available options. The possible choices vary according to previous selections. These 

include such parameters as the interval between puff releases; the maximum 

allowable advection displacement; the decay rate constant; the effective surface 

roughness height and the dispersion averaging time. The user is asked to identify 

whether puffs travel along the NUATMOS sigma levels or whether they may be 

transported in the vertical by the NUATMOS winds. The puff dispersion type is also 

chosen in this screen, along with the option to model two layers of different stability. 

If the latter option is not chosen then the user can specify a lapse rate for an elevated 

stable layer, and whether partial penetration of this layer is permitted. 

The final screen requests the ambient temperature; the mixing depth and the 

atmospheric stability class (A to F) for both layers during each hourly interval. 

4.3.2.4 Puff Dispersion 

CITPUFF allows the user to specify one of four different options to be used when 

calculating puff dispersion. These are: 

• Pasquill-Gifford dispersion coefficients; 
• Briggs mral dispersion coefficients; 
• Lateral spread using sigma-theta data, with vertical spread govemed by the 

Pasquill-Gifford coefficients; and 
• Lateral spread using sigma-theta data, with vertical spread govemed by the 

Briggs mral dispersion coefficients. 

Each option provides a way of determining the value of cr̂  and a^ as a fimction of 

downwind distance. These are calculated for each puff and are used to determine its 

diffusion relative to the trajectory of its centroid. The cr̂  and a, values grow with 

downwind distance, thus enlarging the puff size during its transport. 

Throughout the TVAS, the Briggs mral dispersion scheme was consistentiy used, as it 

was found to provide the best results during the L VAS (Ross et al, 1988a). Table 4.5 
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summarises the formulae this scheme uses, in order to calculate cr̂ , and a. as 

functions of atmospheric stability and dovmwind distance. 

Table 4.5 Horizontal (a^) and vertical ( a j rural dispersion coefficients recommended by 
Briggs, as a function of downwind distance, x (in metres). 

Pasquill Stability Category ay az 

^̂ '̂  0.22 4 +0.0001 ;c)-/^ -̂̂ ^̂  

^̂ ^̂  0.16 ;c(l-. 0.0001 x)->^ ^-^-^ 

^^^^ 0.11^1 +0.0001 Ar)">̂  0.08 ;c(l +0.0002 ;c)">̂2 

^^""^ 0.08 4-f 0.0001 A:)">^ 0.06 X(1 +0.0015 x)">̂  

E(5) 0.06 41 +0.0001 ;c)->̂  0.03 x(l + 0.0003 x)"' 

^_^ 0.04^1 +0.0001 ;c)->'̂  0.016 x(l+ 0.003 x)'' 
(Source: Ross etal, 1995e, pl4) 

4.4 Model Validation 
CITPUFF has undergone an extensive evaluation process, both on its own, and in 

conjunction with NUATMOS as a complete modelling system. This has largely been 

performed using data from the LVAS Plume Tracking Experiment {PTE) and the 

CCB modellers dataset. 

Initial testing was conducted using four day of data from the LVAS PTE (Ross et al, 

1988a, 1988c). Modelled SOj concentrations from the 13 sources (mainly power 

stations), were compared with measurements obtained from the Latrobe Valley Air 

Monitoring Network. 

Two techniques were used. The first compared measured and modelled 

concentrations on a point by point basis. The second technique involved a qualitative 

analysis ofthe GLC contours to see if the modelled plume concentrations were of a 

correct magnitude, but were possibly incorrectly positioned on the ground. 

Non-zero concentrations were predicted at a number of monitoring stations, with all 

of tiiese sites measuring concentrations above the 'noise' threshold ofthe instrument. 

The predictions were described as "qualitatively believable", with predicted 

concenttations being largely consistent with observations. 

A direct comparison between observed and predicted concentrations showed that tiie 

order of magnitude was predicted well at all but one station. The likely cause ofthe 
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discrepancy was thought to be either a small unmodelled wind direction deviation, or 

the presence of an unknown local source. 

Ross et al (1988a, 1988c) concluded that CITPUFF was found to predict tiie general 

spatial concentration pattems well. These however were not necessarily located in 

the correct location or modelled at the exact magnitude. Despite this they stated that 

the model system had the potential for use in case study work. 

Sawford and Heam (1988) conducted a validation study using winter and spring data 

drawn from the LVAS PTE. In this case two models were evaluated: CITPUFF and 

the ISC {Industrial Source Complex) model. ISC is a Gaussian plume dispersion 

model, used for regulatory purposes by the Environment Protection Authority of 

Victoria (EPAV). 

In general both models performed poorly on a 'point-by-point' comparison of SOj 

observations and predictions. Figure 4.10 shows typical scatter graphs comparing 

observations and predictions for each model using the June 1984 data. The large 

degree of scatter, which was considered similar to that seen in overseas tests of both 

models, was attributed to the inability to correctly prescribe winds at plume height. 

The combination of narrow plumes and a sparse monitoring network means that a 

small error in wind direction predictions could easily result in a large error in GLC 

predictions, even if the overall concentrations within the plume were well predicted. 
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Figure 4.10 Comparison of predicted and observed SOj concentration during the June 1984 Plume 

Tracking Experiment for (a) the ISC model and (b) CITPUFF. (Source: Sawford and 

Heam, 1988, pi69) 

The points on Figure 4.10 are fairly evenly scattered about the one-to-one line. In 

addition predictions and observations cover a similar range. This indicates that when 

using the winter data, neither model exhibited a strong bias. This was not so 

however, for the spring data. In this case both models showed a tendency to 

overpredict, with C/7PL^/^F performing significantly better than ICS (Figure 4.11). 

Lorimer et al (1998) and Lorimer (1989) used the June 1984 LVASPTE data to 

evaluate CITPUFF along with ISC and a simpler Gaussian plume model called 

MAXGLC. Not surprisingly, similar results were found to those given above. 
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of predicted and observed SOj concentration during the March 1985 Plume 

Tracking Experiment for (a) the ISC model and (b) CITPUFF. (Source: Sawford and 

Heam, 1988, pi 69) 

In addition to producing scatter graphs comparing observations and predictions, 

Lorimer examined the cumulative frequency distribution functions for observations 

and predictions (Figure 4.12). This analysis served to relax the strict pairing of 

observations and predictions in both location and time. All three models are seen to 

poorly simulate the lower percentiles ofthe distributions. In particular the models 

grossly overestimate the frequency of occurrence of zero concentrations. CITPUFF 

and ISC appear to model data from the upper few percentiles well however. 
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Figure 4.12 Cumulative frequency distribution functions for data collected during the L VAS Plume 

Tracking Experiment. Predictions are designated using continuous lines, whereas 

dashed lines represent observations. Crosses mark the predicted global maxima, and 

filled circles the corresponding observations. (Source: Lorimer, 1989, p85) 

In his conclusions, Lorimer (1989) states that during periods of light variable winds, 

all three models greatly underpredicted the area impacted by SO2. They also had 

difficulty in predicting GLCs from tall stacks. Two possible reasons were given for 

these problems. Firstly the emission factors used were only known to a factor of 
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about 2. In addition the three-dimensional stmcture ofthe atmosphere was poorly 

characterised, especially at plume height. 

NUATMOS/CITPUFF was evaluated using data from the CCB modeller's dataset. 

The modeller's dataset incorporates meteorological and atmospheric concentration 

measurements. The tracer gas, sulfur hexafluoride (SF^), was released upwind of 

CCB. Tracer sampling occurred at receptors located on the hill. An extensive 

meteorological monitoring network recorded the required parameters during each 

tracer release. Plume trajectory and spread information was obtained using lidar and 

photography. (Ross et al, 1990; Ross and Fox, 1991) 

Ross and Fox (1991) found that NUA TMOS/CITPUFF performed better than the 

existing CCB models for cases when the source release height {h) was greater than 

the critical streamline height, H^, and as well as the CCB models when h was below 

or equal to H^. The dividing streamline height, H^, represents a division between two 

regions of flow which occur around a terrain obstacle under stable sttatified flow 

conditions. At heights less than the critical streamline, the flow does not have 

sufficient kinetic energy to pass over the top ofthe terrain feature, and passes around 

the obstacle in a horizontal plane instead. Above the critical streamline the flow 

ttavels over the obstacle. 

Two attempts were made at evaluating NUATMOS/CITPUFFdming the TVAS. In 

the first attempt SF^, was released at ground level at a location north of George Town 

during a sea breeze event. One-hour bag samples were collected along a downwind 

transect aligned normal to the wind direction. Unfortunately analysis ofthe collected 

samples failed to find detectable quantities of SF^ (Camovale, 2000, pers. comm.). 

In the theory that tiie very narrow level plume passed between two sampling sites, the 

experiment was repeated. This time the SF^ was injected into the Comalco 

Aluminium carbon bake fiimace stack at Bell Bay. This was done in order to 

facilitate thorough mixing and dispersion ofthe tracer by the time it reached ground 

level. Once again analysis ofthe collected samples failed to detect significant 

quantities of SF^ (Camovale, 2000, pers. comm.). 
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It is uncertain exactly what went wrong. The most likely explanation is that the 

narrow plume missed, or only glanced, the monitoring sites. In the first experiment 

the separation distance between samplers was large, thus allowing the plume to ttavel 

between two widely-spaced samplers. In response to this the second experiment used 

a narrow spacing between samplers. In this instance it is likely that the plume passed 

to the side ofthe entire sampling network. 

Another possible explanation lies in the sampling methodology used. Samples were 

pumped into large thin plastic bags, which were heat sealed after collection. It is 

possible that either the bags or the seals leaked during the interval between sampling 

and analysis. 

One thing however was certain. Due to lack of finances, the tracer validation 

experiment could not repeated. In the intervening time the anemometer network has 

been decommissioned, and trained staff are no longer available to repeat the 

necessary wind and temperature profile measurements. As a result the 

NUATMOS/CITPUFF modelling system must be considered unvalidated for the 

Tamar Valley. 

One positive factor remains however. The many evaluations ofthe 

NUATMOS/CITPUFF system during the L VAS have resulted in a clearer knowledge 

of situations and configurations causing poor predictive performance. An example of 

this lies in the rejection ofthe variable radius of influence scheme, in favour ofthe 

simpler inverse distance squared weighting scheme, for use in interpolating 

NUATMOS winds along sigma levels. The Briggs rural dispersion scheme was also 

found to provide the best CITPUFF resuhs during the L VAS. These and other 

findings have been incorporated into the wind field and pollution dispersion 

modelling reported on in this thesis. It is hoped that the model system should 

therefore produce predictions with similar levels of accuracy to those obtained during 

the LVAS. 
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4.5 The ArcView GTS Display System 

NUATMOS and C/rPL^FF results were displayed on maps ofthe Tamar Valley using 

the ArcView™ GIS package produced by ESRI. Sofhvare was written which 

converted the hourly NUATMOS and CITPUFF output files into ASCII form, suitable 

for input into ArcView. The software allowed the user to select the appropriate 

NUATMOS sigma level for display, and to sub-sample the wind vectors so that only 

each n* vector was selected for viewing. This kept the wind field maps from 

becoming too cluttered and difficult to interpret. 

Point based data, such as the NUATMOS wind fields, are easily displayed using 

ArcView. The CITPUFF ground level concentrations are presented in a raster form. 

This required the use of Spatial Analyst™, an ArcView extension providing a raster 

fimctionality to the primarily vector based ArcView. 

ArcView maps were animated, where necessary, by importing them into the MS 

PowerPoint package. 

4.6 Conclusions 
This chapter has provided a brief technical description ofthe NUATMOS diagnostic 

wind field model and the CITPUFF Gaussian puff dispersion model. Validation 

studies for both models have been described. The chapter ends with a description of 

the ArcView GIS system used to display the modelled results. 
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5 Climatology ofthe Tamar Valley 

5.1 Introduction 

I
n this chapter a climatology will be constmcted for the Tamar Valley. It will be 

largely based on data extracted from the TVAS database, specifically the 15-

minute averaged time series data collected at the 16 meteorological stations 

scattered throughout the study area. The period of record nominally spans three 

years, extending from May '93 to May '96, however some sites, such as Site 14, span 

shorter time periods. 

Data will be summarised on a seasonal basis for each meteorological site using wind 

roses, stability roses and a new form of rose referred to as the 'transport rose'. Roses 

will be initially presented in tabular form, however the dominant features for each 

season will also be mapped, in order to display the spatial distribution of important 

variables. 

The parameters that will be mapped on a seasonal basis are: 

prevailing and second prevailing wind directions; 
mean wind speed; 
frequency of 'calms'; 
prevailing Pasquill stability class; 
frequency of stable (class F or G) conditions; 
frequency of unstable (class A or B) conditions; 
mean 24-hour wind run; 
mean 24-hour transport distance; 
frequency of 24-hour transport distances less than 50 km; 
mean 24-hour recirculation factor; 
frequency of 24-hour stagnation events; 
frequency of 24-hour ventilation events; and 
frequency of 24-hour recirculation events. 
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The chapter will conclude by amalgamating the most important ofthe meteorological 

parameters presented into an index of air pollution potential. This will be mapped on 

a spatial basis and compared with housing densities calculated using data from the 

1996 census. 

5.2 Wind Frequency Analyses 

5.2.1 Seasonal Wind Roses 

Wind roses were constmcted on a seasonal basis, covering the eight cardinal points 

ofthe compass, for six wind speed classes. Calm winds were defined, regardless of 

wind direction, for all wind speeds less than 0.5 ms' . The wind speed categories 

were defined as in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Wind speed classes used in the wind rose analysis 

Class 

Calm* 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Wind Speed (ms-') 
Lower Limit 

>0.5 
>2.0 
>4.0 
>6.0 
>8.0 

Upper Limit 
<0.5 
<2.0 
<4.0 
<6.0 
<8.0 

* defined regardless of wind direction 

Appendix 1 a-e presents wind roses for the entire year, and for each successive 

season. Roses are tabulated in order of inland distance, with sites located close to the 

valley axis being clearly marked. Each table is appended with a summary table 

providing the following details for each anemometer site: 

• the frequency of calms (independent of direction); 
• the mean velocity (independent of direction); 
• the maximum velocity (independent of direction); 
• the prevailing direction, and associated mean velocity; and 
• the second prevailing direction (i.e. the direction with the second highest 

frequency of occurrence), and associated mean velocity. 

Wind roses are provided as a detailed seasonal summary of winds recorded at each of 

the sixteen TVAS anemometer sites. A brief scan of Appendix la-e shows that whilst 

some roses reveal an evenly-distributed wind regime, throughout all direction and 

speed classes, many roses are highly skewed. 
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Site 9 at the coast, for example, is skewed towards strong westeriy winds, whereas 

Site 16 inland is dominated by light northerly winds. In general tiie skewed roses 

tend to be aligned with the valley axis, showing frequent up-valley and down-valley 

flows. This is especially evident at Site 5. The valley-axis skewmg is a combination 

of topographic channelling, the anabatic and katabatic winds occurring in valleys, 

and the sea and land breeze phenomena occurring near the coast. 

The presence of strong westerly winds is often seen, especially at sites located near 

the coast. This reflects Tasmania's latitudinal position in the 'roaring forties' belt. 

Another frequent feature is the presence of light winds draining off local hills, and 

the valley walls. This may be clearly seen in the winter roses, and is exemplified at 

Site 5. 

It would be counter-productive to laboriously detail the features of all 80 roses, 

covering 16 sites for each ofthe five seasonal classes. Instead the dominant features 

listed in each season's summary table will be mapped, in order to reveal the broad 

spatial pattem existing throughout the entire study area. These include statistics such 

as the frequency of calms, the prevailing wind direction and mean wind speed. 

5.2.2 Prevailing Wind Direction Class by Season 

Throughout the wind rose analysis, wind directions were classified into eight classes, 

each centred on one ofthe eight main points ofthe compass. Frequencies were 

determined for each class. The prevailing wind direction was defined as the direction 

class with the greatest frequency. Likewise, the second-prevailing wind direction 

was that with the next highest frequency. This classification was performed on a 

seasonal basis for each meteorological station. 

Figure 5.1 depicts the prevailing wind directions graphically, by plotting wind arrows 

on a series of maps ofthe valley. A separate map is used for each season. Wind 

arrows rather than wind vectors are used, as this analysis involves wind directions 

only. As a result, all arrows have the same length. Each arrow is centred on the 

location ofthe appropriate meteorological station, and is aligned with the mid-point 

ofthe direction class that the prevailing wind falls into. 
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Figure 5.1 Prevailing wind directions by season (May '93 to May '96). The northwest/southeast 

aligned rectangle shows the extent ofthe TVAS study area. Site numbers are provided 

on the summer map, and contours are drawn (using a 200 m interval) to provide an 

indication of topography. 
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In one case (Summer, Site 8), the maximum frequency occurred for two direction 

classes simultaneously (NW and W). In this instance, both directions were assigned 

to the prevailing direction as well as to the second-prevailing direction, and two 

arrows were plotted over this location. 

The maps each show the TVAS study area, along with contours on a 200-m contour 

interval, in order to provide a view ofthe dominant topographical controls. The most 

remarkable feature of this diagram is the similarity that occurs across all four 

seasons. Prevailing wind directions are identical for eight out ofthe sixteen stations 

over all four seasons. Ofthe remaining eight stations, four are consistent across 

three ofthe seasons. This shows that the prevailing winds tend to be persistent in 

direction all year round. 

Winds at the mouth ofthe valley tend to be westerlies, reflecting the persistence of 

the westerly stream over the entire state. These winds are strongly channelled up the 

valley by the topography, and hence are closely aligned with the valley axis. 

Charmelling is evident along the entire length ofthe study area, from Low Head at 

the coast to Westem Junction, at the southeast boundary. This effect is augmented 

by the occurrence ofthe northwesterly sea-breeze and diumal anabatic winds, both of 

which are channelled by the topography. 

The second-prevailing wind directions were investigated in order to determine 

whether drainage flows were also significant in frequency. Figure 5.2 shows the 

second-prevailing wind directions. Winds with a southerly or easterly component do 

occur, most often at sites close to the mouth ofthe river, however the more definite 

trend is one of reinforcing the up-valley winds depicted in the previous diagram. 

Many ofthe second prevailing winds belong to the direction class adjacent to that of 

the prevailing winds. This is especially noticeable in the spring map. 
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Figure 5.2 Second prevailing wind directions by season (May '93 to May '96). The second 

prevailing wind direction is the wind direction with the second highest frequency of 

occurrence. The northwest/southeast aligned rectangle shows the extent ofthe TVAS 

study area. Site numbers are provided on the summer map, and contours are drawn 

(using a 200 m interval) to provide an indication of topography. 
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5.2.3 Mean Wind Speed by Season 

As well as prevailing wind directions, the wind rose analysis process also yielded 

mean wind speeds that were calculated regardless of wind direction. These were 

determined on a seasonal basis for each anemometer site where data was available. 

The sixteen site-specific mean wind speeds, recorded in any given season, were 

further averaged to provide a spatial-mean speed. This was used as an indication of 

the seasonal variation in wind speed on a valley-wide basis. The location and value 

of both the minimum and maximum site-specific mean speeds for each season were 

also recorded. This information is summarised as Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 Seasonal variation in site-specific and spatial-mean wind speeds 

Minimum ofthe Site-Specific Mean Wind Speeds (ms"') 
Location of Minimum 
Spatial-Mean of all Site-Specific Mean Wind Speeds (ms"') 
Maximum ofthe Site-Specific Mean Wind Speeds (ms'') 
Location of Maximum 

Summer 

2.6 
Site 11 

3.6 
5.2 

Site 9 

Autumn 

1.8 
Site 11 

3.1 
5.4 

Site 9 

Winter 

1.6 
Site 16 

2.8 
6.0 

Site 9 

Spring 

2.4 
Site 14 

3.8 
5.7 

Site 9 

Examination ofthe table shows that valley-wide spatial-mean speeds were similar for 

all four seasons. The study area recorded an overall mean speed of 2.8 ms' in winter, 

rising to 3.8 ms"' in spring. In general low wind speeds were experienced in winter 

and autumn, with slightly higher speeds in summer and spring. 

The minimum ofthe site-specific mean speeds tended to be located within the entire 

length ofthe East Tamar, varying as the seasons progressed. Locations ranged from 

Site 11 in summer and autumn, to Site 16 in winter, and Site 14 in spring. Speeds 

were lowest in winter (1.6 ms"'), rising to a maximum of 2.6 ms"' in summer. 

In contrast, the maximum site-specific mean speed was consistently found at the 

mouth ofthe river. Site 9 - Low Head, regardless of season. The maximum site-

specific mean speed was lowest in summer (5.2 ms"'), rising to a maximum (6.0 ms') 

in winter. 

Mean site-specific speeds, identified by season, AMG easting and AMG northing, 

were imported into tiie Golden Software "Surfer V6.03" software package. Isolines 

were dravm tiirough the gridded data, using the kriging option. These were weakly 

smoothed by the package, and imported into the ESRI "ArcView V3.1 " GIS package 
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for display. This approach was adopted for all ofthe isolme maps that appear in tiiis 

chapter. 

Figure 5.3 shows the spatial variation in mean seasonal wind speeds experienced 

throughout the entire study area. Winds are a maximum in speed at the moutii ofthe 

valley, and tend to decrease with inland distance along the valley axis. A zone of 

light winds stretches southeastward along the East Tamar. Light winds are also often 

associated with sheltered arms ofthe river, such as at West Arm (Site 12) and East 

Arm (Site 11). The city of Launceston, located some 50 km inland (Site 16), also 

experiences relatively low mean speeds throughout the entire year. Mean speeds at 

Bell Bay tend to be 1.0 to 1.5 ms"' higher than those recorded in Launceston. 

5.2.4 Frequency of 'Calms' by Season 

'Calm' conditions were defined when the fifteen-minute mean wind speeds were less 

than 0.5 ms"'. By definition, calms are considered directionless quantities. Table 5.3 

summarises the spatial-mean frequency of calms throughout the entire study area on 

a seasonal basis. It lists the minimum and maximum site-specific frequency of calms 

and identifies the locations involved. 

Table 5.3 Seasonal variation in site-specific and spatial-mean frequency of calms * 

Minimum ofthe Site-Specific Calm Frequencies (%) 
Location of Minimum 
Spatial-Mean ofthe Site-Specific Calm Frequencies (%) 
Maximum ofthe Site-Specific Calm Frequencies (%) 
Location of Maximum 

Summer 

0.4 
Site 9 

7.6 
19.1 

Site 11 

Autumn 

0.6 
Site 9 
13.6 
36.5 

Site 11 

Winter 

0.7 
Site 9 
16.8 
40.8 

Site 11 

Spring 

0.8 
Site 15 

8.9 
30.8 

Site 14 
* Calm winds are defined whenever the 15-minute mean speed is less than 0.5 ms''. 

Calms are least likely to be experienced during the summer and spring months (7.6 

% and 8.9 % respectively). During autumn calms occurred on 13.6 % of occasions, 

rising to 16.8 % in winter. 
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Figure 5.3 Spatial variation in mean wind speed (ms'') by season (May '93 to May '96). A 0.5 m 

contour interval is used, with index values oriented towards areas of increasing wind 

speed. The dots represent the location of each anemometer site. The northwest/ 

southeast aligned rectangle shows the extent ofthe TVAS study area. 

On a spatial basis, the minimum site-specific frequency of calms occurred at either of 

the two coastal sites, Sites 9 and 15. At both sites frequencies of less than 4 %, often 
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less than 1 %, were experienced regardless of season. This suggests tiiat tiiere is 

virtually always some degree of windiness at the coast regardless of season, time of 

day and weather conditions. 

Site 11, located at East Arm, experienced the maximum site-specific frequency of 

calms during three out ofthe four seasons. This ranged from 19.1 % in summer to 

40.8 % in winter. 

Figure 5.4 shows the spatial and seasonal variation of calms throughout the study 

area. The maps show that the frequency of calms is near zero at the coast, and 

increases with inland distance along the valley axis. There tends to be a zone of 

frequently occurring calms extending along the mid-East Tamar region. The city of 

Launceston experiences high frequencies of calms in winter and summer, however 

frequencies drop off markedly during the other two seasons. The Bell Bay Industrial 

Zone generally experiences calms less than 10 % ofthe time, however this figure 

rises slightly in spring. 
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Figure 5.4 Mean frequency (%) of cahn conditions by season (May '93 to May '96). Calms are 

defined as occasions when the wind speed is less than 0.5 ms"'. A 5 % contour interval 

is used, with index values oriented towards areas of increasing frequency. The dots 

represent the location of each anemometer site and the northwest/ southeast aligned 

rectangle shows the extent ofthe TVAS study area. 
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5.3 Atmospheric Stability Analyses 

5.3.1 Seasonal Stability Roses 

The Pasquill-Tumer stability class was calculated usmg the modified sigma-theta 

technique, described in Section 2.3.4, Chapter 2, for all ofthe 15-minute averaging 

periods in the meteorological dataset. This classifies the atmospheric stability at any 

site and time of day into one of seven discrete stability classes. These classes are 

labelled A to G, as listed in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4 The Pasquill-Tumer stability scheme 

Class Descriptor 

A 
B 

c 
D 
E 
F 
G 

Stability Description 

Extremely unstable 
Moderately unstable 
Slightly Unstable 
Neutral 
Slightly Stable 
Moderately Stable 
Extremely Stable 

Stability roses are directly analogous to wind roses, in that frequencies of each 

stability class are plotted as vanes on a rose according to wind direction. Unlike 

wind roses there is no 'calm' equivalent, as atmospheric stability must always fall 

into one ofthe seven stability classes. 

Stability roses were constmcted on a seasonal basis, covering all seven stability 

classes for each ofthe eight cardinal points ofthe compass. Appendix 2a-e presents 

stability roses for the entire year, and for each successive season. Roses are tabulated 

in order of inland distance, with sites located close to the valley axis being clearly 

marked. Each table is appended with a summary table providing the following 

details for each anemometer site: 

• the prevailing stability class; 
• the frequency of G class stability conditions (%); 
• the prevailing direction of winds associated with G class stability; 
• the frequency of F class stability conditions (%); 
• the prevailing direction of winds associated with F class stability; 
• the frequency of B class stability conditions (%); 
• the prevailing direction of winds associated with B class stability; 
• the frequency of A class stability conditions (%); and 
• the prevailing direction of winds associated with A class stability. 
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In a similar manner to the presentation of wind roses, the stability roses are presented 

as a detailed seasonal summary of atmospheric stability recorded throughout the 

study area. 

The stability roses tend to be skewed in a similar manner to their corresponding wind 

roses. This is because each vane is oriented according to the common variable of 

wind direction. Slight differences may be seen in overall vane lengtii, due to tiie 

inclusion of directions associated with calm winds into the stability rose. 

The value ofthe stability rose lies in the fact that, rather than summarising vsdnd 

speed classes in adjoining vane segments, the stability rose records frequencies of 

each atmospheric stability class. Thin vanes represent stable conditions, with wider 

vanes representing increasingly unstable conditions. 

Stable fiows often drain down the main valley axis, entering Bass Strait at the mouth 

ofthe valley. This phenomenon frequently occurs at night, and during the colder 

winter months. Sites 9 and 7, located at Low Head and Garden Island respectively, 

frequently display this trait. Stable flows are also seen travelling up the valley axis. 

It is assumed that this less-regularly occurring event is associated with the inland 

progression of stable sea air from the Bass Strait. 

A characteristic common to many ofthe stability roses is that stable conditions are 

also associated with flows draining from the valley walls. A clear example of this 

occurs at Sites 12 at West Arm and 13 at Holwell, where a large-scale stable flow 

drains off the Dazzler Range situated to the southwest of both sites. Similar localised 

stable flows regularly drain off Volunteer Hill, south of Site 10 at Lefroy. 

Unstable conditions seem to be more evenly distributed throughout the direction 

classes. This suggests that they are associated with topographically-generated 

turbulence, and large scale heating effects, both of which tend to be more random in 

distribution than katabatics. 
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5.3.2 Prevailing Stability Class 

The prevailing stability class at any given site was defined as the stability class witii 

the greatest frequency. When prevailing stability classes were plotted on seasonal 

maps ofthe study area, it was noticed that large regions were covered by locations 

sharing the same prevailing stability class. Dividing lines were drawn through the 

field of values, forming boundaries between areas of differing prevailing stability. 

No attempt was made to infer the presence ofthe full range of stability classes. Thus 

boundaries were produced separating areas of vastly differing prevailing stability, 

without including the stability classes that lie in between them on the Pasquill scale. 

Figure 5.5 shows the spatial distribution ofthe prevailing Pasquill stability classes 

for each season. Winter and autumn are dominated by extremely stable (G class) 

conditions, with 80 % and 53 % ofthe 16 measurement sites respectively having G 

class prevailing stabilities. In summer and spring however, neutral (D class) 

conditions prevail with 64 % and 57 % of mapped values respectively having this 

prevailing stability class. The four maps are skewed towards the centre and extreme 

ends ofthe Pasquill scale, with B, C and F classes not occurring as prevailing 

stabilities. 

The summer map is split into three zones of differing prevailing stability. A small 

zone of high instability (class A) is located in the northwest ofthe study area. This 

abuts a far more extensive region of neutral stability, which extends throughout the 

bulk ofthe valley. A large unstable (class A) tract extends from the mid-East Tamar 

towards the southeast boundary ofthe study area. The Bell Bay Industrial Park has a 

neutral prevailing summer stability, whereas Launceston is extremely unstable. 

In autumn the region closest to the mouth ofthe river, extending from the westem 

shore towards the east, most frequently experiences neutral stability. A large inland 

belt, oriented west-northwest/east-southeast, tends to be highly stable. The region 

surrounding Launceston City, Site 16, has an extremely unstable prevailing stability, 

whereas the area to the south of that is most often neutral. 
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Figure 5.5 Prevailing Pasquill stability class by season (May '93 to May '96). The dots represent 

the location of each anemometer site and the northwest/southeast aligned rectangle 

shows the extent ofthe TVAS study area. 

In winter, virtually the entire valley experiences extremely stable conditions most 

often. Departures from this are only found close to the river, near its mouth. Garden 

Island, Site 7, in the centre ofthe Tamar River, is slightly less stable than tiie 
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surrounding land. Sites 8 and 5, located at Bell Bay and Rowella, both most 

frequently experience neutral conditions. 

In spring the prevailing stability class tends become progressively more unstable 

with inland distance along the valley axis. The mouth ofthe river most often 

experiences G class stability, with A class stability prevailing at the opposite end of 

the study area. The only anomaly is a small region of slight stability (class E), 

located at Windermere (Site 4), lying within a far larger neutral area which dominates 

the bulk ofthe valley. 

5.3.3 Frequency of Stable Conditions by Season 

Perhaps a more useful approach to investigating air pollution dispersion in the Tamar 

Valley via turbulence, is to map the frequency of strongly stable and imstable 

conditions. Strongly stable conditions were defined as those existing at the extreme 

ofthe Pasquill stability classes, F and G. When stability is high, mechanical 

turbulence is dampened, resulting in poor pollution dispersion. Strongly unstable 

conditions were defined as those with either A or B class stabilities. When the 

atmosphere is highly unstable then any mechanical turbulence is amplified, thus 

causing favourable pollution dispersion. 

Table 5.5 summarises the spatial variation in the mean frequency of strongly stable 

conditions occurring at individual sites throughout the study area. As expected, 

strongly stable conditions occur least frequently during summer, with the spatial-

mean frequency being 22.4 %. This figure is slightly higher in spring and autumn, 

and reaches a maximum of 44.6 % in winter. 

The Bell Bay Industrial Park is favourably located in terms of its position in the 

valley. It experiences the lowest frequency of strong stability in three out ofthe four 

seasons, with summer being the exception. This value is still low however, when 

compared with most other sites in the study area. Despite this fact the Bell Bay site 

does experience significant periods of strong atmospheric stability, with the 

frequency ranging from 16.6 % in spring to 22.1 % in winter. 
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Table 5.5 Seasonal variation in site-specific and spatial-mean frequency of strongly stable 
(Pasquill Class F or G) conditions in the Tamar Valley study area 

Minimum ofthe Site-Specific Strongly Stable 
Frequencies (%) 
Location of Minimum 
Spatial-Mean of all Site-Specific Strongly Stable 
Frequencies (%) 
Maximum ofthe Site-Specific Strongly Stable 
Frequencies (%) 
Location of Maximum 

Summer 

16.9 

Site 1 
22.4 

28.5 

Site 4 

Autumn 

21.7 

Site 8 
34.1 

45.8 

Site 9 

Winter 

22.1 

Site 8 
44.6 

67.1 

Site 1 

Spring 

16.6 

Site 8 
27.7 

57.6 

Site 9 

The location ofthe sites with the highest frequency of strong stability is far more 

variable. In summer this occurs midway along the valley, near the river at Site 4. In 

autumn and spring the region most likely to experience strong stability is that close 

to the mouth ofthe river, at Low Head. Winter sees the location of most frequent 

strong stability move to the southeast comer ofthe study area, at Site 1. 

The spatial variation in frequency of strong stability is most easily seen in Figure 5.6. 

In summer the recurrent highly stable region extends throughout much ofthe West 

Tamar. As previously mentioned the Bell Bay region experiences relatively 

infrequent stable conditions, however the Launceston region is strongly stable 

between 20 and 25 % ofthe time. 

The mid-Tamar and mouth ofthe river are the regions that most frequently 

experience strong stability during the autumn season. The Launceston region is 

strongly stable between 30 and 35 % ofthe time. 

Winter sees frequent strong stability throughout tiie entire valley. The frequencies 

are highest in the southeast region ofthe study area, with Launceston seeing F or G 

stability in 35 to 55 % of cases. 

A northwest/southeast aligned gradient in frequency of strongly stable conditions is 

seen in the spring map. This is a minimum in the southeast ofthe study area and 

rises to a local maximum at Site 4 in the mid-Tamar. It then falls to a local minimum 

in the Bell Bay region, before rising to a maximum at the river mouth. 
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Figure 5.6 Frequency (%) of strongly stable conditions (Pasquill stability classes F and G) by 

season (May '93 to May '96). A 5 % contour interval is used, with index values 

oriented towards areas of increasing frequency. The dots represent the location of each 

anemometer site and the northwest/southeast aligned rectangle shows the extent ofthe 

TVAS study area. 
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5.3.4 Frequency of Unstable Conditions by Season 

Table 5.6 outlines the spatial and seasonal variation in strongly unstable conditions in 

the study area. As is to be expected, on a valley wide basis instability is at a 

minimum during the winter, with a spatial-mean frequency of 12.1 %. This figure 

rises during autumn (17.8 %) and spring (23.9 %), reaching a maximum of 29.5 % 

during summer. The summer maximum and winter minimum reflect the major cause 

of strong instability, which is differential surface heating resulting in sttong winds. 

Instability tends to be minimised at the coast and is most frequent inland at Site 1. 

Table 5.6 Seasonal variation in site-specific and spatial-mean frequency of strongly unstable 
(Pasquill Class A or B) conditions in the Tamar Valley study area 

Minimum ofthe Site-Specific Strongly Unstable 
Frequencies (%) 
Location of Minimum 
Spatial-Mean of all Site-Specific Strongly Unstable 
Frequencies (%) 
Maximum ofthe Site-Specific Strongly Unstable 
Frequencies (%) 
Location of Maximum 

Summer 

13.8 

Site 4 
29.5 

46.6 

Site 1 

Autumn 

6.8 

Site 9 
17.8 

31.8 

Site 1 

Wmter 

3.5 

Site 9 
12.1 

26.3 

Site 1 

Spring 

5.0 

Site 9 
23.9 

46.8 

Site 1 

Figure 5.7 maps the frequency of strongly unstable conditions within the study area. 

All four seasonal maps show the same general trend in instability. A 

northwest/southeast aligned gradient exists, roughly following the valley axis. 

Maximum frequencies of unstable conditions are invariably found in the southeast 

portion ofthe study area, with the gradient smoothly falling with proximity to the 

coast. Minimums tend to be found in the Bell Bay region. As such, Launceston 

experiences A or B class stabilities far more frequently than Bell Bay. 

5.4 Atmospheric Transport Analyses 

5.4.1 Seasonal Transport Roses 

The TVAS meteorological dataset is based around 15-minute averages. A series of 

rolling 'integral measures' was calculated for each 15-minute time period, based on 

the mean wind speed and direction time series for the following 24 hours (Allwine 

and Whiteman, 1994). The 24-hour wind run recorded the total wind run, in 

kilometres, that passed the anemometer site during the subsequent 24-hour period. 
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Figure 5.7 Frequency (%) of sfrongly unstable conditions (Pasquill stability classes A and B) by 

season (May '93 to May '96). A 5 % contour interval is used, with index values 

oriented towards areas of increasing frequency. The dots represent the location of each 

anemometer site and the northwest/ southeast aligned rectangle shows the extent ofthe 

TVAS study area. 
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The 96 wind vectors comprising a 24-hour period were vectorially added in a similar 

manner, allowing the calculation ofthe 24-hour resultant ttansport distance and 

direction. The recirculation factor is an index that is calculated using the ratio ofthe 

transport distance and wind mn. This is a dimensionless figure, which varies 

between 0 and 1. Recirculation factors provide an indication of tiie presence of local 

recirculations on the chosen 24-hour time scale. Such recirculations include the sea 

and land breeze phenomena experienced in coastal environments, and the daytime 

anabatic wind, noctumal katabatic wind cycle seen in valleys. 

Recirculation factors of zero represent straight-line transport, with no recirculation 

occurring over the 24-hour time period. In contrast, values of unity represent 

situations where no net transport has occurred over the chosen 24-hour time period, 

and hence the air parcel has retumed to its origin. 

It is important to note that each measure describes the transport characteristics ofthe 

site in question, and is not intended to tmly quantify actual atmospheric transport. A 

more detailed description of these integral measures has been given in Section 2.4, 

Chapter 2. 

A new form of wind rose was developed in order to summarise the large amount of 

24-hour transport distance and direction data that was calculated. The transport rose 

is directly analogous to the wind rose, in that vector quantities are summarised by 

their inclusion into various direction and magnitude frequency classes. 

The direction parameter used is the resultant transport direction. It is important to 

note that this direction refers to the direction in which an air parcel or contaminant 

would travel, rather than the direction that it has come from. As such the northeriy 

vane summarises the frequency of 24-hour atmospheric transport towards the north. 

Each vane segment displays the percentage frequency of transport distance classes 

associated v\dth the vane's transport direction. 

24-hour transport roses were constmcted on a seasonal basis, covering seven 

transport distance classes for each ofthe eight cardinal points ofthe compass. A 

transport calm class was also included to categorise situations where the total daily 
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atmospheric transport was less than 50 km, regardless of transport direction. This 

frequency is printed in the hub of each transport rose. Table 5.7 summarises the 

transport distance thresholds selected in the constmction ofthe ttansport roses. 

Table 5.7 24-hour transport distance classes used in the transport rose analysis 

Class 

Transport Calm * 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Transport Distance (km) 
Lower Limit 

>50 
>100 
>200 
>300 
>400 
>500 
>600 

Upper Limit 
<50 
<100 
<200 
<300 
<400 
<500 
<600 

* defined regardless of transport direcfion 

Like wind and stability roses, transport roses are best suited to characterising the 

flows at a single site, rather than providing a broad view of atmospheric transport 

across a large area. For this reason the seasonal and year-round transport roses for all 

meteorological sites have been tabulated as Appendix 3a-e. 

Summary tables have been appended to each seasonal transport rose table, providing 

the following statistics on a site-by-site basis: 

• the frequency of transport distances less than 50 km, "ttansport calms" (%); 
the minimum transport distance (km); 
the mean transport distance (km); 
the maximum transport distance (km); 
the prevailing transport direction; 

• the mean transport distance associated with this direction (km); 
• the second prevailing transport direction; and 
• the mean transport distance associated with this direction (km). 

Each ofthe ttansport roses is oppositely skewed to the corresponding wind or 

stability rose. This is due to the fact that they depict the directions towards which the 

winds travel, whereas the wind and stability rose vanes are oriented according to the 

direction from which the winds have originated. 

On a year-round basis, tiie dominant daily ttansport tends to be inland, with two-

thirds ofthe sites displaying southeastward prevailing flows along the valley axis. 

The presence ofthe westeriies is observed by the frequent occurrence of daily 

transport towards the east. This is most often seen in the lower reaches ofthe valley. 
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however easteriy transport is still a significant feattire throughout the remainder of 

the study area. 

Far less frequent is the occurrence of atmospheric ttansport towards tiie sea. This is 

most readily seen at sites close to the valley axis, such as Sites 5 and 6. 

As expected, inland transportation is most evident in summer, whereas seaward 

ttansport occurs more frequentiy during the winter months. 

The seasonal variation in transport distance will be discussed in detail ftirther on in 

this section. 

5.4.2 Mean 24-Hour Wind Run 

Table 5.8 shows that the spatial-mean 24-hour wind mn varied between 244 km in 

winter and 330 km in spring. Autumn and summer showed spatial-mean daily wind 

mns of 269 and 316 km respectively. Site 11, located in the mid-Tamar region to the 

East ofthe river, experienced the lowest site-specific mean daily wind run in three 

out of the four seasons. In the fourth season, spring, it came second to the 

discontinued Site 14 located near Bell Bay. The highest site-specific mean daily 

wind mn was found at the coastal Site 9, throughout all four seasons. 

Table 5.8 Seasonal variation in site-specific and spatial-mean 24-hour wind run in the Tamar 
Valley study area 

Minimum ofthe Site-Specific Mean Daily Wind 
Runs (km) 
Location of Minimum 
Spatial-Mean of all Site-Specific Mean Daily Wind 
Runs (km) 
Maximum ofthe Site-Specific Mean Daily Wind 
Runs (km) 
Locafion of Maximum 

Summer 

227.61 

Site 11 
315.94 

454,10 

Site 9 

Autumn 

155.53 

Site 11 
268.54 

470.21 

Site 9 

Winter 

135.18 

Site 11 
244.32 

516.99 

Site 9 

Spring 

213.92 

Site 14 
330.45 

493.46 

Site 9 

Figure 5.8 summarises the spatial variation in daily mean wind mn for each ofthe 

four seasons. The wind mns are greatest at the coast, and diminish sharply with 

inland distance until the Bell Bay region is reached. The gradient in wind run decline 

then eases off until a minimum wind run is attained, typically covering a large region 

in the mid East-Tamar. Wind runs then gradually increase with distance from the 

coast. The Bell Bay anemometer typically experiences daily wind mns varying 
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between 57 % and 74 % of those experienced at the coast. In conttast the Launceston 

anemometer experiences 26 % to 52 % ofthe daily wind nm experienced at tiie coast. 

Summer Autumn 

Winter Spring 

Figure 5.8 Mean daily wind mn (km) by season (May '93 to May '96). A 50 km contour interval 

is used, with index values oriented towards areas of mcreasing wind runs. The dots 

represent the location of each anemometer site and the northwest/ southeast aligned 

rectangle shows the extent ofthe TVAS study area. 
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5.4.3 Mean 24-Hour Transport Distance 

Mean daily transport distances in the sttidy area tend to be between 70 % and 80 % of 

their corresponding wind mns. This suggests, that whilst on a valley wide basis 

some atmospheric recirculation occurs, contaminants tend to be removed from tiieir 

sources rather than recirculated. 

Table 5.9 summarises the spatial variability in mean daily resultant ttansport distance 

over the four seasons. The spatial-mean daily transport is lowest during winter (202 

km) and highest in spring (259 km). The greatest site-specific mean daily ttansport 

distances are once again experienced at the coast (Site 9). Likewise, the lowest 

occurs at sites scattered throughout the mid-east Tamar region. Daily transport 

distances recorded at Bell Bay are on average 63 % of those recorded at Site 9. In 

contrast Launceston records daily transport distances that average 43 % of those 

found at the coast. 

Table 5.9 Seasonal variation in site-specific and spatial-mean 24-hour transport distance in 
the Tamar Valley study area 

Minimum ofthe Site-Specific Mean Daily Transport 
Distances (km) 
Location of Minimum 
Spatial-Mean of all Site-Specific Mean Daily Transport 
Distances (km) 
Maximum ofthe Site-Specific Mean Daily Transport 
Distances (km) 
Location of Maximum 

Summer 

167.0 

Site 6 
234.5 

334.2 

Site 9 

Autumn 

125.6 

Site 11 
210.1 

377,5 

Site 9 

Winter 

113.0 

Site 11 
202.0 

450.8 

Site 9 

Spring 
163.4 

Site 14 
258.5 

399.9 

Site 9 

The spatial and seasonal variation in mean 24-hour transport distance is mapped in 

Figure 5.9. In summer the transport distance is a maximum at the coast, however a 

tongue of large transport distances extends up the valley following the river. Once 

again minimum transport distances are found in the mid-east Tamar region. Similar 

pattems are found throughout the other seasons, however the tongue of large 

transport distances is not as evident. In addition the zone of low transport distances 

is enlarged, covering a large portion ofthe east Tamar, and extending south to 

include Launceston. 
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Summer Autumn 

Winter Spring 

Figure 5.9 Mean daily transport distance (km) by season (May '93 to May '96). A 50 km contour 

interval is used, with index values oriented towards areas of increasing transport 

distances. The dots represent the location of each anemometer site and the northwest/ 

southeast aligned rectangle shows the extent ofthe TVAS study area. 
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5.4.4 Frequency of 24-Hour Transport Calms 

Air pollution is most likely to be a problem when there is very little atinospheric 

transport over a 24-hour period. The term transport calm was coined to denote 

events where the daily resultant ttansport distance fell below the threshold of 50 km. 

Much in the same way that calm winds are considered directionless, so too are 

transport calms directionless. 

The spatial and temporal frequency of transport calms is summarised as Table 5.10. 

The spatial-mean frequencies show that the Tamar Valley as a whole experiences 

transport calms between about 5 % and 20 % ofthe time, depending on season. 

Transport calms are infrequently experienced in summer (5.2 %) and spring (5.7 %). 

This is hardly unexpected as summer is associated with widespread convective 

winds, whereas strong synoptic winds regularly occur in spring. They are however 

far more prevalent in autumn (15.8 %) and winter (19.7 %) as more stable conditions 

predominate. 

Table 5.10 Seasonal variation in site-specific and spatial-mean frequency of 24-hour transport 
calms in the Tamar Valley study area 

Minimum ofthe Site-Specific Frequencies of Transport 
Calms (%) 
Location of Minimum 
Spatial-Mean of all Site-Specific Frequencies of Transport 
Calms (%) 
Maximum ofthe Site-Specific Frequencies of Transport 
Calms (%) 
Location of Maximum 

Summer 

0.9 

Site 1 
5.2 

9.1 

Site 6 

Autumn 

3.2 

Site 9 
15.8 

26.2 

Site 12 

Winter 

1.0 

Site 9 
19.7 

43.0 

Site 16 

Spring 

2.2 

Site 9 
5,7 

9,9 

Site 16 

Figure 5.10 shows that on a spatial basis, the frequency of transport calms can differ 

markedly from those given above. In summer, frequencies of transport calms are 

low, with a gentle gradient extending from the southeast ofthe study area towards the 

mid-west, where the maximum values are found. Both these regions experience 

similar mean daily wind runs (approximately 300 km), suggesting that this gradient 

may be explained in terms of recirculation. In autumn the pattem reverses, with 

minimum frequencies being experienced at the coast in conjunction with a large 

inland gradient towards the mid-Tamar region. Maximum frequencies are 

experienced at Site 11, East Arm. A similar pattem occurs in winter, however the 

inland gradient now extends inland as far as Launceston, where maximum values are 
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found. The spring pattem is a combination ofthe summer and wmter pattems, with 

local maxima occurring in both the Launceston and mid-west Tamar regions. 

5.4.5 Mean 24-Hour Recirculation Factor 

The mean 24-hour recirculation factor was calculated at all anemometer sites for each 

season. Table 5.11 summarises the spatial-mean 24-hour recirculation factor on a 

seasonal basis. It lists the minimum and maximum site-specific means and identifies 

the locations involved. 

The spatial-mean recirculation factor varies between 0.25 and 0.30, suggesting tiiat 

although a diumal reversal in the wind direction does occur, contaminants are only 

infrequently transported back to their source over the period of a day. The largest 

site-specific means are found near the valley axis, at either Site 7 on Garden Island in 

the middle ofthe river, or Site 6 on a channel marker at the edge ofthe river. The 

minimum site-specific value occurs at Site 1, the most inland site, in all four seasons. 

Table 5.11 Seasonal variation in site-specific and spatial-mean 24-hour recirculation factors 
in the Tamar Valley study area 

Minimum ofthe Site-Specific Mean Recirculation 
Factors 
Location of Minimum 
Spatial-Mean of all Site-Specific Recirculafion 
Factors 
Maximum ofthe Site-Specific Mean Recirculafion 
Factors 
Locafion of Maximum 

Summer 

0.163 

Site 1 
0.296 

0.383 

Site? 

Autumn 

0.136 

Site 1 
0.285 

0.411 

Site 7 

Wmter 

0.118 

Site 1 
0.253 

0.342 

Site 6 

Spring 

0,208 

Site 1 
0.267 

0,311 

Site? 

A clearer view ofthe spatial and seasonal variation in recirculation factors is given in 

Figure 5.11. This shows that atmospheric recirculation events in the Tamar Valley 

are more closely related to inland distance than season. All four seasonal maps show 

the same basic pattern of minimum recirculation in the southeast ofthe study area, 

rising with proximity to the coast. The zone of maximum recirculation tends to 

cover large tracts ofthe lower to mid-west Tamar region. This is the region most 

affected by the diumally-varying sea and land breezes. 
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Summer Autumn 

Winter Spring 

Figure 5.10 Frequency (%) of fransport calms (defmed as daily transport distances less than 50 km) 

by season (May '93 to May '96). A 2 % contour interval is used for summer and 

spring, with a 5% interval used otherwise. Index values are oriented towards areas of 

increasing frequency. The dots represent the location of each anemometer site and the 

northwest/southeast aligned rectangle shows the extent ofthe TVAS study area. 
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Summer Autumn 

Winter Spring 

Figure 5.11 Mean daily recirculation factor by season (May '93 to May '96). A contour interval of 

0.05 is used, except for spring when an interval of 0.02 is used. Index values are 

oriented towards areas of increasing recirculation. The dots represent the location of 

each anemometer site and the northwest/ southeast aligned rectangle shows the extent 

ofthe TVAS study area. 
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5.4.6 Stagnation, Ventilation and Recirculation Prone Areas 

Allwine and Whiteman (1994) determined critical transport indices (CTIs) to 

characterise stagnation-prone, recirculation-prone and ventilation-prone areas. These 

are applied as in Table 5.12, where. Sand Rare the 24-hour wind mns and 

recirculation factors respectively, and their associated means are calculated over the 

entire period of record. The subscript 'c ' denotes the CTIs, whereas the subscript 'v' 

refers to the ventilation CTIs. 

Table 5.12 Application ofthe critical transport indices to identify sites prone to stagnation, 
recirculafion and venfilafion. 

Condition => Site Prone to... 

S < S ^^ Stagnation 

^ > ^ => Recirculafion 

R<R and S>S ^ Ventilafion 

Allwine and Whiteman (1994) applied the following CTIs to their Arizona sites: 

S^ = 170 km (approximately 2 ms"' average daily wind speed); 

R, = 0.4; 

'R^^ = 0.2 and S^^ = 250 km (approximately 3 ms"' average daily wind speed). 

The mean wind mn and recirculation factor was calculated at each site for the entire 

three-year period of record, and are summarised in Table 5.13. If Allwine and 

Whiteman's CTIs are applied to all 16 sites, then none are stagnation-prone or 

recirculation-prone, and only Site 1 is ventilation-prone. 

Table 5.13 Site-specific mean 24-hour wind runs and recirculation factors for the entire three-
year period of record 

Site Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
? 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

Mean Wind Run (km) 

(S) 
285.9 
285.6 
264.1 
333.0 
324.2 
218.? 
381.3 
309.1 
481.1 
288.9 
191.6 
222.3 
268.1 
226.6 
315.7 
197.5 

Mean Recirculation Factor 

(R) 
0,16 
0,25 
0,28 
0,28 
0,31 
0,32 
0,33 
0,30 
0,27 
0,2? 
0.24 
0.30 
0.30 
0.26 
0.30 
0.25 
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This result is somewhat surprising because the Tamar Valley is so well defined. The 

coastal sites, especially Site 9, were expected to be well ventilated and also to be 

prone to daily recirculation. The diumal reversal in winds that occurs in valleys was 

also expected to establish the valley axis sites as recirculation prone. Finally the 

dramatic reduction in wind speed with inland distance was expected to result in 

extensive stagnation prone regions in the upper East-Tamar and Launceston regions. 

This departure from what was expected is probably due to a combination ofthe 

following factors: 

• the CTIs used might only apply to the regions they were originally defined for, 
and as such are site-specific; 

• the CTIs used are highly stringent, and only identify regions that are extreme in 
their proclivity to stagnation, ventilation or recirculation; 

• there is a seasonality effect in stagnation-prone, ventilation-prone or 
recirculation-prone areas which is cancelled out by applying CTIs to means 
calculated over the entire period of record, covering all four seasons; 

• the majority of recirculations that do occur in the Tamar Valley occur on 
slightly different time scales to the 24-hour transport time chosen; and 

• in a similar manner stagnations may regularly occur, but on a time scale less 
than 24 hours. 

5.4.7 Stagnation, Ventilation and Recirculation Events 

Allwine and Whiteman (1994) also defined CTIs to identify stagnation, recirculation 

and ventilation events. These were applied to the TVAS dataset according to the 

definitions in Table 5.14 where: 

• Sc = 130 km (approximately 1.5 ms"' average daily wind speed); 
• Re = 0.6; 
• R̂ y = 0.2 and Ŝ .̂  = 250 km (approximately 3 ms"' average daily wind speed); and 
• the transport time (T) = 24 hours. 

Table 5.14 Application ofthe critical transport indices to identify stagnation, recirculation and 
ventilation events occurring on a 24-hour tunescale 

Condition => Event 

S ^ Sj => Stagnation 
R ^ Re => Recirculation 
R < R^ and S > S„ => Ventilation 

Frequencies of each event class were determined on a seasonal basis at each 

anemometer site. The spatial-mean frequency was also calculated for each season, in 

order to determine valley-wide seasonal ttends in stagnation, ventilation and 

recirculation. 
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Figure 5.12 shows that, ofthe three event classes, ventilation events are the most 

frequent, with spatial-mean frequencies varying between 30 % and 40 % depending 

on the season. Ventilation events occur 34 % ofthe time in summer, and fall to a 

minimum by winter, before then rising to a maximum in spring. 

Summer Autumn VWnter Spring 

-Stagnation — o - Ventilation — -O — Recirculation 

Figure 5.12 Seasonal variation in spatial-mean frequency of stagnation, ventilation and recirculation 

events in the Tamar Valley on a 24-hour time scale 

Stagnation events are the most variable in spatial-mean frequency ofthe three event 

classes. They occur least frequently in summer (3 %), and rise in frequency during 

autumn (21 %) to a winter maximum (31 %). The frequency of stagnation events 

falls dramatically during spring (5 %). 

Recirculation events are remarkably constant during all four seasons, with spatial-

mean frequencies varying between 10 % and 14 %. The minimum occurs during 

winter, with the maximum in autumn. 

The site-specific frequency of stagnation events is mapped as Figure 5.13. 

Stagnations occur infrequently during summer, because ofthe widespread surface 

heating resulting in convective winds. During the summer months stagnation events 

do not occur at the two coastal sites, Sites 9 and 15, or at Sites 4, 5 and 7, sites close 

to the river. Other riverside sites, such as Sites 8, 3 and 16, record low frequencies of 

summertime stagnation events, with frequencies of 0.1,1.5 and 3.8 % respectively. 
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The frequency of stagnations gradually rises with distance from tiie coast, until a 

maximum of 15 % is reached at East Arm, Site 11. The West Arm anemometer. Site 

12, also records a relatively large frequency of stagnation events during the summer. 

The remainder ofthe valley experiences stagnation events between 2 and 4 % ofthe 

time. 

The autumn pattem of stagnations is similar in form to that just described for 

summer, however the magnitude ofthe frequencies is very much higher. There is a 

strong gradient in frequencies, ranging from 0 % at or near the coast, to over 45 % at 

Site 11. The West Arm anemometer, Site 12, experiences stagnations on over 35 % 

of occasions. The remainder ofthe valley, including Launceston, is stagnant between 

20 % and 30 % ofthe time. 

In winter stagnations are very much more prevalent, and the East Arm maximum has 

spread to include the majority ofthe upper East Tamar including Launceston. This 

region experiences stagnations, on a 24-hour timescale, over 50 % ofthe time. 

Spring sees a dramatic reduction in the frequency of stagnations. The lower Tamar 

region, and the mid to upper East-Tamar experiences stagnations on just over 5 % of 

occasions, with the rest ofthe valley rarely experiencing 24-hour stagnation events. 

Site 14 is anomalous however, as stagnations occur 25 % ofthe time. When this fact 

was originally noted it was decided that though the anemometer station was 

recording accurate results and had a suitable fetch from all directions, it was poorly 

located in a frost hollow. The site was subsequentiy discontinued and the 

meteorological tower was relocated to Site 16. 

The frequency of ventilation events is mapped for each season in Figure 5.14. The 

dominant spatial pattem, which is repeated to some degree in each season, is that of 

frequently-ventilated regions occurring at the coast, and far inland to the southeast of 

Launceston. The area in between is less frequently ventilated, with the mid-east 

Tamar experiencing slightiy lower frequencies than those ofthe mid-west Tamar. 
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Summer Autumn 

Winter Spring 

Figure 5.13 Frequency (%) of 24-hour stagnation events by season (May '93 to May '96). Index 

values are oriented towards areas of increasing frequency. The dots represent the 

locafion of each anemometer site and the northwest/southeast aligned rectangle shows 

the extent ofthe TVAS study area. 
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Summer Autumn 

Winter Spring 

Figure 5.14 Frequency (%) of 24-hour venfilafion events by season (May '93 to May '96). Index 

values are oriented towards areas of increasing frequency. The dots represent the 

locafion of each anemometer site and the northwest/southeast aligned rectangle shows 

the extent ofthe TVAS study area. 

Ventilation frequencies in Launceston, (Site 16), are a minimum in winter (14.5 %) 

and rise to a maximum in spring (27.6 %) . Bell Bay by contrast, is far more 
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frequently ventilated, with frequencies varying between 33.8 % in auttimn and 44.5 

% in spring. 

Recirculation events on a 24-hour timescale are mapped in Figure 5.15. The spatial 

pattem is once again similar in all four seasons. Frequencies of recirculation events 

tend to be lowest in the southeast portion ofthe study area. They gradually increase 

with proximity to the coast, along a northwesteriy bearing. The region most 

susceptible to recirculation events is found at the coast and up to 20 km inland on the 

West-Tamar. 

Bell Bay and Launceston experience similar frequencies to each other in sununer and 

spring, however Bell Bay's frequencies are far greater than Launceston's during 

autumn and winter. Bell Bay most frequently experiences recirculation events in 

Autumn (20.3 %). This most probably reflects a balance between the daytime 

anabatic winds and the noctumal katabatics, which is best achieved at Bell Bay in 

Autumn. Launceston best achieves this balance in summer, with a frequency of 14.2 

%. Recirculations occur least frequently in Launceston during winter (8 %), whilst at 

Bell Bay the frequencies are lowest during summer. 

5.5 Air Pollution Potential 
In this chapter many different parameters have been applied to the TVAS dataset, 

each having an effect on the air pollution potential (APP) ofthe Tamar Valley. 

These have been mapped, and show largely similar spatial pattems. Rather than 

concluding this chapter with a summary of each of these, an index of APP was 

developed which incorporates the combined effects ofthe most important 

parameters. 

In order to standardise units, the index was based upon the frequency of occurrence 

of different climatological events. Six parameters were selected to form the basis of 

the index (at any specific location), three of which increase APP, whilst the 

remaining three decrease APP. 
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Summer Autumn 

Winter Spring 

Figure 5.15 Frequency (%) of 24-hour recirculation events by season (May '93 to May '96). Index 

values are oriented towards areas of increasing frequency. The dots represent the 

location of each anemometer site and the northwest/southeast aligned rectangle shows 

the extent ofthe TVAS study area. 
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Increasing percentage frequencies ofthe following events act to mcrease APP: 

• stable (F-class and G-class) conditions {Sb); 
• stagnation events on a 24-hour timescale (5"^^^; and 
• recirculation events on a 24-hour timescale (i?^^. 

Likewise increasing percentage frequencies of 

• unstable (A-class and B-class) conditions (LO; 
• ventilation events on a 24-hour timescale (K^ )̂; and 
• "fresh" or stronger (wind speed > 8 ms"') breezes {Ug); 

act to decrease APP. 

The spatial variation of L(, was not examined in this chapter. This parameter was 

included to equalise the number of positive and negative event classes, thus ensuring 

that the parameters were balanced. 

Equation 5.1 presents the formula used to calculate APP at a location. It takes the 

form ofthe difference between the sums of positive and negative APP event 

frequencies (%) recorded at the site. The index is chosen so that each parameter 

associated with high APP is counter-balanced by a similar parameter associated with 

low APP. 

APP = (Sb + Sg2, + R2J - (U + V2, + U,) 5.1 

Positive values of APP indicate that atmospheric dispersion at the location is 

frequently poor, and the presence of contaminant sources would result in elevated 

pollutant concentrations. In contrast, negative values indicate locations subject to 

favourable dispersion conditions. A value close to zero suggests that the location is 

neither biased towards poor or favourable air pollution dispersion conditions. Table 

5.15 categorises APP values into five classes ranging from 'very low' APP to 'very 

high' APP. 
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Table 5.15 Air pollution potential classes 

Page 164 

Lower Limit Upper Limit Designation 

-75 
-25 
25 
?5 

-75 
-25 
25 
75 

Very Low APP 
Low APP 
Medium APP 
High APP 
Very High APP 

It is worth noting that the event frequencies comprising the index can all be derived 

from simple wind speed, wind direction and sigma-theta time-series data. These 

parameters are commonly recorded, thus making APP a simple and accessible 

measure. 

APP was calculated on a seasonal basis for each TVAS anemometer site where all six 

parameters were available (Tables 5.16a-d). Seasonal APP maps were produced, 

with overlays showing housing densities calculated from Census96 data (Austtalian 

Bureau of Statistics, 1997). In this manner APP could be identified for all well 

populated regions within the study area. 

Table 5.16a Spatial variation in the parameters comprismg the summer APP index throughout 
the Tamar Valley 

Site # 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
? 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
15 
16 

Site Location 

Nunamara 
Hadspen 
Dog Point 
Windermere 
Rowella 
Garden Island 
Bell Bay 
Low Head 
Lefroy 
East Arm 
West Arm 
Holwell 
Stony Head 
Ti Tree Bend 

s, 
16.9 
25.1 
22.8 
28.5 
1?.2 
18.7 
18,5 
11.1 
19,3 
25,6 
25,6 
21,9 
21,6 
24,0 

Sgu 
1,6 
4,5 
1,5 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,1 
0,0 
4.1 

14.7 
8.0 
4.4 
0.0 
3.8 

R24 

3.3 
9.8 

15.4 
14.0 
17.8 
25.9 
12.5 
18.2 
13.3 
10.5 
6.9 

16.1 
15.6 
14.2 

U 

46.6 
21.4 
40.1 
13.8 
32.3 
17.6 
32.6 
18.5 
25.3 
34.3 
34.0 
28.8 
22.6 
45.5 

Vi, 

55.3 
46,3 
31,9 
44,8 
40,4 
30,8 
35,4 
36,8 
26,3 
25,9 
25,9 
30.4 
40.1 
26.7 

v» 
3.9 
5.5 
5.2 

13.3 
8.6 

11.2 
7.4 

20.1 
4,7 
0,5 
1,7 
4.4 
7.2 
0.7 

APP 

-84 
-34 
-3? 
-29 
-A(, 
-15 
-44 
-29 
-20 
-10 
-21 
-21 
-33 
-31 

Figure 5.16 shows that very low to medium APPs are experienced throughout the 

Study area during summer months. APP is lowest in the southeast comer ofthe study 

area, rising with proximity to the coast along a southeast/northwest aligned gradient. 
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Table 5.16b Spatial variation in the parameters comprising the autumn APP index throughout 
the Tamar Valley 

Site # 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
? 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
15 
16 

Site Location \ 

Nunamara 
Hadspen 
Dog Point 
Windermere 
Rowella 
Barrett's Point 
Garden Island 
Bell Bay 
Low Head 
Lefroy 
East Arm 
West Arm 
Holwell 
Stony Head 
Ti Tree Bend 

s, 
34.5 
29.9 
34.? 
45.2 
30.0 
41.3 
22.4 
21.7 
45.8 
32.2 
42.5 
38.5 
33.0 
29,1 

1 30,5 

Sgz, 
18,9 
23,8 
24,7 
27,5 

9,9 
23,2 

0,0 
11,0 
0.4 

22.6 
46A 
40.4 
25.6 

4.2 
31.3 

R2. 

2.8 
10.0 
11.2 
11.5 
22.7 
19.1 
31.6 
20.3 
10.9 
13.1 
3.8 

12.6 
16.3 
16.4 
13.4 

U 

31.8 
15.7 
22.8 

9.7 
15.4 
20.0 
11.4 
18.5 
6.8 

12.5 
18.7 
18.9 
21.4 
12.2 
30.8 

V:, 
44.4 
37.2 
29.6 
35.4 
35.1 
28.5 
28.0 
33.8 
46.4 
32.2 
12.8 
26.9 
32.6 
38.7 
24.2 

f/, 
2.7 
4.7 
3.? 
9.6 
5.6 
1.2 
7.4 
5.7 

23.2 
3.9 
0.2 
2.0 
4.3 
5.9 
0.7 

APP 

-23 
6 

14 
30 

6 
34 

7 
-5 

-19 
19 
61 
44 
17 
-7 
20 
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Summer Autumn 

Winter Spring 

APP Index Housing Density (1996) 
(Occupied Dwellings/square km) 

Low 

Very Low 

1500-2000 

1000-1600 

500- 1000 

200 - 500 

Very High 

High ^ P 

Medium 

Figure 5.16 Seasonal variation in air pollution potential (May '93 to May '96) overiaid over Census 

96 housing density (occupied dwellings per square kilometre). The dots represent the 

location of each anemometer site and the northwest/southeast-aligned rectangle shows 

the extent ofthe TVAS study area. 
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With the onset of Autumn, APP increases with either high or medium classes 

occurring. The high values are located in the West Arm region, and in the centtal to 

east mid-Tamar, with the remainder ofthe sttidy area experiencing medium APP. 

Table 5.16c Spatial variation in the parameters comprising the winter APP index throughout 
the Tamar Valley 

Site # 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
? 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
15 
16 

Site Location 

Nunamara 
Hadspen 
Dog Point 
Windermere 
Rowella 
Garden Island 
Bell Bay 
Low Head 
Lefroy 
East Arm 
West Arm 
Holwell 
Stony Head 
Ti Tree Bend 

s, 
67.1 
41.3 
38.8 
48.6 
35.6 
35.1 
22.1 
61.9 
44.0 
56.6 
52.0 
43.1 
37.3 
36,2 

Sg2, 

47,6 
41,6 
49,6 
35,3 
13,1 

1,0 
15,1 
0,5 

10,3 
62,4 
50,0 
27.8 
22.3 
59.3 

R2, 

1.4 
10.0 
10.6 
7.9 

17.8 
12.5 
14.7 
5.3 
7.5 
5.8 

20.1 
7.8 
8.5 
8.0 

U 

26.3 
11.7 
18.6 
8.3 
1.1 
4.8 

10.6 
3.5 
?,0 

10,3 
14,8 
11,0 
11,7 
22,1 

'̂.. 
28,8 
34,9 
26,2 
38,9 
32,9 
43,1 
41.4 
63,4 
34,9 
15.0 
22.2 
28.0 
26.7 
14.5 

U, 

1.9 
4.3 
3.9 
8.4 
5,7 

12,0 
7,0 

29,2 
4.0 
0.4 
1,7 
3.1 
2.9 
0.6 

APP 

59 
42 
50 
36 
20 

-11 
-7 

-29 
16 
99 
84 
37 
27 
66 

The greatest APP occurs during winter with values ranging between low and very 

high. Low index values are experienced at Low Head, with an increasing gradient 

extending towards East Arm (Site 11) which has a very high APP. The remainder of 

the study area, including the greater Launceston region, experiences high APP. 

Table 5.16d Spatial variation in the parameters comprising the spring APP index throughout 
the Tamar Valley 

Site # 

\ 
2 
3 
4 
5 
? 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
15 
16 

Site Location 

Nunamara 
Hadspen 
Dog Point 
Windermere 
Rowella 
Garden Island 
Bell Bay 
Low Head 
Lefroy 
East Arm 
West Arm 
Holwell 
Stony Head 
Ti Tree Bend 

s. 
21.6 
18.6 
23.8 
44.5 
18.0 
29 A 
16.6 
57.6 
28.1 
27.2 
27.4 
23.4 
27.9 
24.6 

Sg2, 

1.9 
2.6 
6.1 
1.6 
0.3 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 

12.8 
14.4 
4.7 
0.0 
9.8 

R2, 

6.4 
10.0 
11.0 
8.6 

1?.0 
18.8 
14.6 
11.1 
12.7 
4.5 
8.2 

14.8 
15.6 
13.3 

U 

46.8 
21.5 
32.8 
6,6 

28,7 
10,5 
22,7 

5,0 
20,6 
26,9 
25.0 
29.5 
18.1 
40.2 

V2, 

49.6 
47.9 
36.2 
34.2 
42.7 
43.7 
44.5 
50.5 
47.9 
29.9 
37.9 
39.0 
44.9 
27.6 

u. 
4.6 
8.5 
8.0 

14.4 
11.4 
14.4 
9.4 

26.0 
8.0 
0.7 
5.1 
6.2 
9.7 
1.8 

APP 

-71 
-47 
-36 

0 
-48 
-21 
-45 
-13 
-35 
-13 
-18 
-32 
-29 
-22 

In spring APP is dramatically reduced, with regions showing either medium or low 

index values. Medium APP is found in the coastal regions ofthe study area, 

extending inland in the West-Tamar. A broad zone of medium APP occurs in the 

Mid-Tamar region, once again slightly biased towards the West-Tamar rather than 

East-Tamar. A final, small region of medium APP encircles the Ti Tree Bend 

anemometer site. The remainder ofthe study area experiences low APP during 

spring months. 
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5.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has summarised the TVAS database in terms of key climatological 

parameters and derived variables. Wind, stability and atmospheric ttansport roses 

have been produced for each site on a seasonal basis. Maps have been produced 

showing the spatial variation in many additional parameters. The most important of 

these have been summarised into an index of air pollution potential, which is also 

mapped on a seasonal basis. 
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6 Anticyclonic Climatology ofthe Tamar 

Valley 

6.1 Introduction 

T
he Tamar Valley's air pollution problem worsens noticeably during the 

passage of anticyclones. Anticyclones are associated with slack pressure 

gradients and clear skies, thus giving rise to decoupled localised 

thermotopographic winds. These include weak sea breezes and valley winds which 

travel inland, and land breezes and katabatic winds which drain down the valley 

walls and axis and eventually out ofthe valley mouth to sea. Surface radiation 

inversions and elevated subsidence inversions also occur. 

All of these conditions conspire to minimise the air pollution transport, thus causing 

poor dispersion conditions. The climatology presented in Chapter 5 will therefore be 

extended to include a detailed analysis for these 'worst case' conditions. 

The anticyclonic climatology will be largely based upon wind speeds and directions 

exttacted for sampling intervals when the surface pressure was at or above 1020 hPa. 

Vector averages will be calculated for each anemometer site, providing diumal time 

series for the "average" anticyclonic day in each season. The mean anticyclonic time 

series will be used to produce: 

. graphs depicting tiie diumal variation in mean winds, at three locations sittiated 

along a transect following the valley axis; 
• maps showing the spatial variation in mean wind vectors at selected ttmes of 

the day; and 
. an estimate of sea breeze arrival time and duration for summer and auttimn. 
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6.2 Surf ace Pressure Measurements 
Surface atmospheric pressure was recorded at Site 8, over a two-year period 

extending from early June 1994 to mid May 1996. Pressures were averaged over 15 

minute time intervals. Figure 6.1 shows a seasonal breakdown ofthe percentage of 

readings equalling or exceeding 1020 hPa. This figure was chosen to represent 

anticyclonic, and thus poor dispersion, conditions. Spring and summer both 

exhibited an anticyclonicity of 17 %, well below the yearly mean of 28 %. The 

frequency of anticyclonic conditions rose to 30 % in autumn and then to 40 % in 

winter. These figures partly explain why winter and autumn are widely considered to 

be associated with poor pollution dispersion in the Tamar Valley. 

Spring Summer Autumn Winter 

Figure 6.1 Seasonal frequency of surface pressures equalling or exceeding 1020 hPa. 15-minute 

means recorded at Site 8, Bell Bay, between June 1994 and May 1996. The dotted line 

represents the overall yearly mean of 28 %. 

6.3 Methodology 
The TVAS anemometer-network database was analysed using SQL queries. Queries 

were written which identified the dates and associated 15-minute time intervals when 

tiie mean atmospheric pressure, recorded at Site 8, equalled or exceeded 1020 hPa. 

Wind speeds and directions from all 16 anemometer sites were then extracted on the 

basis of these 'anticyclonic' intervals. Seasonal means were then calculated for each 

15-minute time interval, spanning the entire day, until data was buih up describing 

the changing vector-averaged winds occurring during an "average anticyclonic day" 
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for each season at each measurement location. This information is summarised on 

both a diumal and a spatial basis. 

6.4 Diurnal and Spatial Variation in Vector Averaged 
Winds 

Vector average winds were calculated on a seasonal basis by averaging the easterly 

and northerly components for each time and season, and resolving them back into 

wind speeds and directions. When the diumal time series were graphed it was clear 

that there was a significant amount of noise present. This was removed by 

smoothing the easterly and northerly components ofthe time series prior to resolving 

them back into wind speeds and directions. Smoothing was conducted using mnning 

means covering the time in question, plus the two values before and the two after. 

On first glance this approach may seem to provide a "disjointed" dataset. Its use is 

defended on the grounds that after a low degree of smoothing, very clear diimial 

pattems were observed. 

The diumal cycle of vector averaged winds under anticyclonic conditions was 

calculated on a seasonal basis for each ofthe 16 TVAS anemometer sites. For 

illustrative purposes, only the time series for Sites 8, 4 and 16 will be displayed. 

The Tamar Valley is a coastal valley, and thus experiences thermotopographic winds 

common to coastiines and valleys. As such it can be difficult to determine whether 

the daytime winds ttavelling inland are caused by topographic channelling, sea 

breezes, or the anabatic "valley wind" experienced in most valleys regardless of 

proximity to the coast. In a similar manner it is difficult to determine whether the 

noctumal winds travelling out ofthe valley towards the coast are caused by 

channelling, land breezes or by katabatic "mountain winds" draining down the valley 

axis. 

In reality each situation is probably an amalgam of all three possible events. For 

simplicity, the daytime winds arriving from the northwest at the coast will be referred 

to as the sea breeze. Likewise the noctumal flows ttavelling down the valley axis 

will be referred to as drainage or katabatic flows. 
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Figure 6.2 compares the 24-hour vector-averaged wind speed and direction time 

series, under anticyclonic conditions at Bell Bay (Site 8), for each ofthe four 

seasons. Each seasonal trace is characterised by low wind speeds ovemight, witii 

winds less than 1 ms"'. Wind speeds gradually increase towards the dawn, and reach 

a local maximum between 09:00 and 10:00 EST. A period of calm wmds tiien 

occurs prior to the onset ofthe sea breeze. This quickly builds up to its maximum 

speed during late aftemoon, remaining fairiy constant for three to four hours, before 

falling to its noctumal levels. 

_ 5 

-Summer 

• Spring 

•Autumn 

Winter 

0:00 4:00 8:00 12:00 16:00 20:00 0:00 

0:00 4:00 8:00 12:00 16:00 20:00 0:00 

Figure 6.2 Seasonal vector averaged wind speed and direction time series recorded at Bell Bay 

(Site 8) under anticyclonic conditions (surface pressure > 1020 hPa). Each time series 

has a 15-minute resolution, giving 96 consecutive time intervals spanning an entire day. 

Times are given as Eastern Standard Time. 
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Noctumal winds tend to arrive from the southeast sector, and are the resuh of 

drainage flow down the valley axis. In summer this flow will persist from midnight 

to around 10:00 EST. The winds then die down in strength and gradually veer m 

direction from the southeast to the south, the west, then finally tiie northwest. This 

period of light, veering winds prior to the onset ofthe summer sea breeze has been 

observed many times at Site 8, and generally lasts for around one and a half hours. 

The northwesterly winds signal the arrival ofthe sea breeze and are associated with a 

rapid increase in wind strength. The northwesterly summer sea breeze persists for 

seven hours before the wind gradually dies down in speed and resumes its veering 

process. By midnight the wind direction has 'boxed the compass' with the winds 

successively arriving from the north, east, and finally southeast where it began 24 

hours earlier. 

During autumn the sea breeze is still evident at Site 8, however it is far lower in 

intensity. The diumal change in wind directions is similar in form to that observed 

during summer, however, the arrival ofthe sea breeze is more sudden with the winds 

veering almost 180 ° in fifteen minutes. The northwesterly direction persists for 

longer than in summer. What is unusual however, is that the winds then start to back 

in direction from northwesterly to westerly, to southerly to southeasterly. 

The winter scenario is the mirror image of that experienced in summer. 

Southeasterly noctumal drainage flows still occur, gradually changing into a gentle 

northwesterly sea breeze. Rather than a gradual veering ofthe winds, as seen in the 

summer situation, the winds box the compass in the reverse direction. 

In spring an aftemoon sea breeze still occurs under anticyclonic conditions. This is 

evidenced by a period of stronger winds from the northwest during the early 

afternoon. Apart from the presence ofthe sea breeze, the spring ttace is markedly 

different from those experienced during the other seasons. Noctumal katabatic winds 

are absent, being replaced by light, variable winds which fluctuate between 

northeasteriies and southwesteriies. As the night progresses the winds settle down, 

becoming westeriies which gradually veer into northwesterlies. These persist all 

aftemoon and late into the evening. 
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The diumal time series for Site 4, located at Windermere, midway between Sites 8 

and 16, is displayed as Figure 6.3. Representative data was not available for 

anticyclonic conditions during spring, so only summer, autumn and winter ttaces are 

shown. Very definite sea breezes occur during summer and autumn, with an increase 

in winds from the northwest occurring during the early aftemoon. The development 

ofthe sea breeze at Site 4 is more gradual than tiiat experienced at Bell Bay. 
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Figure 6.3 Seasonal vector-averaged wind speed and direction time series recorded at Windermere, 

Site 4, under anticyclonic conditions (surface pressure > 1020 hPa). Data were not 

available for Spring. Each time series has a 15-minute resolution, giving 96 

consecutive time intervals spanning an entire day. Times are given as Eastern Standard 

Time. 
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The summer sea breeze mimics that experienced at Bell Bay, witii a gradual veering 

ofthe winds occurring both before and after tiie sea breeze. The auttimn sea breeze, 

whilst similar in intensity to that at Bell Bay starts earlier, and occurs after a period 

of backing winds rather than the veering winds experienced at Bell Bay. Likewise, 

the departure ofthe sea breeze is associated with changing wind directions in the 

opposite manner to those simultaneously occurring at Bell Bay. These differences 

between the arrival and departure ofthe sea breeze at Bell Bay and Windermere 

during autumn suggest that the transitional periods are subject to localised effects, 

which are controlled by topography. 

The weak winter sea breeze that occurs at Bell Bay during anticyclonic conditions is 

absent midway down the valley at Windermere. Light drainage flows prevail all day, 

with the winds largely remaining between the east and south. 

Figure 6.4 similarly displays the mean diumal trends in Launceston's winds using the 

Ti Tree Bend (Site 16) data. Again the spring trace is absent due to lack of data. 

While the wind speeds are slightly lower than those experienced at Sites 4 and 8, 

they do follow the same diumal pattem established at these sites. 

Winter anticyclonic conditions see the establishment of a gentle northerly flow at 

Site 16, which persists throughout the entire day. This slowly builds up in intensity 

during the moming, reaching its peak of 1.6 ms'' around 14:30 EST before gradually 

falling during the aftemoon. 

Drainage flows, from the southeast, are seen at midnight during both summer and 

autumn. These persist throughout the entire night in autumn before rapidly backing 

into a northerly sea breeze. This transition period is far more gradual in summer, 

lasting from 03:00 to 10:00 EST. As expected, the summer sea breeze lasts far 

longer than the autumn sea breeze. After the sea breeze, the winds veer back to the 

southeast. 

6.4.1 Spatial Variation in Vector Averaged Winds 

The spatial variation in winds under anticyclonic conditions was investigated. 

Vector-averaged wind speeds and directions were compiled on the basis of 
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anemometer site, time of day and season. Winds were mapped as vectors, assigned 

to one of six different wind speed classes. Figures 6.5 to 6.8 map tiie diumal 

variation in vector-averaged winds under anticyclonic conditions for summer, 

autumn, winter and spring respectively. 
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Figure 6.4 Seasonal vector-averaged wind speed and direction time series recorded at Ti Tree 

Bend, Launceston (Site 16) under anticyclonic conditions (surface pressure > 1020 

hPa). Data were not available for spring. Each time series has a 15-minute resolution, 

giving 96 consecutive time intervals spanning an entire day. Times are given as Eastern 

Standard Time. Note that the wind direction scale has been adjusted to avoid the 0/360 

degree discontinuity. 

During summer (Figure 6.5a-b) a weak drainage flow is evident throughout most of 

the valley at midnight, increasing in speed as it approaches the river mouth. 
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However, the flow in the upper Tamar, near the Launceston region, is more conftised, 

often flowing up-river rather than down-river. Similar inland flows are seen at tiie 

near-coastal Sites 10 and 15 on the East-Tamar. 

The inland flows in the upper Tamar are attributed to shallow localised drainage from 

nearby hills. The inland flow noted at Sites 10 and 15 is more problematic however, 

and may be a remnant sea breeze. This is feasible as the two sites are close to the 

coast and are separated from the valley axis by the Tippogoree Hills. The sites are 

therefore protected from the main axis drainage flow. This would allow localised 

flows to occur in the region without being swamped by more dominant valley-wide 

drainage pattems. The remnant sea breeze persists all night, growing weaker with 

inland distance and time. It is only present in summer. 

This overall pattem of drainage flows throughout the valley, and a remnant sea 

breeze in the coastal region to the east ofthe study area, remains largely similar 

throughout the entire night. It is still evident at 09:00 the next moming. By noon the 

pattem has reversed, and a strong anabatic flow is present, with all sites showing an 

inland flow being channelled by the topography. The strongest winds are seen at the 

valley axis. The sea breeze builds in intensity until it reaches a maximum, which is 

depicted in the 18:00 map. The 21:00 map shows the beginnings of a weak drainage 

flow at the coast, and the remnants ofthe sea breeze inland. 

The autumn wind vectors, shovm in Figure 6.6a-b are very similar to those occurring 

in summer under anticyclonic conditions. The remnant noctumal sea breeze 

experienced at Sites 10 and 15 is absent and is replaced with a weak drainage flow 

off the Tippogoree Hills. 
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Figure 6.5a Diumal variation in summer vector-averaged winds under anticyclonic conditions 

(June '94 to May '96). Anticyclonic conditions were defmed whenever the surface 

pressure at Site 8 (Bell Bay) reached or exceeded 1020 hPa. The northwest/southeast 

aligned rectangle shows the extent ofthe TVAS study area. Site numbers are provided 

on the midnight map, and contours are drawn (using a 200 m interval) to provide an 

indication of topography. 
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Figure 6.5b Diumal variation in summer vector-averaged winds under anticyclonic conditions 

(June '94 to May '96). Anticyclonic conditions were defined whenever the surface 

pressure at Site 8 (Bell Bay) reached or exceeded 1020 hPa. The northwesf southeast 

aligned rectangle shows the extent ofthe TVAS study area. Site numbers are provided 

on the noon map, and contours are drawn (using a 200 m interval) to provide an 

indication of topography. 
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Figure 6.6a Diurnal variation in autumn vector-averaged winds under anticyclonic conditions (June 

'94 to May '96). Anticyclonic conditions were defmed whenever the surface pressure 

at Site 8 (Bell Bay) reached or exceeded 1020 hPa. The northwest/southeast aligned 

rectangle shows the extent ofthe TVAS study area. Site numbers are provided on the 

midnight map, and contours are drawn (using a 200 m interval) to provide an indication 

of topography. 
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Figure 6.6b Diumal variation in autumn vector-averaged winds under anticyclonic conditions (June 

'94 to May '96). Anticyclonic conditions were defined whenever the surface pressure 

at Site 8 (Bell Bay) reached or exceeded 1020 hPa. The northwest/southeast aligned 

rectangle shows the extent of the TVAS study area. Site numbers are provided on the 

noon map, and contours are drawn (using a 200 m interval) to provide an indication of 

topography. 
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During winter (Figure 6.7a-b), the midnight wind vectors show weak katabatic flows 

draining off local topographic features. The main mountain wind has not yet had 

time to develop. Of special interest are drainage flows coming from the Asbestos 

and Dazzler Ranges in the northwest ofthe sttidy area. These flow in a nortiieasterly 

direction, skirting the Tippogoree Hills. By 03:00 the mountain wind has started to 

develop, and remains present until 09:00. Noon sees a confused pattem of opposing 

flows near the mouth ofthe study region associated with very light winds, and weak 

drainage flows appear in the rest ofthe valley. The sea breeze finally becomes 

evident at 15:00, and is still in place at 18:00. 21:00 sees the re-establishment of 

katabatic flows. 

The spring wind vectors (Figure 6.8a-b) show similar features to those explained 

above. At midnight localised drainage flows occur from the dominant topographical 

controls. As the night progresses these gradually develop into a mountain wind at 

sites close to the valley axis. Of particular note is the strong drainage wind from the 

north that occurs at Site 5. This flow, which drains off the Tippogoree Hills, persists 

until 06:00. The sea breeze is present by 15:00 with relatively strong inland winds 

occurring until 21:00. 
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Figure 6.7b Diumal variation in winter vector-averaged winds under anticyclonic conditions (June 

'94 to May '96). Anticyclonic conditions were defined whenever the surface pressure 

at Site 8 (Bell Bay) reached or exceeded 1020 hPa. The northwest/southeast aligned 

rectangle shows the extent ofthe TVAS study area. Site numbers are provided on the 

noon map, and contours are drawn (using a 200 m interval) to provide an indication of 

topography. 
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Figure 6.8a Diumal variation in spring vector-averaged winds under amicyclonic conditions (June 

'94 to May '96). Anticyclonic conditions were defined whenever the surface pressure 

at Site 8 (Bell Bay) reached or exceeded 1020 hPa. The northwest/southeast aligned 

rectangle shows the extent ofthe TVAS study area. Site numbers are provided on the 

midnight map, and contours are drawn (using a 200 m interval) to provide an indication 

of topography. 
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Figure 6.8b Diurnal variation in spring vector-averaged winds under amicyclonic conditions (June 

'94 to May '96). Anticyclonic conditions were defined whenever the surface pressure 

at Site 8 (Bell Bay) reached or exceeded 1020 hPa. The northwest/southeast aligned 

rectangle shows the extent ofthe TVAS study area. Site numbers are provided on the 

noon map, and contours are drawn (using a 200 m interval) to provide an indication of 

topography. 
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6.4.2 Estimating the Sea Breeze Arrival Time and Duration 
Throughout the Valley 

The vector-average wind time series data were analysed, for each season and 

anemometer location, in order to provide a 'mle of thumb' indication of tiie sea 

breeze arrival and departure times under idealised anticyclonic conditions. While a 

clear pattem was not discovered for the winter and spring months, one was evident in 

summer and autumn. 

Similar forms in the summer and autumn vector-averaged time series graphs were 

seen to be associated with sea breeze arrivals and departtires. Nocttimal winds were 

light, and directions identified them as shallow drainage flows. After dawn, the 

winds would gradually increase as surface convection occurs. During midmoming a 

period of calm would occur as the winds shifted in direction from a drainage to an 

anabatic flow. This change would occur relatively quickly, often within an hour. 

Once the wind direction had established itself, then the winds would rise in strength. 

The sea breeze would last a number of hours and then die down, frequently with an 

abmpt change in both speed and direction. The most common wind direction 

associated with the sea breeze was from the northwest, however topographic 

channelling ofthe sea breeze meant that inland sites often received the sea breeze as 

a northerly. 

Sea breeze arrival and departure times were estimated for each location. The arrival 

time was given by the timing ofthe first significant change, towards the final sea 

breeze direction, in the wind direction time series. If a change was not clear in the 

wind direction time series, then the timing ofthe corresponding change in the wind 

speed time series was used instead. 

The sea breeze departure was identified in a similar manner, using wind direction as 

the primary indicator of departure, with wind speed being used in the absence of a 

clear change in the wind direction signal. It was often difficult to determine 

departure times, whereas arrival times were quite distinct and easily identified. Sea 

breeze duration was calculated as the time difference between arrival and departure. 
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Four independent variables were used to model the sea breeze arrival time and 

duration. The first of these {X,) was the NW/SE component ofthe 06:00 wmd at 

each site, measured in ms"'. This was used as a measure ofthe sttengtii of tiie 

opposing drainage flow that the sea breeze had to overcome. 

The remaining three independent variables were position parameters, used to identify 

the location of each anemometer site in terms of inland distance (km), lateral distance 

(km), and height (m). The inland distance {X^) refers to the proximity ofthe 

anemometer site to the coast, measured along the valley axis. The lateral distance 

(Jfj) is the distance ofthe anemometer site from the valley axis, measured normal to 

the axis. This parameter is not direction-dependent, and hence distances northeast or 

southwest ofthe axis are both assigned positive values. The height (X,) is the height 

ofthe anemometer site above mean sea level. Table 6.1 summarises the positional 

indicator values used for each anemometer site. 

Table 6.1 Position parameters for each TVAS anemometer site. These are used in modelling 
sea breeze arrival times and durations. 

Site Number 

Site 9 
Site 15 
Site? 
Site 12 
Sites 
Site 10 
Sites 
Site 13 
Site 11 
Site 4 
Sites 
Site 16 
Site 2 
Site I 

Site Location 

Low Head Pilot Station 
The Currie - Stony Head 
Garden Island 
West Arm 
Bell Bay 
Lefroy 
Rowella 
Holwell 
East Arm 
Windermere 
Dog Point 
Ti Tree Bend STP Site 
Hadspen 
Nunamara 

Inland 
Distance fAy, 

km 

1.85 
7.00 
7.59 
9.97 

11.67 
14.26 
16.37 
17.83 
24.63 
32.00 
39.52 
50.01 
55.40 
57.45 

Lateral Distance from 
Valley Axis (X3), km 

1,04 
!2,95 
2,53 
7,37 
0,89 

11,31 
0.89 

12,80 
6,25 
0,30 
1,49 
1,41 
7,07 

12,65 

Height pi J, 
masl 

0 
41 

2 
iO 
1 

113 
20 

186 
103 

4 
2 

17 
171 
302 

Simple multi-linear regressions were used to model sea breeze arrival time and 

duration. Each model took the form 

7 = Q + C,X, + C^2 + C^, + C^, 6.1 

where Fis the sea breeze onset time or duration, given in decimal hours, and Q to Q 

are the y-intercept and coefficients associated withX^ toX, respectively. 

Table 6.2 summarises the values taken by Q to C^ for the summer and autumn 

commencement time and duration models. This allows the onset time and duration 
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to be calculated for any point in the valley, given the northwest/southeast component 

ofthe 06:00 wind at that site, and the position ofthe location in question. 

Table 6.2 Coefficients used in modelling sea breeze onset times and durations for the 
summer and autumn seasons. 

Sea Breeze Onset Model Sea Breeze Duration Model 

Variable Summer Autumn Summer Autumn 

Co 9,483 8,630 8,024 14,061 

C, -0,009 1,899 0,580 -2,795 

Q -0.094 0.029 0.162 -0.082 

C, -0.006 -0.055 0.118 -0.411 

C_, 0.399 -0.001 0.006 0.015 

MultipTe'R' 0 l93 '6:915 0.963 0.750 

R2 0.798 0.837 0.927 0.562 

Standard Error 0.659 0.913 0.976 2.218 

Observations 13 14 13 14 

F 7.883 11.531 25.233 2.889 

Significance F 0.007 0.001 0.000 0.086 

The summer sea breeze has been well modelled in terms of onset and duration, 

having R̂  values of 0.80 and 0.93 respectively. This was because the arrival and 

departure times were distinct events and hence easily determined from the vector 

averaged time series for each site. Likewise the auttimn onset time was clearly seen 

in the mean time series and hence has an R' value of 0.91. In conttast a poor 

relationship was determined for autumn sea breeze duration, as the auttimn sea 

breeze departure is not a distinct event, and was hence difficult to determine with any 

degree of certainty. 

These relationships have been provided as a first approximation to the sea breeze 

onset and duration times. They are not intended to provide an accurate 

representation of sea breeze characteristics, nor have they been tested against an 

independent dataset. 
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6.5 Conclusions 

This chapter has extended the climatology presented in Chapter 5 by focussing solely 

on anticyclonic conditions. These were defined as times when the surface pressure 

was 1020 hPa or greater. 

Vector average wind speeds and directions were calculated for all anticyclonic 

measurement intervals, allowing the diumal variation in winds to be determined at 

each site on the "average" anticyclonic day. This process was repeated for each 

season. The mean anticyclonic time series were used to produce: 

• graphs depicting the diumal variation in mean winds, at three locations situated 
along a transect following the valley axis; 

• maps showing the spatial variation in mean wind vectors at selected times of 
the day; and 

• a model of sea breeze arrival time and duration for summer and autumn. 


